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Abstract
Probabilistic inference, such as density estimation and distribution transformation, is
a fundamental and highly important problem that needs to be solved in many different
domains. Recently, a lot of research was done to solve it using Deep Learning (DL)
approaches, including unnormalized and energy models, as well as Generative Adversarial
Networks, where DL has shown top approximation performance. In this paper we contribute
a novel algorithm family, which generalizes all above, and allows to infer different statistical
modalities (e.g. data likelihood and ratio between densities) from data samples. The proposed
unsupervised technique, named Probabilistic Surface Optimization (PSO), views a neural
network (NN) as a flexible surface which can be pushed according to loss-specific virtual
stochastic forces, where a dynamical equilibrium is achieved when the point-wise forces on
the surface become equal. Concretely, the surface is pushed up and down at points sampled
from two different distributions, with overall up and down forces becoming functions of these
two distribution densities and of force intensity magnitudes defined by loss of a particular
PSO instance. The eventual force equilibrium upon convergence enforces the NN to be
equal to various statistical functions depending on the used magnitude functions, such as
data density. Furthermore, this dynamical-statistical equilibrium is extremely intuitive and
useful, providing many implications and possible usages in probabilistic inference. Further,
we connect PSO to numerous existing statistical works which are also PSO instances, and
derive new PSO-based inference methods as demonstration of PSO exceptional usability.
Likewise, based on the insights coming from the virtual-force perspective we analyze PSO
stability and propose new ways to improve it. Finally, we present new instances of PSO,
termed PSO-LDE, for data density estimation on logarithmic scale and also provide a new
NN block-diagonal architecture for increased surface flexibility, which significantly improves
estimation accuracy. Both PSO-LDE and the new architecture are combined together as a
new density estimation technique. In our experiments we demonstrate this technique to be
superior over state-of-the-art baselines in density estimation task for multi-modal 20D data.
Keywords: Unsupervised Learning, Non-parametric Density Estimation, Deep Learning.
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1. Introduction
Probabilistic inference is the wide domain of extremely important statistical problems
including density (ratio) estimation, distribution transformation, density sampling and
many more. Solutions to these problems are extensively used in domains of robotics,
computer image, economics, and other scientific/industrial data mining cases. Particularly,
in robotics we require to manually/automatically infer a measurement model between sensor
measurements and the hidden state of the robot. Given such a model we can infer belief
over robot state in an on-line scenario. Another example from robotics is the ability to
generate/sample measurements that are similar as much as possible to future incoming
observations. Such capability is often required in the belief space planning (BSP) problem
(Kopitkov and Indelman, 2017), where a robot can reason about the future via prediction of
a future observation and act smartly according to it. Considering the above, solutions to
probabilistic inference and their applications to real-world problems are highly important for
many scientific fields, with emphasis on robust robot operation in stochastic environments.
The universal approximation theory (Hornik, 1991) states that an artificial neural network
with fully-connected layers can approximate any continuous function on compact subsets
of Rn, making it a universal approximation tool. Moreover, in the last decade methods
based on Deep Learning (DL) provided outstanding performance in areas of computer vision
and reinforcement learning. More recently, accurate DL approaches were also developed in
the robotics domain, addressing problems such as image-based odometry and localization.
Further, distribution transformation techniques, such as Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs), lately demonstrated outstanding results in generating new data samples which can
also be used to predict sensor’s future observations, as was mentioned above. Furthermore,
recently strong frameworks (e.g. TensorFlow; PyTorch; Caffe) were developed that allow
fast and sophisticated training of neural networks (NNs) using GPUs.
With this motivation, in this paper we contribute a novel unified paradigm, Probabilistic
Surface Optimization (PSO), that allows to solve various probabilistic inference problems
using DL, where we exploit the approximation power of neural networks (NNs) in full. PSO
expresses the problem of probabilistic inference as a virtual physical system where the surface,
represented by an NN, is pushed by forces that are outcomes of a Gradient Descent (GD)
optimization. We will show that this NN surface is pushed during the optimization to the
target surface for which the averaged point-wise forces cancel each other. Further, by using
different virtual forces we can enforce our NN surface to converge to different probabilistic
functions of data, such as data density, various density ratios, conditional densities and many
other useful statistical modalities. Moreover, we will show that many existing probabilistic
inference approaches, like unnormalized models, GANs, energy models and cross-entropy
based methods, already apply such PSO principles implicitly, even though their underlying
dynamics were not explored before through the prism of virtual forces. Likewise, many more
novel and original methods can be forged in a simple way by following the same fundamental
rules of the virtual surface and the force balance. Motivated by usefulness and intuitiveness
of the proposed PSO paradigm, we provide herein also its convergence and stability analysis.
Furthermore, the entire composition of this paper is focused on statistical inference for
continuous multi-dimensional data. Yet, same conclusions and provided techniques can also
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be applied to the discrete case since PSO principles of force balance will stay exactly the
same also there.
Importantly, we emphasize that PSO is not only a new interpretation that allows for
simplified and intuitive understanding of statistical learning. Instead, in this paper we show
that during the optimization the dynamics that an NN model undergoes are indeed matching
the picture of a physical surface with particular forces applied on it. Moreover, such match
allowed us to understand the optimization stability of PSO instances (e.g. GANs) in more
detail and to suggest new ways to improve it.
Further, this paper focuses in more detail on density estimation, which is a fundamental
statistical problem essential in many scientific fields and application domains such as
probabilistic planning and inference. Today’s most statistically robust techniques that
work on a wide range of probabilistic distributions are non-parametric where arguably the
leading and the most accurate is kernel density estimation (KDE). Though a large amount
of research was done on these techniques, they still are computationally expensive at both
estimation and query stages. They require searching for hyper-parameters like bandwidth
and kernel type, and their expressiveness in representing the estimated probability density
function (pdf) is high but still limited to the selected kernel. On the other hand, neural
networks (NN) are known for their high flexibility and ability to approximate any function.
In our previous work (Kopitkov and Indelman, 2018a) we proposed a new DeepPDF
method and showed how by using the PSO principles it can perform non-parametric density
estimation. As part of this paper, we investigate DL-based methods that estimate data
density in logarithmic scale, thereby improving the overall approximation accuracy and
allowing to deal with high-dimensional data. For this purpose, we analyze various PSO
instances that enforce the NN surface to approximate the log pdf function of a given
data. Moreover, we present several new hyper-parametrized families of such PSO instances
and verify their performance, both analytically and experimentally. As an example, these
approaches contain noise contrastive estimation (NCE) (Smith and Eisner, 2005; Gutmann
and Hyva¨rinen, 2010), widely adapted in language modeling domain, as their member for a
particular hyper-parameter choice. Further, we examine several NN architectures for better
estimation performance, and propose new block-diagonal layers that led us to significantly
improved accuracy. The logarithm scale and new NN architecture allowed us to accurately
estimate multi-modal densities of 20D continuous data, with superior precision compared
to other state-of-the-art methods, which we demonstrate in our experiments. Additionally,
note that in many real-world domains the analyzed data has a lower dimension (e.g. robot
poses in robotics have only 6 DoF), making the proposed techniques well-suited for these
applications. In future research we shall extend our methods to higher dimensions (e.g. of
thousands).
Furthermore, PSO-based density estimation approaches presented in this paper do not
enforce any explicit constraint over a total integral of the learned model, allowing it to be
totally unnormalized. Yet, the implicit force balance of PSO at convergence produces density
approximations that are highly accurate and almost normalized, with total integral being
very close to 1.
Further, comparable pdf estimation methods that do not produce strictly normalized
models, such as NCE and score matching (Hyva¨rinen, 2007), are typically evaluated on simple
distributions of up to 5 dimensions (Gutmann and Hyva¨rinen, 2010; Pihlaja et al., 2012;
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Saremi et al., 2018; Ceylan and Gutmann, 2018), which is not a sufficiently strong evidence
of these techniques’ true performance. Although in those works additional experiments are
performed on high-dimensional data such as image patches, the studies do not report the
true error since the real pdf function is analytically unknown for such datasets. Note that a
negative log-likelihood of the learned model, averaged on testing dataset, cannot be used
here since it is only reliable for perfectly normalized pdf models. Instead, inner parameters of
the converged models in (Gutmann and Hyva¨rinen, 2010; Pihlaja et al., 2012; Saremi et al.,
2018; Ceylan and Gutmann, 2018) are investigated and compared with known image feature
extractors such as Gabor filters (Fogel and Sagi, 1989). We argue that such feature-based
evaluation is not enough to validate consistency of estimated pdf values, which is extremely
important to fully demonstrate the reliability of a proposed density estimation approach.
Likewise, in the language modeling domain, the NCE method is applied for density
estimation of only low-dimensional discrete data (i.e. language words), which does not
yield any information about NCE behavior in a high-dimensional setting. Albeit there is
conversion of discrete words into multi-dimensional continuous embeddings, such vector
representation can be conceptually seen as output of a middle layer within some bigger
neural network that transforms words into appropriate values of a probability mass function
(pmf). Therefore, the overall goal of such language modeling remains a low-dimensional and
discrete pmf estimation. Thus, a proper quantitative evaluation of PSO, which contains
NCE as a member, in a high-dimensional setting is typically not done.
However, as we will discuss in this paper, due to curse of dimensionality the higher is
the dimension - the more challenging is the inference problem solved by PSO. Certainly,
an evaluation in a high-dimensional setting is required to show PSO’s real potential and
applicability to real world problems.
For this purpose, in our experiments we used datasets sampled from analytically known
yet sophisticated highly multi-modal distributions. This allowed us to compare the final pdf
estimation with the ground truth and to evaluate the real accuracy error of the produced
models. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that such quantitative
high-dimensional experiments are performed for this class of density inference methods.
Furthermore, in this paper we report the substantial estimation consistency evidence for
these methods, motivating their usage for a wide range of real world applications.
To summarize, our main contributions in this paper are as follows:
(a) We develop a Probabilistic Surface Optimization (PSO) that enforces any approximator
function to converge to a target statistical function which nullifies a point-wise virtual
force.
(b) We show that many existing probabilistic and (un-)supervised learning techniques can
be seen as instances of PSO.
(c) We show how new probabilistic techniques can be derived in a simple way by using PSO
principles, and also propose several such new methods.
(d) We provide analysis of PSO convergence and stability under the model expressiveness
limit assumption.
(e) We use PSO to approximate a logarithm of the target density using a NN, proposing for
this purpose several hyper-parametric PSO subgroups and analyzing their properties.
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Figure 1: Illustration of PSO principles. NN f(X; θ) : Rn → R represents virtual surface that is
pushed in opposite directions - up at points XU sampled from PU (X) and down at points XD sampled
from PD(X). Magnitude of each push is amplified by analytical function - MU (X, θ) when pushing
at XU and MD(X, θ) when pushing at XD, where both functions may have an almost arbitrary
form, with only minor restrictions. During optimization via loss in Eq. (1) the up and down forces
FU (X, θ) = PU (X) ·MU (X, θ) and FD(X, θ) = PD(X) ·MD(X, θ), containing both frequency and
analytical components, adapt to each other till point-wise balance state FU (X, θ) = FD(X, θ) is
achieved. Such convergence causes final f(X; θ) to be particular function of PU (X) and PD(X), and
can be used for inferring numerous statistical functions of arbitrary data (see Section 3).
(f) We present a new NN architecture with block-diagonal layers that allows for lower
side-influence between various regions of NN surface support and leads to higher NN
flexibility and to more accurate data density estimation.
(g) We experiment with different continuous 20D densities, and accurately infer all of them
using the proposed PSO instances, thus demonstrating these instances’ robustness and
top performance. Further, we compare our methods with state-of-the-art baselines,
showing the superiority of former over latter.
2. Probabilistic Surface Optimization
In previous work (Kopitkov and Indelman, 2018a) we explored a specific instance of Prob-
abilistic Surface Optimization (PSO) where we used pdf loss for the problem of density
estimation. However, the PSO can be seen as a much more general family of probabilistic
inference algorithms that include, for example, most of the critic losses proposed by popular
GAN methods, as also other unsupervised methods to learn statistical properties of an
arbitrary data. In this section we will introduce a more general definition of PSO and in
Section 3 we will relate it to other existing methods, showing them to be instances of the
unifying PSO family. Later on, in Section 4 we will discuss PSO’s statistical convergence
properties and analyze its numerical stability.
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Notation Description
f(X; θ) : Rn → R function parametrized by a neural network, can be viewed
as a surface with support in Rn whose height is
the output of f(X; θ)
θ ∈ R|θ| neural network weights vector
X ∈ Rn input space of f(X; θ), can be viewed as support of
NN surface in space Rn+1
XU ∼ PU n-dimensional random variable with pdf PU , samples of which
are the locations where we push NN surface up
XD ∼ PD n-dimensional random variable with pdf PD, samples of which
are the locations where we push NN surface down
S support intersection of PU and PD
MU (X, θ) : Rn × R|θ| → R force-magnitude function that amplifies an up push force
which we apply at XU
MD(X, θ) : Rn × R|θ| → R force-magnitude function that amplifies a down push force
which we apply at XD
FU (X, θ) and FD(X, θ) point-wise up and down forces defined in Eq. (4), that are
applied (on average) at any point X ∈ Rn
[·]sg stop gradient operator - an instruction to loss differentiation
process that makes the inside expression independent of θ
when calculating the gradient w.r.t. θ
NU and ND batch sizes of samples from PU and from PD, that are used in
a single optimization iteration
gr
= gradient-equal symbol states that expressions from symbol’s
both sides have an identical gradient w.r.t. θ,
e.g. h(θ)
gr
= g(θ) =⇒ ∂h(θ)∂θ = ∂g(θ)∂θ ;
in other words, this gradient equality means that when each
of the expressions is used as a loss for gradient-based optimization,
the optimization outcome will be identical.
Table 1: Paper Main Notations
PSO’s principle is focused on pushing a virtual surface in Rn+1 space, represented via
some NN f(X; θ) : Rn → R, by forces that are outcomes of gradient descent (GD) updates.
The θ herein represents the weights vector of an NN; each point X ∈ Rn represents location
within surface support; and the scalar output of f(X; θ) is considered as the surface height
at point X, see Figure 1 for the illustration. We will also name the surface height as the
probabilistic dimension since this height (output of f(X; θ)) will eventually converge to the
required statistical function of the data (e.g. its pdf function). The surface is pushed along
the probabilistic dimension at points sampled from different densities, where the density
frequency of each point affects the final form of the converged surface.
More specifically, consider two densities PU and PD at whose samples XU and XD we
push the surface f(X; θ) (similar idea can be generalized to more than two distributions).
Moreover, we will push the surface at XU and XD in opposite directions, up at XU and
down at XD along the probabilistic dimension, since pushing surface in the same direction
at all sampled points will move the surface height to infinity indefinitely.
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Further, consider two force-magnitude functions MU (X, θ) and MD(X, θ) given by a
specific instance of PSO loss (see some examples in Section 3) that are used to magnify our
pushes at points XU and XD. That is, the force of push will be proportional to MU (X, θ)
when pushing at XU , and will be proportional to MD(X, θ) when pushing at XD.
Finally, in order to push the virtual surface f(X; θ) according to the described above
setting we sample XU and XD, and perform one optimization update of θ w.r.t. general
PSO loss:
LPSO(θ,XU , XD) = −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
MU (XU , θ)
]sg
+ f(XD; θ) ·
[
MD(XD, θ)
]sg
, (1)
where [·]sg represents the stop gradient operator - the inside expression will be considered
independent of θ when calculating the gradient of LPSO:
∂LPSO(θ,XU , XD)
∂θ
= −∂f(XU ; θ)
∂θ
·MU (XU , θ) + ∂f(XD; θ)
∂θ
·MD(XD, θ). (2)
Thus, the first term, −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
MU (·)
]sg
, is pushing the surface up at point XU with
force proportional to MU (·) and similarly the second term +f(XD; θ) ·
[
MD(·)
]sg
is pushing
the surface down at point XD with force proportional to MD(·). The given specific MU (·)
can involve inside it arbitrary terms such as XU , θ or f(XU ; θ), yet it will only influence
magnitude of up-force (and not its direction), due to stop gradient operator. Same logic
goes also for MD(·).
Remark 1 Note that
[ · ]sg is not a proper mathematical operator but instead is an ”in-
struction” to loss differentiation process. Further, f(X; θ) · [M(X, θ)]sg can be likewise
re-expressed as some function F(X, θ) that satisfies ∂F(X,θ)∂θ = ∂f(X;θ)∂θ ·M(X, θ). Yet, the
”stop-gradient” formulation provides better understanding and intuition of optimization
dynamics as will be shown in this paper. Additionally, the loss in Eq. (1) has a very general
formulation that unifies numerous existing methods, also allowing easy development of new
statistical methods by simply employing new magnitude functions. Moreover, the function
F(X, θ) is not always analytically available for every choice of magnitude M(X, θ), and it is
even not required for the implementation of loss in Eq. (1).
Also, note that in practice during a single optimization iteration we push a batch of up
and down points, with NU and ND being appropriate batch sizes, as
LBPSO(θ, {XiU}, {XiD}) =
= − 1
NU
NU∑
i=1
f(XiU ; θ) ·
[
MU (X
i
U , θ)
]sg
+
1
ND
ND∑
i=1
f(XiD; θ) ·
[
MD(X
i
D, θ)
]sg
, (3)
yet, to reduce clutter, below we will mostly use the formulation from Eq. (1) which can be
considered as a specific case of the above batch loss LBPSO for NU = ND = 1.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the iterative optimization via above loss in Eq. (1) can be seen
as pushing a virtual surface point-wise at each X ∈ Rn with averaged up and down forces:
FU (X, θ) = PU (X) ·MU (X, θ), FD(X, θ) = PD(X) ·MD(X, θ), (4)
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where each force contains the frequency component (PU (·) and PD(·)) and the analytical
component (MU (·) and MD(·)). Intuitively, the above force expressions can be explained
as follows. The frequency component represents the idea that at points with higher pdf
values the surface is pushed more often, thus on average amplifying the appropriate force at
these points. Likewise, the analytical component (the magnitude function) expresses the
energy amount spent on each individual push. Further, by multiplying both components we
can express the total averaged force intensity. To prove the above intuitive exposition in
mathematical terms, we present a theoretical derivation in Section 4. Also, main notations
of this paper are summarized in Table 1.
Under stability conditions (see stability analysis in Section 4), PSO will converge to the
balance state where both forces are point-wise equal, FU (X, θ) = FD(X, θ) for all points X
in a mutual support of PU and PD. The convergence outside of this support is also described
in Section 4. Further, this balance state can be seen as:
PU (X) ·MU (X, θ) = PD(X) ·MD(X, θ) ⇒ P
U (X)
PD(X)
=
MD(X, θ)
MU (X, θ)
(5)
where by ignoring possible singularities (we will deal with them in Section 4) we can see
that the converged surface f(X; θ) will be such that ratio of the frequency components will
be opposite-proportional to the ratio of the analytical components.
The above balance state is crucial part of PSO, which allows to analyze convergence of
PSO algorithms. Upon convergence, it produces a different f(X; θ) for different choices of
MU (·) and MD(·). In order to derive a value of the converged f(X; θ) for a specific PSO
instance, the MU (·) and MD(·) of that PSO instance must be substituted into the above
Eq. (5). Typically, these magnitude functions are functionals that involve f(X; θ) inside
them. Thus, the converged f(X; θ) can be derived for each PSO case by solving Eq. (5).
We discuss specific examples in Section 3.
Importantly, for PSO to be stable at the solution f(X; θ) of balance state in Eq. (5), this
solution together with the selected magnitudes MU (·) and MD(·) must satisfy:
PU (X) ·M ′U (X; θ) < PD(X) ·M ′D(X; θ) ∀X ∈ S, (6)
where S is the mutual support of PU and PD, and M ′(X; θ) , ∂M(X;θ)∂f(X;θ) . This condition
ensures that once the NN surface has converged to its target function, it stays there. It can
also be interpreted as requirement for up force FU (X, θ) to grow slower than down force
FD(X, θ) when the surface height is increasing (see more details in Section 4.2.3). Note
that the above condition provides restrictions only over the family of legitimate magnitude
functions and does not produces constraints over a model family of f(X; θ) in any way. All
PSO instances presented in this paper satisfy the above condition.
Remark 2 In practice, the balance state in Eq. (5) can be achieved by NN, given that the
model/surface f(X; θ) is flexible enough. In this work we discuss in more detail the model
flexibility and its relation to the approximation error. Yet, it is important to remember
that output of f(X; θ) should not be restricted in any significant way that will prevent PSO
convergence. That is, if for example at the end of NN we have exp(·) activation, the model’s
output will be limited to positive values and will not be able to approximate negative target
functions.
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Remark 3 When pushing NN surface only with up force FU (X, θ) at points sampled from
PU , via loss LU (θ, {XiU}) = − 1NU
∑NU
i=1 f(X
i
U ; θ) ·
[
MU (X
i
U , θ)
]sg
, a typical flexible NN
f(X; θ) will be pushed to +∞ which will diverge the entire optimization process due to
numerical problems, as discussed in Sections 4.2.4 and 4.3. PSO handles such energy
imbalance by imposing the opposite force FD(X, θ). Yet, note that down force is not the
only way to prevent the divergence of one-sided force scenario. The other way around is to
restrict model family of f(X; θ) to a space of positive functions whose total integral is equal
to 1 (e.g. probability measure space). Given that f(X; θ) belongs to such normalized family,
it will not be forced by LU (θ, {XiU}) to the infinite height due to the normalization constraint.
In fact, such restriction over a model family and magnitude MU (X, θ) =
1
f(X;θ) will result
in LU (θ, {XiU}) = − 1NU
∑NU
i=1 f(X
i
U ; θ) ·
[
1
f(X;θ)
]sg gr
= − 1NU
∑NU
i=1 log f(X
i
U ; θ) becoming an
ordinary Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) loss.
The above general formulation of PSO is surprisingly simple, considering that it unifies
numerous statistical techniques into one algorithm family and further provides a strong
intuition about its stability properties as we will see later. Concretely, this formulation
contains DeepPDF - density estimation method developed in (Kopitkov and Indelman,
2018a), as well as many other probabilistic inference algorithms such as estimation of (ratio)
log-density and conditional pdfs. Moreover, the PSO principle, that by pushing the NN
surface an equilibrium is achieved when probabilistic-analytical forces are equal to each other,
is unexpected at least. Furthermore, due to the ubiquitousness of PSO principles within
various statistical methods analysis of PSO convergence and numerical stability obtains a
very big significance.
3. Instances of PSO
Many statistical methods exist that have the form of Eq. (1) and therefore being instances
of the PSO algorithm family. Typically, these methods express their losses without the stop
gradient operator. Yet every such loss can be expressed in different forms, with and without
[·]sg, and still have the same gradient w.r.t. θ. Thus, different forms of the same loss are
practically identical in the context of gradient-based optimization since they update θ at
each iteration in exactly the same way. We shall denote the loss’s form matching a pattern
in Eq. (1) by PSO canonical form, and the loss’s form without the stop gradient by natural
form.
In Tables 2-7 we show multiple PSO instances with both natural and canonical forms of
their losses. We categorize all losses into two main categories - density estimation losses in
Tables 2-3 and ratio density estimation losses in Tables 4-6. In the former class of losses we
are interested to infer density PU from its available data samples, and PD represents some
auxiliary distribution with analytically known pdf function PD(X) whose samples are used
to create the opposite force FD(X, θ); this force will balance the force FU (X, θ) from PU ’s
samples. Further, in the latter class we concerned to learn a density ratio, or some function
of it, between two unknown densities PU and PD by using the available samples from both
distributions. Furthermore, we can also categorize losses as non-conditional (Tables 2-6) and
conditional (Table 7). The latter is dealing with the inference of conditional (ratio) density
functions, and is explained in more detail in Section 8.1.
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Method Final f(X; θ) / References / Natural Loss / Canonical Loss
DeepPDF F: PU (X)
R: Baird et al. (2005); Kopitkov and Indelman (2018a)
N: −f(XU ; θ) · PD(XU ) + 12
[
f(XD; θ)
]2
C: −f(XU ; θ) · PD(XU ) + f(XD; θ) ·
[
f(XD; θ)
]sg
PSO-LDE F: logPU (X)
(Log Density R: Introduced and thoroughly analyzed in this paper, * see Section 5.2
Estimators) N: unknown
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
PD(XU )
[[exp f(XU ;θ)]α+[PD(XU )]α]
1
α
]sg
+
+f(XD; θ) ·
[
exp f(XD;θ)
[[exp f(XD;θ)]α+[PD(XD)]α]
1
α
]sg
PSO-MAX F: logPU (X)
R: This paper, * see Section 10.3.1
N: unknown
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
exp
[−max [f(XU ; θ)− logPD(XU ), 0]]]sg +
+f(XD; θ) ·
[
exp
[
min
[
f(XD; θ)− logPD(XD), 0
]]]sg
NCE F: logPU (X)
R: Smith and Eisner (2005); Gutmann and Hyva¨rinen (2010);
Pihlaja et al. (2012); Mnih and Teh (2012);
Mnih and Kavukcuoglu (2013); Gutmann and Hyva¨rinen (2012)
N: log exp[f(XU ;θ)]+P
D(XU )
exp[f(XU ;θ)]
+ log exp[f(XD;θ)]+P
D(XD)
PD(XD)
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
PD(XU )
exp[f(XU ;θ)]+PD(XU )
]sg
+
+f(XD; θ) ·
[
exp[f(XD;θ)]
exp[f(XD;θ)]+PD(XD)
]sg
Importance F: logPU (X)
Sampling R: Pihlaja et al. (2012)
N: −f(XU ; θ) + exp[f(XD;θ)]PD(XD)
C: −f(XU ; θ) + f(XD; θ) ·
[
exp[f(XD;θ)]
PD(XD)
]sg
Table 2: PSO Instances For Density Estimation, Part 1
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Method Final f(X; θ) / References / Natural Loss / Canonical Loss
Polynomial F: logPU (X)
R: Pihlaja et al. (2012)
N: − exp[f(XU ;θ)]PD(XU ) +
1
2 · exp[2·f(XD;θ)][PD(XD)]2
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
exp[f(XU ;θ)]
PD(XU )
]sg
+ f(XD; θ) ·
[
exp[2·f(XD;θ)]
[PD(XD)]2
]sg
Inverse F: logPU (X)
Polynomial R: Pihlaja et al. (2012)
N: 12 · [P
D(XU )]
2
exp[2·f(XU ;θ)] −
PD(XD)
exp[f(XD;θ)]
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
[PD(XU )]2
exp[2·f(XU ;θ)]
]sg
+ f(XD; θ) ·
[
PD(XD)
exp[f(XD;θ)]
]sg
Inverse F: logPU (X)
Importance R: Pihlaja et al. (2012)
Sampling N: P
D(XU )
exp[f(XU ;θ)]
+ f(XD; θ)
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
PD(XU )
exp[f(XU ;θ)]
]sg
+ f(XD; θ)
Root F:
d
√
PU (X)
Density R: This paper
Estimation N: −f(XU ; θ) · PD(XU ) + 1d+1 · f(XD; θ)d+1sign[f(XD; θ)]d+1
C: −f(XU ; θ) · PD(XU )+
+f(XD; θ) ·
[
f(XD; θ)
d · sign[f(XD; θ)]d+1
]sg
PDF F: log
[
PU (X) ∗ Pυ(X)], where ∗ is a convolution operator
Convolution R: This paper
Estimation N: −f(X¯U ; θ) + exp[f(XD;θ)]PD(XD)
C: −f(X¯U ; θ) + f(XD; θ) ·
[
exp[f(XD;θ)]
PD(XD)
]sg
* where X¯U = XU + υ with υ ∼ Pυ(X), see Section 7
Table 3: PSO Instances For Density Estimation, Part 2
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Method Final f(X; θ) / References / Natural Loss / Canonical Loss
Simple Loss F: diverges, unless the smoothness of f(X; θ) is heavily restricted
R: * see Section 9.6
N/C: −f(XU ; θ) + f(XD; θ)
EBGAN F: f(X; θ) ≈ m at {X : PU (X) < PD(X)}, and f(X; θ) ≈ 0 otherwise
Critic R: Zhao et al. (2016), * see Section 4.3 and 9.6
N: f(XU ; θ) +max[m− f(XD; θ), 0]
C: −f(XU ; θ) · [−1] + f(XD; θ) ·
[
− cut at(XD,m, θ)
]sg
* model f(X; θ) is constrained to have non-negative outputs
uLSIF F: P
U (X)
PD(X)
R: Kanamori et al. (2009); Yamada et al. (2011); Sugiyama et al. (2012b);
Nam and Sugiyama (2015); Uehara et al. (2016)
N: −f(XU ; θ) + 12
[
f(XD; θ)
]2
C: −f(XU ; θ) + f(XD; θ) ·
[
f(XD; θ)
]sg
KLIEP F: P
U (X)
PD(X)
R: Sugiyama et al. (2008, 2012a); Uehara et al. (2016)
N: − log f(XU ; θ) + [f(XD; θ)− 1]
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
1
f(XU ;θ)
]sg
+ f(XD; θ)
Classical F: P
U (X)
PU (X)+PD(X)
GAN Critic R: Goodfellow et al. (2014)
N: − log f(XU ; θ)− log
[
1− f(XD; θ)
]
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
1
f(XU ;θ)
]sg
+ f(XD; θ) ·
[
1
1−f(XD;θ)
]sg
* for f(X; θ) = sigmoid(h(X; θ)) this loss is identical to Logistic Loss in Table 5
Noise-Data F: P
U (X)
PU (X)+PD(X)
Mixture R: This paper
Ratio N: −f(XU ; θ) + f(XM ; θ)2 ,
C: −f(XU ; θ) + f(XM ; θ) ·
[
2 · f(XM ; θ)
]sg
* where XM is sampled from mixture
1
2P
U (X) + 12P
D(X)
instead of density PD(X)
Noise-Data F: log P
U (X)
PU (X)+PD(X)
Mixture R: This paper
Log-Ratio N: −f(XU ; θ) + 2 · exp[f(XM ; θ)] ,
C: −f(XU ; θ) + f(XM ; θ) ·
[
2 · exp[f(XM ; θ)]
]sg
* where XM is sampled from mixture
1
2P
U (X) + 12P
D(X)
instead of density PD(X)
Table 4: PSO Instances For Density Ratio Estimation, Part 1
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Method Final f(X; θ) / References / Natural Loss / Canonical Loss
Classical F: log P
U (X)
PU (X)+PD(X)
GAN Critic R: This paper
on log-scale N: 1exp[f(XU ;θ)] − log
exp[f(XD;θ)]
1−exp[f(XD;θ)]
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
1
exp[f(XU ;θ)]
]sg
+ f(XD; θ) ·
[
1
1−exp[f(XD;θ)]
]sg
Power F: P
U (X)
PD(X)
Divergence R: Sugiyama et al. (2012a); Menon and Ong (2016)
Ratio N: −f(XU ;θ)αα + f(XD;θ)
α+1
α+1
Estimation C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
f(XU ; θ)
α−1
]sg
+ f(XD; θ) ·
[
f(XD; θ)
α
]sg
Reversed F: P
U (X)
PD(X)
KL R: Uehara et al. (2016)
N: 1f(XU ;θ) + log f(XD; θ)
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
1
f2(XU ;θ)
]sg
+ f(XD; θ) ·
[
1
f(XD;θ)
]sg
Balanced F: P
U (X)
PD(X)
Density R: This paper
Ratio N: − log [f(XU ; θ) + 1] + f(XD; θ)− log [f(XD; θ) + 1]
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
1
f(XU ;θ)+1
]sg
+ f(XD; θ) ·
[
f(XD;θ)
f(XD;θ)+1
]sg
Log-density F: log P
U (X)
PD(X)
Ratio R: This paper
N: −f(XU ; θ) + exp[f(XD; θ)]
C: −f(XU ; θ) + f(XD; θ) ·
[
exp[f(XD; θ)]
]sg
Square F: P
U (X)−PD(X)
PU (X)+PD(X)
Loss R: Menon and Ong (2016)
N: 12 · [1− f(XU ; θ)]2 + 12 · [1 + f(XD; θ)]2
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
1− f(XU ; θ)
]sg
+ f(XD; θ) ·
[
1 + f(XD; θ)
]sg
Logistic F: log P
U (X)
PD(X)
Loss R: Menon and Ong (2016)
N: log
[
1 + exp[−f(XU ; θ)]
]
+ log
[
1 + exp[f(XD; θ)]
]
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
1
exp[f(XU ;θ)]+1
]sg
+ f(XD; θ) ·
[
1
exp[−f(XD;θ)]+1
]sg
Table 5: PSO Instances For Density Ratio Estimation, Part 2
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Method Final f(X; θ) / References / Natural Loss / Canonical Loss
Exponential F: 12 log
PU (X)
PD(X)
Loss R: Menon and Ong (2016)
N: exp[−f(XU ; θ)] + exp[f(XD; θ)]
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
exp[−f(XU ; θ)]
]sg
+ f(XD; θ) ·
[
exp[f(XD; θ)]
]sg
LSGAN F: b·P
U (X)+a·PD(X)
PU (X)+PD(X)
Critic R: Mao et al. (2017)
N: 12 · [f(XU ; θ)− b]2 + 12 · [f(XD; θ)− a]2
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
b− f(XU ; θ)
]sg
+ f(XD; θ) ·
[
f(XD; θ)− a
]sg
Kullback-Leibler F: 1 + log P
U (X)
PD(X)
Divergence R: Nowozin et al. (2016)
N: −f(XU ; θ) + exp[f(XD; θ)− 1]
C: −f(XU ; θ) + f(XD; θ) ·
[
exp[f(XD; θ)− 1]
]sg
Reverse KL F: −PD(X)PU (X)
Divergence R: Nowozin et al. (2016)
N: −f(XU ; θ) + [−1− log[−f(XD; θ)]]
C: −f(XU ; θ) + f(XD; θ) ·
[
1
−f(XD;θ)
]sg
Lipschitz F: 12 · P
U (X)−PD(X)√
PU (X)·PD(X)
Continuity R: Zhou et al. (2018)
Objective N: −f(XU ; θ) +
√
f(XU ; θ)2 + 1 + f(XD; θ) +
√
f(XD; θ)2 + 1
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
1− f(XU ;θ)√
f(XU ;θ)2+1
]sg
+ f(XD; θ) ·
[
1 + f(XD;θ)√
f(XD;θ)2+1
]sg
Log-density F: arctan log P
U (X)
PD(X)
Atan-Ratio R: This paper
N: unknown
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
1
exp[tan f(XU ;θ)]+1
]sg
+
+f(XD; θ) ·
[
1
exp[− tan f(XD;θ)]+1
]sg
Log-density F: tanh log P
U (X)
PD(X)
Tanh-Ratio R: This paper
N: 23 · [1− f(XU ; θ)]
3
2 + 23 · [1 + f(XD; θ)]
3
2
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[√
1− f(XU ; θ)
]sg
+ f(XD; θ) ·
[√
1 + f(XD; θ)
]sg
* the output of f(X; θ) should be restricted to values between -1 and 1
Table 6: PSO Instances For Density Ratio Estimation, Part 3
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Method Final f(X; θ) / References / Natural Loss / Canonical Loss
Conditional F: P
U (X|Y )
PU (X|Y )+PD(X|Y )
GAN Critic R: Mirza and Osindero (2014)
N: − log f(XU , YU ; θ)− log
[
1− f(XD, YD; θ)
]
C: −f(XU , YU ; θ) ·
[
1
f(XU ,YU ;θ)
]sg
+ f(XD, YD; θ) ·
[
1
1−f(XD,YD;θ)
]sg
Likelihood-Ratio F: log P
U (X|Y )
PD(X|Y )
with R: This paper
Logistic Loss N: log
[
1 + exp[−f(XU , YU ; θ)]
]
+ log
[
1 + exp[f(XD, YD; θ)]
]
C: −f(XU , YU ; θ) ·
[
1
exp[f(XU ,YU ;θ)]+1
]sg
+
+f(XD, YD; θ) ·
[
1
exp[−f(XD,YD;θ)]+1
]sg
Conditional F: PU (X|Y )
Density R: This paper
Estimation N: −f(XU ; θ) · PD(XU ) + 12
[
f(XD, YD; θ)
]2
C: −f(XU , YU ; θ) · PD(XU ) + f(XD, YD; θ) ·
[
f(XD, YD; θ)
]sg
Conditional F: logPU (X|Y )
Log-density R: This paper
Estimation N: −f(XU ; θ) + exp[f(XD;θ)]PD(XD)
C: −f(XU , YU ; θ) + f(XD, YD; θ) ·
[
exp[f(XD,YD;θ)]
PD(XD)
]sg
NCE F: logPU (X|Y )
Conditional R: Mnih and Teh (2012); Mnih and Kavukcuoglu (2013)
Form N: log exp[f(XU ,YU ;θ)]+P
D(XU )
exp[f(XU ,YU ;θ)]
+ log exp[f(XD,YD;θ)]+P
D(XD)
PD(XD)
C: −f(XU , YU ; θ) ·
[
PD(XU )
exp[f(XU ,YU ;θ)]+PD(XU )
]sg
+
+f(XD, YD; θ) ·
[
exp[f(XD,YD;θ)]
exp[f(XD,YD;θ)]+PD(XD)
]sg
PSO-LDE F: logPU (X|Y )
Conditional R: This paper
Form N: unknown
C: −f(XU , YU ; θ) ·
[
PD(XU )
[[exp f(XU ,YU ;θ)]α+[PD(XU )]α]
1
α
]sg
+
+f(XD, YD; θ) ·
[
exp f(XD,YD;θ)
[[exp f(XD,YD;θ)]α+[PD(XD)]α]
1
α
]sg
Table 7: PSO Instances For Conditional Density (Ratio) Estimation, * see also Section 8.1 for a
detailed exposition of conditional PSO
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In the tables we also indicate to what the surface f(X; θ) will converge. That is, given
that balance state in Eq. (5) was achieved, what is the value of function f(X; θ). For
example, from Table 2 we can see that DeepPDF method has MU (X, θ) = PD(X) and
MD(X, θ) = f(X; θ) (see also Section 5.1). Given that samples within the loss have densities
XU ∼ PU (X) and XD ∼ PD(X), we can substitute these sample densities and the magnitude
functions MU (·) and MD(·) into Eq. (5) to get:
PU (X)
PD(X)
=
f(X; θ)
PD(X)
⇒ f(X; θ) = PU (X), (7)
where we use equality between density ratio of the samples and ratio of magnitude functions
to derive the final f(X; θ). Thus, in case of DeepPDF, the surface will converge to the
density PU .
Likewise, we can see that DeepPDF also satisfies the stability condition in Eq. (6). Here
we have M ′U (X; θ) = 0 and M
′
D(X; θ) = 1, and the solution f(X; θ) = PU (X) of the balance
state satisfies PU (X) ·M ′U (X; θ) < PD(X) ·M ′D(X; θ) for all X within the mutual support
S. In fact, in case of DeepPDF this condition holds for any f(X; θ) since it does not depend
here on the output of NN. This is not the case in general.
Remark 4 Note that if we switch the above magnitudes to be MU (X, θ) = f(X; θ) and
MD(X, θ) = PD(X), the acquired new PSO instance has balance state at f(X; θ) =
[PD(X)]
2
PU (X) .
However, this instance does not fulfill the condition in Eq. (6) and hence is unstable. Likewise,
it is easy to see that when the forces of this PSO instance push the NN surface higher, the up
force gets much stronger than the down force, and will continue pushing this surface further
up to infinity.
In practice, the canonical form provides insights about dynamics of virtual forces and
stability of the optimization (see Section 4). Further, it can be easily implemented since
modern DL frameworks with automatic differentiation provide implementation of [·]sg
operator. Yet, the canonical form does not yield information about current convergence
during the training because its values are typically not correlated with current model accuracy.
Instead, to monitor optimization progress and to compare between errors of different trained
models the natural form can be used.
Remark 5 Note that in some density estimation techniques (Chen et al., 2016; Labeau and
Allauzen, 2018), perplexity from information theory (Jelinek et al., 1977) is used to measure
how well the model fits the observed data. In our experiments on density estimation we found
this metric to be unreliable for PSO methods (DeepPDF in Section 5.1 and log pdf estimation
in Section 5.2). The reason for this is that density models estimated through PSO are only
approximately normalized, even though the total integral is only very slightly different from 1.
Yet, perplexity is the geometric mean of inverse pdf values and it consistently evaluates data
fitness only for perfectly normalized models. Instead, other fitness measures can be applied
that are based on statistical techniques such as importance sampling (see Section 10.3).
Further, density of samples XU and XD within PSO loss can be changed from common
choice PU and PD, to infer other target functions. For example, in ”Noise-Data Mixture Ratio”
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from Table 4 instead of XD ∼ PD(X) we sample XM ∼ 12PU (X) + 12PD(X). That is, XM ’s
density is mixture of two original densities with equal weights. Then, by substituting sample
densities and appropriate magnitude functions MU (X, θ) = 1 and MD(X, θ) = 2 · f(X; θ)
into the balance state equilibrium we will get:
PU (X)
1
2PU (X) +
1
2PD(X)
=
2 · f(X; θ)
1
⇒ f(X; θ) = P
U (X)
PU (X) + PD(X)
.
Hence, the ”Noise-Data Mixture Ratio” infers the same target function as the Classical
GAN Critic loss from Table 4, and can be used as its alternative. Likewise, similar ideas
will allow us to also infer conditional density functions, as demonstrated in Section 8.1.
In Tables 2-7, we additionally refer to relevant works in case the specific PSO losses were
already discovered in previous scientific papers. The previously discovered ones were all
based on various sophisticated mathematical laws and theories, yet they all could be also
derived in a simple unified way using PSO principles. Additionally, besides the previously
discovered methods, in Tables 2-7 we also introduce several new losses for inference of
different stochastic modalities of the data, as the demonstration of usage and usefulness of
the general PSO formulation. Likewise, in Section 8.4 we prove that the cross-entropy losses
also are instances of PSO.
Remark 6 From Tables 2-7 it is easy to see that many different PSO instances may have
an identical approximated target function. In Sections 4 and 5 we discuss how to choose the
most optimal PSO instance from the existing ones, based on the properties of magnitude
functions.
Finally, notice that in this paper we discuss PSO and its applications in context of only
continuous multi-dimensional data. However, in theory the same principles can work also
for discrete data. The sampled points XU and XD will be located only at discrete locations
of the surface f(X; θ) since the points are in Zn ⊂ Rn. Yet, the balance at each such point
will still be governed by the same up and down forces. Thus, we can apply similar PSO
methods to also infer statistical properties of discrete data.
4. Convergence Analysis
In the above section we saw that PSO principles are omnipresent within many statistical
techniques. In this section we will investigate why these principles are actually working in
practice. Likewise, herein we will also analyze convergence and stability of PSO. Further, in
Section 5.2 we will extend this analysis for PSO instances that infer log-pdf function of data.
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One way to prove the balance state of PSO in Eq. (5) is by showing that LPSO from
Eq. (1) is a sampled approximation of:
L¯PSO(θ) = E
XU∼PU
XD∼PD
[LPSO(θ,XU , XD)] =
= − E
X∼PU
f(X; θ) ·
[
MU (X, θ)
]sg
+ E
X∼PD
f(X; θ) ·
[
MD(X, θ)
]sg
=
=
∫
−PU (X) · f(X; θ) ·
[
MU (X, θ)
]sg
+ PD(X) · f(X; θ) ·
[
MD(X, θ)
]sg
dX =
=
∫
f(X; θ) ·
[
− PU (X) ·
[
MU (X, θ)
]sg
+ PD(X) ·
[
MD(X, θ)
]sg]
dX, (8)
whose gradient w.r.t. θ is:
∂L¯PSO(θ)
∂θ
=
∫
∂f(X; θ)
∂θ
·
[
− PU (X) ·MU (X, θ) + PD(X) ·MD(X, θ)
]
dX =
=
∫
∂f(X; θ)
∂θ
·
[
− FU (X, θ) + FD(X, θ)
]
dX. (9)
Likewise, according to the weak law of large numbers the gradient of PSO loss in Eq. (2)
converges in probability to the above ∂L¯PSO(θ)∂θ as the batch sizes increase.
From the above we can see that the fixated point of such optimization is reached at θ∗
where FU (X, θ
∗) = FD(X, θ∗) holds for every X ∈ Rn. Thus, θ∗ is also the critical point of
EXU∼PU ,XD∼PD
[
LPSO(θ,XU , XD)
]
:
E
XU∼PU
XD∼PD
[
∂LPSO(θ,XU , XD)
∂θ
|θ=θ∗
]
= 0,
which implies estimation consistency of the converged surface f(X; θ∗) as long as usual
regularity conditions hold (Lehmann and Casella, 2006). Furthermore, θ∗ that minimizes PSO
loss in Eq. (1) can be shown to be M-estimator (Huber, 1981) of ψ-type w.r.t. distribution
Z = [XU , XD] ∼ PU (XU ) · PD(XD) where a measurable function ψ(Z, θ) = ∂LPSO(θ,XU ,XD)∂θ
is the gradient in Eq. (2).
Yet, the above proof provides only a partial picture of what happens during the PSO
optimization. Instead, as we will see below the differential equation of surface f(X; θ) caused
by optimization pushes (the surface evolution along the optimization iterations) can yield a
much better understanding of PSO convergence and can also produce information about its
stability.
4.1 Surface Differential
In this section we will derive an expression for the height change (differential) of the surface
f(X; θ):
df(X) , f(X; θt)− f(X; θt−1),
induced by optimization of PSO loss in Eq. (1), where the weight vector is updated via GD
update θt = θt−1 − δ · ∇LPSO, and where t represents the optimization iteration. In general,
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this differential depends on the current weights and the sampled points XU and XD, thus
making it a stochastic function. Further, the expected value and variance of df(X) will allow
us to understand the convergence principles of PSO.
4.1.1 Surface Change For a Single Push Loss
The main idea behind PSO is based on the observation that performing optimization for
loss L(θ,X) = f(X; θ) is identical to pushing the virtual surface f(X; θ), parametrized by
θ, at point X with some point-wise force. Indeed, consider a gradient descent update of a
single optimization step for a training data sample X, with θt = θt−1 − δ · ∇L where δ is
the learning step size and ∇L = ∂f(X;θ)∂θ . Then the height change of the surface f(X ′; θ) at
an arbitrary point X ′ ∈ Rn can be approximated via a second-order Taylor expansion as
(see derivation in Appendix A)
df(X ′) , f(X ′; θt)− f(X ′; θt−1) = −δ · g1(X ′, X, θt−1) + 1
2
δ2 · g2(X ′, X, θt−1),
g1(X1, X2, θ) ,
∂f(X1; θ)
∂θ
T
· ∂f(X2; θ)
∂θ
,
g2(X1, X2, θ) ,
∂f(X2; θ)
∂θ
T
· ∂
2f(X1; θ)
∂θ2
· ∂f(X2; θ)
∂θ
,
where functions g1(·) and g2(·) relate to the first-order and the second-order terms of Taylor
expansion. Further, assuming that the learning step size is δ  1, which is correct for most
part of a typical optimization process, we can neglect the g2(·) term and approximate the
differential via its first-order Taylor expansion as:
df(X ′) = −δ · g(X ′, X, θt−1), (10)
where we use notation g(·) ≡ g1(·) to reduce clutter.
In Eq. (10) the gradient similarity function g(X1, X2, θ) expresses gradient correlation
at two points. Thus, at the point X where GD optimization was performed, the surface
change will be −δ · g(X,X, θt−1), i.e. proportional to the L2 norm of θ gradient at this point.
In other words, performing such a GD step can be thought of as pushing the surface down
at point X by δ · g(X,X, θt−1). Changing sign L(θ,X) = −f(X; θ) will simply change the
direction of the differential/force, pushing the surface up by the same value δ · g(X,X, θt−1).
Further, the above first-order Taylor expansion was observed empirically to be a very accurate
approximation of the real differential for learning rate δ below 0.01 (see Section 10.2). During
a typical training process the learning rate is less than 0.01 for most of the optimization
epochs; thus, Eq. (10) provides a very accurate estimation of the real differential for loss
L(θ,X) = f(X; θ).
Intuitively, when pushing a physical surface at point X, surface height at another point
X ′ 6= X also changes, according to elasticity and physical properties of the surface. Typically,
such change diminishes with larger distance between X and X ′. We argue that the same
is true for the NN: according to Eq. (10), f(X ′; θ) at point X ′ 6= X also changes due to
optimization of loss at X, with differential at X ′ being proportional to g(X ′, X, ·). Therefore,
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Figure 2: (a) Geometrical meaning of the gradient similarity . Gradient ∇θf(X; θ) at each X ∈ Rn
is a vector in the weight space R|θ|, where the number of overall independent directions is |θ|. It
can be represented as ∇θf(X; θ) = w(X) · u¯(X) where w(X) is vector length and u¯(X) is direction
vector with unit length. In the figure, a vector u¯′ = w(X) · cos(α) · u¯(X ′) is projection of ∇θf(X; θ)
on ∇θf(X ′; θ), with α being the angle between two gradients. Further, the length of a vector
u¯′′ = w(X) ·w(X ′) · cos(α) · u¯(X ′) is equal to g(X,X ′, θ) = w(X) ·w(X ′) · cos(α). (b) Illustration of
gradient similarity and Euclidean distance relation. For several trained NNs, we compute gradient
similarity g(X,Xi, θ) between X = [0, . . . , 0]
T ∈ R20 and Xi = X + αi · [1, . . . , 1]T . As observed, if
we walk away from point X, kernel g(X,Xi, θ) decreases. Overall, g(X, ·, θ) is typically observed
having a very strong correlation with the distance between two points, with its high values correlated
with small distances. Thus, according to this empirical observation g(X, ·, θ) has approximately local
support around point X. Further, the decay of g(X, ·, θ)’s outputs depends on how fast direction
of u¯(X) changes w.r.t. X, since when gradients at two points have different directions, their dot
product and cos(α) are nullified. More examples of relation between g(X,X ′, θ) and d(X,X ′) can be
found in Appendix K.
g(X ′, X, ·) is responsible for correlation in height change at different points. The gradient
similarity function g(X ′, X, ·) may be seen as a kind of diffusion kernel that decides how the
push at point X affects the surface at point X ′ - how much energy is passed to X ′ when X
is pushed. Similarly, it can be considered as influence function that describes how different
training points affect each other during the optimization, and how training points affect a
surface height at the testing points.
In our experiments we typically observed an opposite trend between g(X ′, X, ·) and
the Euclidean distance d(X ′, X). See Figure 2 and Appendix K for illustration. Such
distance-related uncorrelation is achieved during the first part of the optimization and is
preserved afterwards. Further, the relation between g(X ′, X, ·) and d(X ′, X) was observed
to depend on NN architecture and data densities. Yet, g(X ′, X, ·) does not go entirely to
zero for large d(X ′, X), suggesting that there exists a (minor) side-influence even between
far away points. Further, this side-influence plays an essential part in learning generalization
and stability of DL and PSO. The detailed investigation of this side-influence function
g(X ′, X, ·) is outside of this paper’s scope and shall be addressed as the future work.
Remark 7 Gradient similarity g(X ′, X, ·) in Eq. (10) expresses the push impact between
two points in input space and is analogous in some way to influence functions introduced in
(Koh and Liang, 2017). Both can be used for the same applications, such as NN debugging
and finding support training points of specific testing point. However, unlike the influence
functions in (Koh and Liang, 2017), the reported herein gradient similarity does not require
the computationally expensive Hessian and therefore is much cheaper to calculate. Moreover,
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it is a more general expression of correlation between two input points since it does not
require loss convexity in θ.
Remark 8 For completeness of investigation, we also derive the differential df(X ′) for
the case when optimization of L(θ,X) = f(X; θ) is performed via a second-order Newton
optimization. This derivation can be found in Appendix B.
4.1.2 Surface Change For PSO Loss
Similarly, for a single GD update of the general PSO loss in Eq. (1) the differential at an
arbitrary point X ∈ Rn can be approximated by a first-order Taylor expansion (see detailed
derivation in Appendix C):
df(X) = δ · [MU (XU , θ) · g(X,XU , θ)−MD(XD, θ) · g(X,XD, θ)], (11)
where the pushed points XU and XD are being sampled and thus are random variables
with densities PU and PD. Therefore, from the above we can see that the evolution of the
surface f(X; θ) along the optimization is governed by a discrete-time stochastic differential
equation (SDE) in Eq. (11), that depends on the current value of θ and the realizations of
random variables XU and XD. Note that g(·) depends on the specific NN’s architecture
and a specific value of θ, and thus is also time-varying. Moreover, as derived below, the
equilibrium of the above SDE is actually the PSO balance state shown in Eq. (5). Likewise,
this SDE can be used further to analyze the stability of PSO convergence for any particular
PSO instance using the theory developed in the SDE field. For more details about SDE
stability please refer to (Khasminskii, 2011).
Further, for a batch PSO loss in Eq. (3) the differential can be shown to be:
df(X) = δ ·
[
1
NU
NU∑
i=1
MU (X
i
U , θ) · g(X,XiU , θ)−
1
ND
ND∑
i=1
MD(X
i
D, θ) · g(X,XiD, θ)
]
, (12)
where we can see that batch differential is merely the average of the differential in Eq. (11)
over the set of realizations of XU and XD.
Remark 9 For completeness of the investigation, we also derive the surface differential
and its expected value for PSO loss in Eq. (1) via second-order Taylor approximation. This
derivation can be found in Appendix C. However, in Section 10.2 we empirically show that
during a real PSO learning process the first-order Taylor approximation taken in Eq. (11)
stays very close to the real differential of the surface.
Additionally, due to the weak law of large numbers the differential in Eq. (12) will
converge in probability to its expected value as the batch sizes NU and ND go to infinity:
E [df(X)] = δ ·
[
E
X′∼PU
[
MU (X
′, θ) · g(X,X ′, θ)
]
− E
X′∼PD
[
MD(X
′, θ) · g(X,X ′, θ)
]]
=
= δ ·
∫ [
PU (X ′) ·MU (X ′, θ)− PD(X ′) ·MD(X ′, θ)
] · g(X ′, X, θ)dX ′ =
= δ ·
∫ [
FU (X
′, θ)− FD(X ′, θ)
] · g(X ′, X, θ)dX ′ , δ · ∫ FT (X ′, θ) · g(X ′, X, θ)dX ′, (13)
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Figure 3: Illustration of the information flow expressed in Eq. (13). The information of each point is
expressed via FT (X, θ) , FT
[
f(X; θ),PU (X),PD(X)
]
in Eq. (14) which is a functional of the surface
f(X; θ) and of the up and down pdfs. This information updates/increases the height f(X; θ) at each
point X according to the integral transform with the kernel g(X ′, X, θ). (a) Considering a specific
point X1, the height at this point f(X1; θ) is updated by information from other points/areas of the
input space with whom the gradient similarity g(X1, ·, θ) is high (e.g. θ-gradients at two locations are
directed in similar directions). As observed, g(X1, X
′, θ) is high when X ′ is located near X1 (w.r.t.
Euclidean distance). Hence, the information flows from near points around X1, depicted in figure
by green arrows, and alters the surface height at X1. Further, two far away areas of input space,
herein areas around X1 and around X2, may also have a high gradient similarity . As empirically
observed, such trend is less statistically common yet can happen if a shape of the surface around X1
and X2 has a somewhat similar local structure. In such case, information from the far away region,
depicted in figure by red arrows, will also affect the height f(X1; θ). (b) Considering the information
FT (X1, θ) of the point X1, it will impact the surface height at all points of input space with whom
g(X1, ·, θ) is high. According to the above mentioned properties of gradient similarity , in most cases
FT (X1, θ) will flow to points around X1, depicted in figure by green arrows. Likewise, in a less often
case where two far away regions have a high gradient similarity , the information FT (X1, θ) will also
affect the surface at far away points, depicted in figure by red arrows.
FT (X
′, θ) , FU (X ′, θ)− FD(X ′, θ). (14)
The above expression is an integral transform of the total force FT (X
′, θ), which can also
be seen as point-wise error. Likewise, in this paper we will also refer to FT (X
′, θ) as a
point-wise signal or information of X ′, depending on the context. Further, the integral
kernel of the above transform is the gradient similarity g(X ′, X, θ). Note also that when
the point-wise error is zero, with FU (X, θ) = FD(X, θ) for each X within the integral area,
the above differential expected value is zero and there is no more modifications done to the
surface.
As seen in Figure 3a, Eq. (13) can be thought of as a convolution of the signal
[
FU (X
′, θ)−
FD(X
′, θ)
]
around point X according to the kernel g(X ′, X, θ). At each such point X ′
there are two opposite forces, up force FU (X
′, θ) = PU (X ′) ·MU (X ′, θ) and down force
FD(X
′, θ) = PD(X ′) ·MD(X ′, θ), that push the surface with total force FT (X ′, θ). Note,
these two forces express the impact for each of the two terms in Eq. (1), the up term
−f(XU ; θ) ·
[
MU (·)
]sg
and the down term +f(XD; θ) ·
[
MD(·)
]sg
. The total force FT (X
′, θ)
at every X ′ ∈ Rn pushes the surface f(X; θ) at every X ∈ Rn according to the gradient
similarity g(X ′, X, θ). Hence, X ′ will not affect the surface at points where gradients
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∇θf(X ′; θ) and ∇θf(X; θ) are (almost) orthogonal. Additionally, note that the integral area
in Eq. (13) is bounded by the joined support of densities PU and PD.
Furthermore, according to Figure 3b, Eq. (13) can be also seen as a diffusion process
where a signal FT (X
′, θ) of each point X ′ ∈ Rn is spreading to other points over the entire
NN surface f(X; θ) according to g(X ′, X, θ). Moreover, since the gradient similarity in
general can be of any form, the information diffusion of PSO in Eq. (13) can be considered
as non-local. That is, the signal can be transmitted either between far away points or
between nearby ones, as long as the g(X ′, X, θ) is high between the two points. Yet, as was
demonstrated in Figure 2, typically g(X ′, X, θ) has a local nature, with its values for close
by points being on average much higher than for far away points. Thus, the mentioned
above information diffusion is typically observed to be predominantly local.
As can be seen above, the surface differential provides more information about the
optimization process than the sampled approximation perspective in Eq. (8)-(9). Below,
in Section 4.2 we provide a rigorous analysis of PSO convergence under a simplifying
assumption where g(X ′, X, θ) has zero influence for different points. In such a theoretical
setting PSO can be viewed as a surface that is pushed by point-wise forces towards PSO
balance state at each point X ∈ Rn independently, similarly to the exposition in Section 2
and Figure 1. Moreover, it permits an easy convergence analysis and captures the main
optimization aspects of PSO. Further extension of this discussion to a general setting of
the non-local information diffusion over the NN surface is related to the NN spectrum
of gradient directions at various training points. This topic is much more challenging for
analysis and is left for a future endeavor, to keep this paper more focused on the main PSO
concepts and its application use cases.
4.2 PSO Convergence under Expressiveness Limit Assumption
In this section we analyze convergence of the PSO family under the assumption, for simplicity,
that g(X ′, X, θ) is zero for any X 6= X ′.
Assumption 10 (Expressiveness Limit Assumption) The side-influence is zero for
any pair of points X,X ′ ∈ Rn, with X 6= X ′. In other words, g(X ′, X, θ) is of the form:
g(X ′, X, θ) =
0, if X 6= X
′∥∥∥∂f(X;θ)∂θ ∥∥∥22 > 0, if X = X ′ (15)
4.2.1 Assumption Motivation and Relation to g(X ′, X, θ) of a Real NN
In Assumption 10 we assume that there is no correlation and side-influence among pushed
points, implying that the kernel g(X ′, X, θ) has bandwidth h = 0. Such an assumption may
be seen as taking the model f(·; θ) to its expressiveness upper bound, where for all points
{X} disjoint subsets of θ are allocated to represent the surface around each X. This will
make f(·; θ) arbitrary flexible since the surface around each X can be changed independently
of others. Yet, this expressiveness limit is not achievable being that it will require θ of
infinite size. Still, the expressiveness assumption can be useful for convergence analysis since
if the most flexible model cannot converge then for sure the typical approximation model
(e.g. a neural network) will not converge either. Likewise, it provides a strong intuition of
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what is going on during the PSO optimization. We emphasize this assumption is undertaken
only to simplify the convergence analysis, while in our experiments g(X ′, X, θ) was not
constrained in any way. Nevertheless, the provided results (Section 10) support the below
analysis.
Additionally, we can rephrase this assumption as a requirement for gradients {∂f(X;θ)∂θ :
X ∈ Rn} to be orthogonal to each other, thus representing orthogonal basis of space R|θ|.
Practically this requirement can be reduced to only points within a training dataset, since
only these points are pushed. Obviously, this requirement is impossible to achieve since the
cardinality of such basis is only |θ|, while the number of points can be infinite, or relatively
very large in case we consider only points inside some big training dataset. Moreover, as
observed empirically, in a typical neural network the gradients of most weights are zeros at
all input points, thus reducing the actual model space to be R|θ′| for some θ′  θ, and hence
further diminishing the basis cardinality. This cardinality limit can be handled, for example,
by an over-parametrized NN, with large enough number of weights. Further, given that
the cardinality limit was in some way handled, there is still no clear reason for gradients at
various (training) points X to be orthogonal to each other.
However, as was mentioned above and as we will demonstrate in our experiments, the
above expressiveness assumption holds approximately, with g(X ′, X, θ) returning on average
large outputs for X = X ′ and small outputs for far away points X 6= X ′. Moreover, typically
during the first several thousands of optimization iterations the weight space undergoes
through some uncorrelation process, after which this trend is achieved (see an illustration
in Figure 2 and Appendix K). Furthermore, as we will empirically observe in Sections 6
and 7, NN architecture with faster decrease g(X ′, X, θ) w.r.t d(X ′, X) (e.g. smaller kernel
bandwidth h) is typically more flexible allowing for a higher approximation accuracy. Here,
in this section we explore a limit case h→ 0 of NN flexibility.
4.2.2 Statistics under the Assumption
Under the above assumption, the expected value of the differential from Eq. (13) becomes:
E [df(X)] = δ · g(X,X, θ) · [FU (X, θ)− FD(X, θ)] = δ · g(X,X, θ) · FT (X, θ). (16)
Further, the variance of the differential can be calculated as (see derivation in Appendix
D):
V ar [df(X)] = δ2 · g2(X,X, θ) · [PU (X) ·M2U (X, θ) + PD(X) ·M2D(X, θ)].
Importantly, for a batch of NU points {XiU} and batch of ND points {XiD} the differential
from Eq. (12) will have the same expected value as in Eq. (16), yet the variance will change
to:
V ar [df(X)] = δ2 · g2(X,X, θ) ·
[
1
NU
· PU (X) ·M2U (X, θ) +
1
ND
· PD(X) ·M2D(X, θ)
]
, (17)
where we can see that the variance of the differential can be reduced by using a bigger batch
size.
The above equations provide insights about stochastic dynamics of a virtual surface caused
by point-wise forces FU (X, θ) and FD(X, θ) defined in Eq. (4), where due to Assumption 10
the forces are assumed to not have any side influence on other surface areas. Importantly,
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according to Eq. (16) the height f(X; θ) of the surface at point X changes on average in the
direction defined by a sign of FT (X, θ). This is also the desired direction (either up or down)
towards the target height at this point where FU (X, θ) = FD(X, θ). Further, the step size of
the height modification E
[
df(X)
]
is proportional to X’s current error [FU (X, θ)−FD(X, θ)],
the gradient squared norm g(X,X, θ) and the learning rate δ. Note that in case the step
size is too big, once f(X; θ) is pushed above the target height, up force becomes weaker
than down force (under conditions described in the following section), FU (X, θ) < FD(X, θ),
and the next averaged total force will already be pointed down. Hence, the surface height
f(X; θ) is oscillating around the correct ground truth all the time, till FU (X, θ) = FD(X, θ)
is achieved. Further, δ can be seen as a configuration parameter that controls the diapason
around the target height where the current estimation f(X; θ) is vibrating. Therefore,
sequential tuning/decaying of the learning rate δ will decrease this vibration amplitude
(distance between target and estimated models) by reducing the step size of the surface
height update. This in turn will also lower the error at point X.
Assuming that all numerical issues were properly handled and the optimization process is
stable, the optimization will converge to the state where the expected value of the differential ,
E
[
df(X)
]
, will turn to zero. This also implies FT (X, θ) = 0 at each X, where point-wise
forces FU (X, θ) and FD(X, θ) have adapted to each other and became point-wise equal.
That is, in a typical PSO loss the ”massaged” surface f(X; θ) will converge to a balance
state where Eq. (5) holds. Note that in case MU (·) and MD(·) do not involve θ in any way,
such balance is impossible, since the forces will not adapt to each other and instead will stay
constant. Thus, in such situation the surface will be pushed to ±∞ (see also the discussion
about PSO with unit magnitudes in Section 9.6).
Additionally, notice that the direction of both FU and FD within Eq. (16) is not always
up/down. For example, the real direction of FU can actually be in the down direction in
case MU (·) will return negative values. Each instance of PSO loss should be analyzed for
the possibility of sign change within MU (·) (or MD(·)) in order to verify that PSO forces
indeed behave in a desired way.
Likewise, note that the actual height change can be different from Eq. (16) since the
PSO optimization is stochastic in nature. Further, the difference between the expected
height change and the actual one can be explored via the variance in Eq. (17). Moreover, by
increasing NU and ND and up to the number of available training samples, we can reduce
this difference and make the actual surface change to be very close to Eq. (16).
4.2.3 Conditions over Magnitude Functions
Due to the above last point, here we assume that the true differential is equal to Eq. (16).
Further, we can analyze the stability of differential equation in Eq. (16) and derive the
required conditions over MU (X, θ) and MD(X, θ) for a proper PSO convergence. Moreover,
here we consider magnitudes of the form M(X, θ) = M(f(X; θ)), that do not involve θ
directly, which is typically the case in all PSO instances considered in this paper. Also, note
that the model f(X; θ) is an arbitrary general function, a surface of any form and of an
arbitrary flexibility, due to the expressiveness limit assumption taken in this section. Herein
we analyze the requirements over magnitudes that will allow the thermodynamic forces to
push this surface to some stationary stable shape. Hence the below derived conditions are
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only over a family of legitimate magnitudes and do not introduce any particular constraint
over family of models f(X; θ). Likewise, here we consider only input space X ∈ S, where S
is a support intersection of PU and PD. In Sections 4.2.4-4.3 we will analyze what happens
outside of S. Additionally, we will use GS(f, θ) , {(X, f(X; θ))|X ∈ S} to denote the graph
of function f(X; θ) within S.
Theorem 11 Under the expressiveness limit assumption 10 and considering only the ex-
pected value of the differential in Eq. (16), PSO optimization is consistent and stable iff the
following holds:
1. Solvability: ∃θ s.t. GS(f, θ) satisfies PU (X) ·MU (f(X; θ)) = PD(X) ·MD(f(X; θ)).
2. Consistency: For all {θi} that satisfy solvability condition, the model graphs
{GS(f, θi)} must be equal.
3. Stability: For any θ that satisfies solvability condition, its graph GS(f, θ) must also
satisfy PU (X) ·M ′U (f(X; θ)) < PD(X) ·M ′D(f(X; θ)), where M ′(f(X; θ)) , ∂M(f(X;θ))∂f(X;θ) .
See the proof of the above theorem in Appendix E. Intuitively, the first condition requires
existence of some function f(·) that can satisfy PSO balance state in Eq. (5). The second one
requires such f(·) to be unique, where uniqueness is considered with respect to the graph of
the function (shape of the surface) and not some parametrization θ. Third condition provides
restrictions over MU (X, θ) and MD(X, θ) for the optimization stability, and basically can be
interpreted as a requirement for the up force to increase slower than the down force when
the surface is pushed to a higher height. This will also ensure that FU (X, θ) > FD(X, θ)
when f(X; θ) is below the target height and vice versa, making FU (X, θ) = FD(X, θ) an
attractor of the system described by Eq. (16). By substituting magnitude functions MU (·)
and MD(·) with a choice of a particular PSO instance we can check if this instance will be
solvable, consistent and stable.
4.2.4 Density Support Mismatch and Infinite Height Problem
In this section we discuss main stability issues encountered due to a mismatch between
supports of PU and PD, under the expressiveness limit assumption.
As was demonstrated in (Kopitkov and Indelman, 2018a), for a proper stabilization
analysis of PSO loss first we need to investigate the support of pdfs PU and PD. In a general
case there are areas outside of the mutual support S where only one of these densities has
a positive density frequency. Further, in such areas the surface is pushed by only one of
the forces and no force equilibrium can be achieved. For example, if at some point X ∈ Rn
we have PU (X) = 0 and PD(X) > 0, the down force FD will be active at X while the up
force FU will be disabled there. Therefore, without proper handling the surface in such
areas will be pushed down \ up to ±∞. See an empirical observation of this behavior in
Figure 4. Likewise, note that points with PU (X) = 0 and PD(X) = 0 are not pushed at
all, unless we also consider the side-influence of g(X ′, X, θ), and the surface at these points
stays unchanged along the entire learning process.
Furthermore, the too big/small surface height (output from model f(X; θ)) will typically
make an output of magnitude functions also too high/low, which will cause exploding
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Figure 4: Illustration of PSO behavior in areas outside of the mutual support S. We inferred 2D
Uniform distribution PU via P¯U (X) = exp f(X; θ) by using PSO-LDE with α = 14 (see Table 2 and
Section 5.2). The applied NN architecture is block-diagonal with 6 layers, number of blocks NB = 50
and block size SB = 64 (see Section 6.1). We plot P¯U (X) at different optimization times t: (a)
t = 100, (b) t = 200, (c) t = 10000 and (d) t = 100000. Support of PU is [−1, 1] for both dimensions.
The chosen down density PD is defined with the same support except for the circle around the (0, 0)
of radius 0.3. In its entire support PD is distributed uniformly. Thus, in this setup the zero-centered
circle is outside of S - we have samples XU there but no samples XD. For this reason, there is only
up force FU present in the circle area, pushing the surface there indefinitely up. This can be observed
from how the centered spire rises along the optimization time.
gradient problem and arithmetic underflow instabilities (e.g. see PSO gradient in Eq. (2)).
In fact, many PSO instances involve calculation of exp f(X; θ) within their magnitudes
which, in the commonly used single-precision floating-point format, can be computed only
for −81 ≤ f(X; θ) ≤ 81. Thus, when an increase/decrease of the NN surface height is
unbounded, numerical issues will diverge the entire optimization process.
Moreover, the above described infinite height problem can happen also at X ∈ Rn where
one of the ratios P
U (X)
PD(X) and
PD(X)
PU (X) is too small, yet is not entirely zero. During training, at
areas where PU (X) and PD(X) are very different, we can obtain many samples from one
density yet almost no samples from the other. Practically, this will cause the same force
imbalance where the surface will be pushed only in one direction till infinite height , which
will fail the overall optimization. Furthermore, even if we can prevent the surface from
going to infinite height (see Section 4.3), the imbalanced areas will still have a very high
estimation error, since for good accuracy at specific area we need both up and down forces
to be active in this area and to adapt to each other. This point is also discussed in more
detail in Section 5.2. Concluding from this, for proper convergence and high accuracy the
density ratios should be in some dynamic range [a, b]. We speculate that this range should
depend on sizes of the batch and training dataset, yet the exact theoretical criteria shall be
investigated as part of future work.
Below we discuss how the infinite height can be avoided.
4.3 Preventing Infinite Height of a Surface
In some cases the issue of the support mismatch and infinite height can be handled implicitly
by a specific loss. For example, as was shown in (Kopitkov and Indelman, 2018a), the
pdf loss from DeepPDF approach handles such situation of −∞ in areas {X : PU (X) =
0 and PD(X) > 0} by a sign change of the down magnitude MD(X, θ) = f(X; θ) that forces
the surface in these areas to converge to zero height (see Table 2 and Section 5.1). Thus,
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DeepPDF has a very stable optimization for the case when PD’s support covers the PU ’s
support.
Likewise, in different PSO instances the magnitudes MU (·) and MD(·) can be designed
as bounded or unbounded functions. Typically, in a bounded family the up magnitude
MU (X; θ) at a specific point X will decrease its output to zero along with the height increase
of f(X; θ) at X. In turn, this will practically nullify the effect of the up force at X when
f(X; θ) gets too high. Similarly, MD(X; θ) of bounded PSO instances decays to zero as the
surface height is decreasing, thus deactivating down force at points where the surface got too
low. Such decay of magnitude functions prevents infinite height problem and is in practice
very beneficial, with bounded PSO instances being commonly more stable and accurate
during the training. For more details please refer to Section 5.2.
In case where a specific PSO loss does not handle implicitly the infinite height problem
and such problem does exist (e.g. due to support mismatch), we can easily fix it by
multiplying the given magnitude MU (·) (or MD(·)) with the following function:
stop at(X,ϕ, θ) =
{
−1, if f(X; θ) > ϕ (or f(X; θ) < ϕ)
1, otherwise
The stop at(·) will change sign of near force term when a surface passes the threshold height
ϕ. This in turn will change a direction of the force, making it to oscillate the surface around
ϕ. Such behavior will happen only at the problematic areas where surface height got too
high/low. In other ”safe” areas the stop at(·) function will not have any impact. Intuitively,
the use of stop at(·) within term MU (·) (or MD(·)) will enforce the surface height to be
between some minimal and maximal thresholds, improving in this way the optimization
stability.
The alternative to the above function is:
cut at(X,ϕ, θ) =
{
0, if f(X; θ) > ϕ (or f(X; θ) < ϕ)
1, otherwise
(18)
In contrast to stop at(·), when using cut at(·) once the surface passed the threshold height
ϕ, the near force term F (X, θ) (either up or down) is deactivated entirely. Thus, the surface
is not pushed by F (X, θ) anymore at points where its height got too high/low. Yet, it is
still pushed by the opposite force. Such force composition will constrain the surface height
at unbalanced areas to converge to the threshold height ϕ, similarly to stop at(·). Further,
unlike stop at(·), once the force F (X, θ) at point X got disabled by cut at(·), it also does not
have a side-influence on the surface at other points. This provides more freedom for values
of θ and results in overall higher approximation accuracy in other surface areas, which was
also observed by us empirically. The optimization outcome of cut at(·) usage is illustrated
in Figure 5.
Introducing stop at(·) and cut at(·) into the magnitude functions helps us to control
point-wise virtual forces in unbalanced areas, and to constrain the surface height in these
areas to be in some manually predefined range [Hmin, Hmax] instead of being pushed to
infinity. Yet, it yields only partial control over the surface height since the side-influence
of the forces from other areas can also affect the height of f(X; θ) and push it outside
of [Hmin, Hmax] if the side-affect is indeed strong. In such special case, using the above
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(a) (b)
Figure 5: Illustration of impact of function cut at(X,ϕ, θ). (a) We inferred 2D Normal distribution
via P¯U (X) = exp f(X; θ) by using PSO-LDE with α = 14 (see Table 2 and Section 5.2). The applied
NN architecture is block-diagonal with 6 layers, number of blocks NB = 50 and block size SB = 64
(see Section 6.1). (b) We performed the same learning algorithm as in (a), but with modified up
magnitude function M¯U (X, θ) = MU (X, θ) · cut at(X,−3, θ), where cut at(·) is defined in Eq. (18).
This function deactivates up pushes for points with f(X; θ) > −3 (and exp f(X; θ) > 0.0498), thus
the surface f(X; θ) at height above threshold -3 is only pushed by down force and hence is enforced
to converge to the threshold. Yet, note that at points where f(X; θ) ≤ −3 the f(X; θ)’s convergence
is the same as in (a).
functions is not enough. Instead, we can magnify the force when it is reverse directed by
applying the extended stop at(·) function:
stop magnify at(X,φ, ϕ, θ) =
{
−φ, if f(X; θ) > ϕ (or f(X; θ) < ϕ)
1, otherwise
where φ defines how strong the force becomes when the surface is outside of the defined
range. That is, the above function causes near force term to change direction when the
threshold ϕ is passed, and when the force is reversed it is also amplified by parameter φ.
Further, this φ can be manually tuned to overcome the side-influence of forces from other
areas.
Alternatively, we can select f(X; θ) from the model family where the output of each
model member is constrained to be in the desired range [Hmin, Hmax]. For example, we can
use the model defined as:
f(X; θ) =
1
2
· [Hmax −Hmin] · tanh[f ′(X; θ)] + 1
2
· [Hmax +Hmin],
where f ′(X; θ) represents the output of inner NN. Since tanh(·) is bounded to the range
[−1, 1], it is easy to verify that the above model can return only values between Hmin and
Hmax. Thus, using such model will eliminate the divergence of the surface to an infinite
height. Likewise, other bounded functions can be used instead of tanh(·) such as erf(·),
sigmoid(·), arctan(·) and many others.
As can be seen above, the described methods to avoid the infinite height are dealing only
with symptoms of the real problem - the relative support mismatch of densities PU and PD.
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By relative we mean that point-wise ratio of the densities should be bounded from both sides
(not too high and not too low) to prevent unbalanced pushes at the surface. Hence, a more
robust solution would be to select densities that are close to each other, if such a possibility
is feasible in the particular probabilistic inference problem. In Importance Sampling (IS)
methods (Hastings, 1970), that PSO shares many concepts with, this is done by adaptive
sampling (Bucher, 1988). Similar ideas should also be explored for PSO instances.
4.4 Bias-variance Trade-off
As mentioned above, the self-force FT (X, θ) at point X is related to self-similarity g(X,X, θ)
and is responsible for reduction of an error at X (see Section 4.2.2). Furthermore, considering
the neglected till now side-similarity g(X ′, X, θ) for X ′ 6= X, its impact on error reduction
can be adverse. For instance, in case both X ′ and X are far away training points (either
sampled from PU or PD), their signals (errors), FT (X, θ) =
[
FU (X, θ) − FD(X, θ)
]
and
FT (X
′, θ) =
[
FU (X
′, θ)− FD(X ′, θ)
]
, can be arbitrarily different since the optimal height at
these points (height of a target function) is not the same in general. Thus, while the above
explained local self-force reduces the error at X by getting the surface height at this point
closer to the equilibrium FU (X, θ) = FD(X, θ), the side force pushes the f(X; θ) towards
some noisy direction according to an unrelated error at the far away point. Therefore, given
two points with different point-wise errors, a high side-similarity (high output of g(X ′, X, θ))
will interfere and possibly prevent the error reduction at each point. Hence, according to
the above intuition we would expect models with a stronger side-influence to produce a less
accurate estimation.
Likewise, the empirical observation of the local influence mentioned in Section 4.1.2 may
also have deeper implications. For instance, we can also discuss properties of g(X ′, X, θ) such
as its average influence decay rate - how fast values of g(X ′, X, θ) are decreasing to zero w.r.t.
distance d(X ′, X). Furthermore, intuitively we can expect the surface f(X; θ) with faster
influence decay to be more flexible, since with less influence/correlation between different
surface areas it can be pushed/shaped more independently at each area, as illustrated in
Figure 6. As we will show empirically in this paper, such hypothesis indeed holds in many
cases. The decay rate of g(X ′, X, θ) is different for various NN architectures, and can further
be considered as a flexibility parameter of the NN surface f(X; θ).
Further, the above described influence decay rate has a strong analogy to the bandwidth
hyper-parameter of KDE, which affects bias-variance trade-off of the produced estimation.
Particularly, when the KDE bandwidth is too large, the yielded estimation bias and variance
are big and small respectively, which in DL community typically is called underfitting. In
contrast, when this bandwidth is too small, an overfitting scenario will be formed, with small
bias and big variance. In this paper we will observe a similar behavior of estimated f(X; θ)
w.r.t. influence decay rate of g(X ′, X, θ) (see Sections 6.1.1 and 7). Likewise, the above
intuitively used term of a surface ”flexibility” for a particular NN architecture can be also
thought of as a position of this NN within bias-variance trade-off gamut, with highly flexible
surfaces implying an extreme overfitting and vice versa.
Importantly, we strongly emphasize that the relation between the influence decay rate
of g(X ′, X, θ) and the surface flexibility, made in this section, is deduced entirely in an
empirical way and shall be supported by a proper mathematical analysis in future work.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6: NN flexibility vs influence decay rate of gradient similarity . Considering Eq. (12), the
differential at X is a weighted average of terms belonging to the training points around X, where
g(X, ·, θ) serves as a weighting coefficient for each term. Further, consider gradient similarity to
have a local-support. Its influence decay can be seen to express an influence area around each
point X outside which the gradient similarity g(X, ·, θ) becomes very small, on average. Above we
illustrate two possible scenarios where the influence area is (a) large and (b) small. Red points
represent training points, from both PU and PD. Further, blue and green regions around points X
and X ′ = X + ∆ express the neighborhoods around the points where gradient similarity has large
values. Note that these regions in general are not centered at X (or X ′) and are not symmetric (see
Appendix K). The training points in each such region around some point X can be considered as
support training points of X that will influence its surface height. As observed from plots, when
the influence decay rate is low (i.e. large influence area, see plot (a)) the differentials of X and X ′
will be very similar since most of the support training points stay the same for both X and X ′. In
contrast, when the influence decay rate is high (see plot (b)), the differentials at X and X ′ will be
very different since most of the support training points for both X and X ′ are not the same. Hence,
the differential as a function of X changes significantly for a step ∆ within the input space when the
decay rate is high, and vice versa. Furthermore, when the differential df(X) changes only slightly for
different points, the overall update of the surface height at each point is similar/identical to other
points. Such surface is pushed up/down as one physical rigid body, making f(X; θ) ”inelastic.”
5. Density Estimation via PSO
Till now we discussed a general formulation of PSO, where the presented analysis addresses
properties of any PSO instance. In this section we focus in more detail on a group of PSO
instances that can be applied for the density estimation problem. In particular, in Section
5.1 we shortly describe our previous work on density estimation, while in Section 5.2 we
explore new PSO approaches to infer density on a logarithmic scale, with bounded magnitude
functions and with enhanced optimization performance.
5.1 DeepPDF
In this section we briefly describe the density estimation approach, DeepPDF, introduced
in our previous work (Kopitkov and Indelman, 2018a), as a particular instance of the PSO
paradigm.
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The density estimation problem involves learning a pdf function PU (X) from a dataset
of points {XiU}. For this purpose, the proposed pdf loss was as follows:
Lpdf (θ,XU , XD) = −f(XU ; θ) · PD(X) + f(XD; θ) ·
[
f(XD; θ)
]sg gr
=
gr
= −f(XU ; θ) · PD(XU ) + 1
2
[
f(XD; θ)
]2
, (19)
where we use gradient-equal symbol ”
gr
=” to state that expressions from symbol’s both sides
have an identical gradient (here w.r.t. θ). Hence, this gradient equality means that when
each of the expressions is used as loss for gradient-based optimization, the optimization
outcome will be identical.
In Eq. (19) both canonical and natural forms of the pdf loss are shown, where XD is a
sample from an arbitrary density PD with a known pdf function which can be easily sampled.
Note that stop gradient is not used around the term PD(X) since it is not a function of θ.
Further, the above loss is a specific instance of PSO with balance state achieved when the
surface f(X; θ) converges to PU (X) point-wise (see Eq. (7)). Moreover, under expressiveness
limit assumption the differential for this loss will have the following statistics:
E
[
df(X)
]
= δ · g(X,X, θ) · PD(X) · [PU (X)− f(X; θ)], (20)
V ar
[
df(X)
]
= δ2 · g2(X,X, θ) · PD(X) · [PU (X) · PD(X) + f2(X; θ)].
Above we can see that pdf loss will not push the surface height to +∞ at points {X :
PU (X) > 0 and PD(X) = 0}, since both up and down forces are deactivated at these points;
FU is disabled because its analytical component MU (·) is zero, and FD is disabled because
its frequency component PD(·) is also zero. Therefore, we can see that surface in such area
is not optimized (pushed) at all, and after the training process it can have there arbitrary
values, depending on the side influence during the optimization. To deal with such undesired
behavior, the support of PD should cover the support of PU .
Likewise, note that the pdf loss also implicitly prevents surface height from getting to
−∞. That is, when at specific point in {X : PU (X) = 0 and PD(X) > 0} the surface f(X; θ)
is pushed to negative height, the down magnitude function MD(X, θ) = f(X; θ) changes its
sign. Hence, the down force FD will actually push f(X; θ) at location X in up direction.
Overall, at such points the FD will merely push the surface towards the zero, which is
desired since it is also the true value of PU (X) at these points. Furthermore, it can be easily
observed from Eq. (20) that the differential expected value at such points is only zero when
f(X; θ) = 0.
In our experiments we typically use a Uniform distribution for down density PD (yet
in practice any density can be applied). The minimum and maximum for each dimension
of PD’s support are assigned to minimum and maximum of the same dimension from the
available data points. Thus, the available samples {XiU} define n-dimensional hyperrectangle
in Rn as support of PD, with PU ’s support being its subset. Inside this hyperrectangle
the surface is pushed by FU and FD. Note that for case when the borders of this support
hyperrectangle can not be computed a priori (e.g. active learning), the stop at(·) and cut at(·)
functions can be used to prevent optimization divergence as described in Section 4.2.4.
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To monitor current convergence during the training, the natural form of the pdf loss can
be used. Further, after training is finished, the converged f(X; θ) may have slightly negative
values at points {X : PU (X) = 0 and PD(X) > 0} being that the oscillation around height
zero is stochastic in nature. Moreover, surface values outside of the hyperrectangle may be
anything since the f(X; θ) was not optimized there. In order to deal with these possible
inconsistencies, we can use the following proxy function as our estimation of target PU (X):
f¯(X; θ) =
{
0, if f(X; θ) < 0 or PD(X) = 0
f(X; θ), otherwise
In (Kopitkov and Indelman, 2018a) we demonstrated that the above DeepPDF method
outperforms kernel density estimation (KDE) in inference accuracy, and is significantly faster
at the query stage.
5.2 PSO-LDE - Density Estimation on Logarithmic Scale
Typically, the output from a multidimensional density PU will tend to be extra small,
where higher data dimension causes smaller pdf values. Representing very small numbers
in a computer system may cause underflow and precision-loss problems. To overcome
this, in general it is recommended to represent such small numbers in a logarithmic scale.
Furthermore, estimation of log-pdf is highly useful. For example, in context of robotics
it can represent log-likelihood of sensor measurement and can be directly applied to infer
a unobservable state of robot (Kopitkov and Indelman, 2018b). Likewise, once log-pdf is
learned its average for data samples approximates the entropy of PU , which can further be
used for robot planning (Kopitkov and Indelman, 2017).
Here we derive several families of PSO instances that infer logarithm of a pdf, logPU (X),
as their target function. Although some members of these families were already reported
before (e.g. NCE (Gutmann and Hyva¨rinen, 2010)), the general formulation of these families
was not considered previously. Moreover, we additionally provide a stability analysis of
these PSO instances based on the derived herein PSO concepts, which produces new insights
about the inner optimization process of these methods. Later in Section 10 we will use these
insights to perform a highly accurate pdf estimation for high-dimensional data.
5.2.1 Derivation
For our goal we need a PSO instance that pushes the surface f(X; θ) to equilibrium logPU (X).
Below we derive several such instances, that can be further separated into two groups -
instances with unbounded and bounded magnitude functions MU (·) and MD(·). As will be
shown, the latter group yields a better optimization stability and also produces a higher
accuracy.
Unbounded Magnitudes We can derive new PSO instance for log-pdf estimation from
the pdf loss in Eq. (19) using PSO principles that make this derivation extremely simple. First,
assume that the used model f(X; θ) is defined as f(X; θ) = exp[f ′(X; θ)] where f ′(X; θ) is
an inner NN. Obviously, applying DeepPDF on such model will enforce f ′(X; θ) = logPU (X).
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Furthermore, the pdf loss for the above model can be rewritten as:
Lpdf (θ,XU , XD) = − exp f ′(XU ; θ) · PD(X) + exp f ′(XD; θ) ·
[
exp f ′(XD; θ)
]sg gr
=
gr
= −f ′(XU ; θ) ·
[
PD(XU ) · exp f ′(XU ; θ)
]sg
+ f ′(XD; θ) ·
[
exp
[
2 · f ′(XD; θ)
]]sg
.
The above identity can be easily verified by computing gradient w.r.t. θ for both RHS and
LHS terms around a symbol ”
gr
=”. Moreover, since the last part has a canonical form of
PSO loss, we can use it to define a new PSO instance for any model f(X; θ) as:
L(θ,XU , XD) = −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
PD(XU ) · exp[f(XU ; θ)]
]sg
+ f(XD; θ) ·
[
exp[2 · f(XD; θ)]
]sg
,
where the magnitude functions are MU (X; θ) = PD(X) · exp[f(X; θ)] and MD(X; θ) =
exp[2 · f(X; θ)], and the balance state is reached when:
PU (X)
PD(X)
=
MD(X, θ)
MU (X, θ)
=
exp[2 · f(X; θ)]
PD(X) · exp[f(X; θ)] ⇒ f(X; θ) = logP
U (X).
Further, to produce new PSO instances with the same balance state from the above
example, we can move an inverse of any term from one magnitude function to another, and
vice versa:
PU (X)
PD(X)
=
MD(X, θ)
MU (X, θ)
=
exp[2 · f(X; θ)]
PD(X) · exp[f(X; θ)] =
=
exp(f(X; θ))
PD(X)
=
exp(f(X; θ))/PD(X)
1
=
=
1
PD(X)/ exp(f(X; θ))
=
exp
[
1
2 ·
(
f(X; θ)− logPD(X))]
exp
[
1
2 ·
(
logPD(X)− f(X; θ))] (21)
where we use equilibrium from Eq. (5), and where each ratio represents a different pair of
magnitudes. Note, that according to PSO, we can merely move any term over the ratio line
such that the entire ratio does not change. In this way we can move different terms between
MU (·) and MD(·), hence constructing new PSO instances, and yet the target surface will
still be f(X; θ) = logPU (X) (see also Table 8).
Remark 12 As we can see from Eq. (21) and Table 8, inventing new losses becomes a very
easy task when using PSO principles. Note that although we can see obvious similarity and
relation between canonical losses in Table 8 (they all have the same ratio MD(·)/MU (·)),
their natural forms have much smaller resemblance. Without applying PSO rules, it would
be hard to deduce that they all approximate the same target function.
The Table 8 with acquired losses serves as a demonstration for simplicity of applying PSO
concepts to forge new statistical methods. However, the produced losses have unbounded
magnitude functions, and are not very stable during the real optimization. The first loss
in Table 8 can lead to precision problems since its terms are multiplied by very small
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Loss Version Natural Loss / Canonical Loss
1 N: −f(XU ; θ) · PD(XU ) + exp(f(XD; θ))
C: −f(XU ; θ) · PD(XU ) + f(XD; θ) ·
[
exp(f(XD; θ))
]sg
2 N: −f(XU ; θ) + exp(f(XD;θ))PD(XD)
C: −f(XU ; θ) + f(XD; θ) ·
[
exp(f(XD;θ))
PD(XD)
]sg
3 N: P
D(XU )
exp(f(XU ;θ))
+ f(XD; θ)
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
PD(XU )
exp(f(XU ;θ))
]sg
+ f(XD; θ)
4 N: 2 · exp
[
1
2 ·
(
logPD(XU )− f(XU ; θ)
)]
+
+2 · exp
[
1
2 ·
(
f(XD; θ)− logPD(XD)
)]
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
exp
[
1
2 ·
(
logPD(XU )− f(XU ; θ)
)]]sg
+
+f(XD; θ) ·
[
exp
[
1
2 ·
(
f(XD; θ)− logPD(XD)
)]]sg
5 N: − exp(f(XU ; θ)) · PD(XU ) + 12 · exp(2 · f(XD; θ))
C: −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
PD(XU ) · exp(f(XU ; θ))
]sg
+
+f(XD; θ) ·
[
exp(2 · f(XD; θ))
]sg
Table 8: Several PSO Instances that converge to f(X; θ) = logPU (X)
outputs from PD(XU ) and exp(f(XD; θ)). Further, the third loss has devision by output
from the current NN exp(f(XU ; θ)) which is time-varying and can produce values arbitrarily
close to zero. Likewise, methods 4 and 5 hold similar problems. In practice, we found the
second loss to be much more stable. In case the down density PD is Uniform (which we
typically use), the term PD(XD) is a constant that has a role of normalizing small values
from exp(f(XD; θ)) to be around 1. Furthermore, this loss was already reported in (Pihlaja
et al., 2012) as Importance Sampling (IS), where it was mentioned as a variant of Maximum
Likelihood Monte Carlo method in (Geyer and Thompson, 1992; Bengio et al., 2003; Bengio
and Sene´cal, 2008) that approximates function partition via importance sampling.
Further, note that IS loss (version 2 in Table 8) has a magnitude function MD(X, θ) =
exp(f(X;θ))
PD(X) with outputs that can be extremely high or low, depending on the difference
[f(XD; θ)− logPD(XD)]. Also, recall that the optimization gradient of the down term in
PSO loss is MD(X, θ) · ∂f(X;θ)∂θ . Thus, in case f(XD; θ)  logPD(XD), high values from
MD(·) will produce gradients with large norm and will reduce the stability and the optimality
of the optimization solution. This conclusion was empirically observed to be true.
Bounded Magnitudes Considering the above point, the PSO instances in Table 8 are sub-
optimal. Instead, we want to find PSO losses where magnitude functions MD(·) and MU (·)
are bounded. Further, when estimating logPU (X) the relation between two magnitudes can
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be seen as:
exp f(X; θ)
PD(X)
=
MD(X, θ)
MU (X, θ)
⇒ MD(X, θ) = MU (X, θ) · exp d¯(X; θ),
d¯(X; θ) , f(X; θ)− logPD(X) (22)
where we used PSO balance state in Eq. (5) and substituted PU (X) with its approximation
exp f(X; θ). Additionally, d¯(X; θ) is a logarithm difference between the NN surface and
log-pdf of down density, which will play an important role in magnitude functions below.
Further, considering the above relation between MD(·) and MU (·) we can introduce the
following family of PSO instances:
MU (X, θ) =
PD(X)
D(X, θ)
, MD(X, θ) =
exp f(X; θ)
D(X, θ)
, (23)
where the denominator function D(X, θ) takes the responsibility to normalize output of
magnitude functions to be in some range [0, ]. Moreover, choice of D(X, θ) does not affect
the PSO balance state; it is reduced when the above magnitudes are introduced into Eq. (5).
Thus, for any choice of D(X, θ) the NN surface f(X; θ) will approximate logPU (X). Also
note that the PSO stability criteria from Eq. (6) is reduced to D(X, θ) > 0 for the above
family in Eq. (23).
To bound functions MD(·) and MU (·) in Eq. (23), D(X, θ) can take many forms. One
such form, that was implicitly applied in NCE technique (Smith and Eisner, 2005; Gutmann
and Hyva¨rinen, 2010), is D(X, θ) = exp f(X; θ) + PD(X) (see also Table 2). Such choice
of normalization function enforces outputs of both magnitude functions in Eq. (23) to be
between 0 and 1. Moreover, NCE magnitudes can be seen as functions of a logarithm
difference d¯(X; θ) in Eq. (22), MU (d¯) = sigmoid(−d¯(X; θ)) and MU (d¯) = sigmoid(d¯(X; θ)).
Thus, an output of magnitude functions at point X ∈ Rn entirely depends on this logarithm
difference at X. Furthermore, the up magnitude reduces to zero for a large positive d¯ and
the down magnitude reduces to zero for a large negative d¯ (see also Figure 7a).
Such property is highly helpful, as it does not only bound MD(·) and MU (·), and stabilize
the overall optimization; it also prevents infinite height problem described in Section 4, even
when up and down densities are very different and when their support does not match. In
neighborhoods where we sample many points XU but almost no points XD (ratio
PU (X)
PD(X) is
large) the surface is pushed indefinitely up through up term within PSO loss. Yet, as it
pushed higher, the d¯ for these neighborhoods becomes larger and thus the up magnitude
MU (d¯) goes quickly to zero. Therefore, when at a specific point X the surface f(X; θ) was
pushed up too far from logPD(X), the up magnitude at this point becomes zero thus entirely
deactivating the up force FU (X, θ) at this X. The same logic also applies to down force
FD(X, θ) - in NCE this force is deactivated at points where f(X; θ) was pushed down too
far from logPD(X).
Critically, since f(X; θ) approximates logPU (X), d¯(X; θ) can also be viewed as an
estimation of log P
U (X)
PD(X) . Hence, the above narration of NCE dynamics can be also summarized
as follows. At points where logarithm difference logPU (X)− logPD(X) is in some dynamical
active range [−a, a] for positive a, the up and down forces will be active and will reach
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Figure 7: (a) NCE magnitudes as functions of a difference d¯(X, θ) , f(X; θ)− logPD(X). (b) Log
density estimation via NCE for 20D data, where PU is standard Normal 20D distribution and PD
is minimal Uniform 20D distribution that covers all samples from PU . Blue points are sampled
from PU , while red points from PD. The x axes represent logPU (X) for each sample, y axes - the
surface height f(X; θ) after optimization was finished. Diagonal line represents f(X; θ) = logPU (X),
where we would see all points in case of perfect model inference. The black horizontal line represents
logPD(X) = −49 which is constant for the Uniform density. As can be seen, these two densities have
a relative support mismatch - although their pdf values are not zero within the considered point space,
the sampled points from both densities are obviously located mostly in different space neighborhoods;
this can be concluded from values of logPU (X) that are very different for both point populations.
Further, points with relatively small |d¯| (around the horizontal line) have a small estimation error
since the ratio P
U (X)
PD(X) there is bounded and both points XU and XD are sampled from these areas.
In contrast, we can see that in areas where |d¯| > a for some positive constant a we have samples
from only one of the densities. Further, points with d¯ > 0 (above the horizontal line) are pushed
up till a some threshold where the surface height is stuck due to up magnitude MU (·) going to zero
(see also Figure (a)). Additionally, points with d¯ < 0 (below the horizontal line) are pushed down
till their magnitude MD(·) also becomes zero. Note that below points are pushed further from the
horizontal line than the above points. This is because the above points are near the origin (mean of
Normal distribution) which is less flexible since it is shaped as Gaussian bell and its slope is restricted
from all sides. On opposite, the below points are located far from the origin center on the edges of
considered point space, where there is almost no optimization (no points XU and MD(·) ≈ 0) and
thus the surface there is much more flexible. Clearly, the PSO estimation task for the above choice
of up and down densities can not yield a high accuracy. Yet, we can see that NCE does not push the
surface to the infinity at the unbalanced areas.
equilibrium with f(X; θ) = logPU (X). At points where [logPU (X) − logPD(X)] > a ⇒
PU (X)
PD(X) > exp a, the surface will be pushed up to height a. And at points where [logP
U (X)−
logPD(X)] < −a⇒ PU (X)PD(X) < 1exp a , the surface will be pushed down to height −a. Once the
surface at some point X passes above the height a or below the height −a, the NCE loss
stops pushing it due to zero magnitude. Yet, the side-influence from non-zero magnitude
areas can still affect the surface height at X. The above NCE behavior is illustrated in
Figure 7b where 20D log-density estimation is performed via NCE for Gaussian distribution
PU and Uniform distribution PD.
Remark 13 Note that the scalar ”a” represents a sensitivity threshold, where pushes at
points with
∣∣d¯∣∣ > a have a neglectable effect on the surface due to their small magnitude
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component. Such sensitivity is different for various NN structures where in some a small
change of θ can only insignificantly affect the surface f(X; θ), while causing huge impact
in others. Hence, the value of ”a” depends on specific choice of NN architecture and of
magnitude functions MU (·) and MD(·).
The above described relationship between NCE magnitude functions and ratio P
U (X)
PD(X) is
very beneficial in the context of density estimation, since it produces high accuracy for points
where density ratio is bounded 1exp a <
PU (X)
PD(X) < exp a and it is not sensitive to instabilities of
areas where P
U (X)
PD(X) > exp a or
PU (X)
PD(X) <
1
exp a . Thus, even for very different densities P
U and
PD the optimization process is still very stable (see Figure 7b). Further, in our experiments
we observed NCE to be much more accurate than IS due to its better magnitude dynamics.
Yet, such dynamics are not limited only to the loss of NCE, and can actually be enforced
also through other PSO variants. Herein, we introduce a novel general algorithm family for
PSO log density estimators (PSO-LDE), that takes a normalized form in Eq. (23) where
denominator function is defined as DαPSO−LDE(X, θ) ,
[
[exp f(X; θ)]α + [PD(X)]α
] 1
α with α
being family’s hyper-parameter. Particularly, the loss of PSO-LDE family is equal to:
LPSO−LDE(θ,XU , XD) = −f(XU ; θ) ·
 PD(XU )[
[exp f(XU ; θ)]
α + [PD(XU )]α
] 1
α
sg +
+ f(XD; θ) ·
 exp f(XD; θ)[
[exp f(XD; θ)]
α + [PD(XD)]α
] 1
α
sg =
= −f(XU ; θ) ·
[
1
[exp [α · [f(XU ; θ)− logPD(XU )]] + 1]
1
α
]sg
+
+ f(XD; θ) ·
[
1
[exp [α · [logPD(XD)− f(XD; θ)]] + 1]
1
α
]sg
, (24)
where we can see that each member of PSO-LDE has bounded magnitude functions:
MαU (X, θ)=
PD(X)
DαPSO−LDE(X, θ)
=
PD(X)[
[exp f(X; θ)]α + [PD(X)]α
] 1
α
=
[
exp
[
α·d¯(X; θ)]+ 1]− 1α ,
(25)
MαD(X, θ)=
exp f(X; θ)
DαPSO−LDE(X, θ)
=
exp f(X; θ)[
[expf(X; θ)]α + [PD(X)]α
] 1
α
=
[
exp
[−α·d¯(X; θ)]+ 1]− 1α .
(26)
In Figure 8 the above magnitude functions are plotted w.r.t. logarithm difference d¯,
for different values of α. As can be observed, α controls the smoothness and the rate of a
magnitude decay to zero. For small values of α the magnitude function turns to zero in a
more gentle way, while for bigger values the transformation of magnitude output from 1 to 0
is much sharper. Likewise, this tendency can be viewed as a consideration of some prior
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Figure 8: PSO-LDE magnitudes as functions of a difference d¯ , f(X; θ)− logPD(X) for different
values of hyper-parameter α.
knowledge over the difference between PU (X) and PD(X). For large α the magnitudes are
very strong even for small value of |d¯|, that is even when logPD(X) and f(X; θ) (and hence
also logPU (X)) are only slightly different from each other. Hence, the strong feedback from
magnitudes of such α will ”prefer” values of f(X; θ) being closer to logPD(X), limiting in
this soft way a dynamical range of possible d¯ values. In contrast, for small α the magnitudes
are increasing much slower when |d¯| grows, hence allowing for a richer dynamical range of d¯
values. We argue that these smoother dynamics of smaller α values allow for a more stable
optimization and a more accurate convergence. In Section 10 we will investigate this impact
of α on performance of the density estimation, where we will show that α = 14 typically has
a better performance.
Additionally, the formulation of PSO-LDE in Eq. (25)-(26) can also be exploited to
overcome possible underflow and overflow issues. As explained in Section 4.2.4, in a typically
used single-precision floating-point format the function exp(·) can only be computed for an
input being in the range [−81, 81]. Hence, there is an upper bound for values of |d¯(X; θ)|
above which MαU (X, θ) and M
α
D(X, θ) can not be computed in practice. Yet, we can set the
hyper-parameter α to be small enough to overcome this numerical limitation.
Remark 14 Note that NCE is a member of the above PSO-LDE family for α = 1. Further,
the natural form of the loss in Eq. (24) is analytically unknown. Yet, its gradient calculation
is simple since terms inside stop-gradient do not require a differentiation. Likewise, as was
mentioned above, the PSO canonical form with [·]sg operator can be easily implemented in
modern DL frameworks.
5.2.2 Convergence Analysis
In this section we extend the general convergence analysis from Section 4 to a specific
PSO sub-group, i.e. PSO-LDE. Further, we discuss here the implicit stability of this PSO
sub-group for cases where there is a significant mismatch between densities PU and PD.
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Additionally, we relate this discussion also to the curse of dimensionality, which in general
has a harmful effect on all PSO instances when high-dimensional data is considered.
The PSO-LDE magnitude terms MU (·) and MD(·) in Eq. (25) and Eq. (26) do not
change sign; they are always positive. Thus, both up and down forces push the surface only
in a specific direction, with no need to worry about sign change issues. Likewise, PSO-LDE
with any value of α satisfies the condition in Eq. (6), thus its stationary solution f(X; θ∗) is
stable.
Further, according to Section 4, the differential of the above loss is:
df(X) = δ · [MαU (XU , θ) · g(X,XU , θ)−MαD(XD, θ) · g(X,XD, θ)] , (27)
with the expected value being:
E [df(X)] = δ ·
∫ [
PU (X ′)− exp(f(X ′; θ))] ·MαU (X ′, θ) · g(X ′, X, θ)dX ′ =
= δ ·
∫ [
PU (X ′)
exp(f(X ′; θ))
− 1
]
· PD(X ′) ·MαD(X ′, θ) · g(X ′, X, θ)dX ′, (28)
where MαU (X
′, θ) and MαD(X
′, θ) are bounded between 0 and 1 (see also Figure 8). The
integral in the above expression represents the side-influence between different points. Hence,
we can see that there is no side-influence from points X ′ of whom the magnitudes MαU (X
′, θ)
and MαD(X
′, θ) became negligible - points with too big/small logarithm difference d¯ defined in
Eq. (22). This makes sense since at such points both the up and down forces are deactivated,
as was explained above, and can not affect the surface f(X; θ) anymore.
Further, under expressiveness limit assumption the differential has the following average:
E [df(X)] = δ · g(X,X, θ) ·MαU (X, θ) ·
[
PU (X)− exp(f(X; θ))] =
= δ · g(X,X, θ) · PD(X) ·MαD(X, θ) ·
[
PU (X)
exp(f(X; θ))
− 1
]
, (29)
where we again can see that for points with too big/small d¯ the differential almost does not
change. Since such large
∣∣d¯∣∣ is the outcome of relative support mismatch at the points, the
above observation is both expected and desired in such unbalanced areas. Also, note that in
practice the surface at such points still slightly changes due to the side-influence from active
areas, ignored by the expressiveness limit assumption.
Likewise, the variance under this assumption is:
V ar [df(X)] = δ2 · g2(X,X, θ) · [MαU (X, θ)]2 ·
[
PU (X)
NU
+
exp(2 · f(X; θ))
ND · PD(X)
]
=
= δ2 · g2(X,X, θ) · [MαU (X, θ)]2 ·
[
PU (X)
NU
+
exp(f(X; θ))
ND
· exp d¯
]
, (30)
where we show a differential variance for the batch PSO loss in Eq. (3), with NU and ND
being batch sizes of up and down samples respectively. The MαU (X, θ) in the first line of
Eq. (30) is bounded between 0 and 1, thus the term next to it is more significant since in
general it can be very large. Further, it is smaller for higher values of PD(X), yet the variance
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of differential can be quite large for areas where PD(X)  exp(2 · f(X; θ)). However, in
second line we also see the dependence of the term in second brackets on the logarithm
difference d¯. Ignoring the term P
U (X)
NU
(which can be reduced by increasing NU ), we can
see that when d¯ and the second bracket term are high, the term MαU (X, θ) is almost zero
due to its implicit dependence on d¯. Likewise, when d¯ and second bracket term are small
the MαU (X, θ) is high (e.g. 1). Hence, both terms, M
α
U (X, θ) and the second bracket term,
are diminishing each other at various areas of X ∈ Rn, thus preventing the variance from
getting too high. Additionally, the second bracket term can be further reduced by increasing
batch size ND.
Moreover, at the final optimization stage where f(X; θ) ≈ logPU (X), the expected value
is almost zero and the variance is:
V ar [df(X)] ≈ δ2 · g2(X,X, θ) · P
U (X) · PD(X)[
[PU (X)]α + [PD(X)]α
] 2
α
·
[
PD(X)
NU
+
PU (X)
ND
]
. (31)
The term in the last brackets is not significant since the outputs of high-dimensional densities
are typically small. Likewise, the middle term:
PU (X) · PD(X)[
[PU (X)]α + [PD(X)]α
] 2
α
=
PU (X)[
[PU (X)]α + [PD(X)]α
] 1
α
· P
D(X)[
[PU (X)]α + [PD(X)]α
] 1
α
,
can be viewed as a product of two sub-terms, where each sub-term is bounded between 0 and
1 similarly to the magnitude functions in Eq. (25) and Eq. (26). Therefore, the differential
variance during the last optimization iterations is typically very small.
Above we can see that when PSO-LDE is applied, oscillations of the differential from its
expected value (e.g. its variance) are small. Thus, the expected value in Eq. (29) accurately
describes the real differential during the optimization. Yet, we also see that the surface
f(X; θ) almost does not change in areas where logarithm difference d¯ is outside of some
dynamic range [−a, a]. As was explained above, these are the same areas where the density
ratio P
U (X)
PD(X) is outside of the dynamic range [
1
exp a , exp a]. Therefore, after training with
PSO-LDE loss, the NN surface at such locations will be not properly optimized and may
contain an arbitrary error. On the other hand, PSO-LDE also does not have the infinite
height problem due to its bounded magnitudes.
5.2.3 Relation to Curse of Dimensionality
The above relation between an error and a density ratio implies that a good candidate
density for PD must yield a bounded log-density difference
∣∣logPU (X)− logPD(X)∣∣ < a.
However, proposing such PD requires us to know, at least roughly, the target density PU (X).
Moreover, even if PU (X) is given, finding a good candidate PD is still hard since the selected
down density must have an analytically known pdf and have a computationally cheap way
to be sampled. Moreover, choosing PD is even more difficult in high-dimensional spaces
(e.g. thousands of variables), where the log-density difference can become huge even if PU
and PD are only slightly different. For example, consider a scenario where both densities
are isometric n-dimensional distributions PU (X) =
∏n
i=1 p
U (xi) and PD(X) =
∏n
i=1 p
D(xi).
Further, assume that pU (x) and pD(x) are one-dimensional densities that are very close to
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each other, with their log-density difference | log pU (x)− log pD(x)| at a specific point x ∈ R
being a some small value . Then, the log-density difference of multivariate distribution
| logPU (X)− logPD(X)| at X = [x, . . . , x]T ∈ Rn will be n · . Hence, in this simple example
the log-density difference at point X will grow with dimension n, even if the densities of
each dimension, pU (x) and pD(x), are almost identical (i.e.  is very small).
Such nature of density ratios and its effect on PSO-LDE’s accuracy (and PSO in general)
is a direct consequence of the curse of dimensionality, where the space volume (area of the
density support in the context of density estimation) grows exponentially with the dimension.
As was strongly emphasized in this paper (see Section 4.2.4 and Figure 4), both points XU
and XD should be sampled from the same neighborhoods in Rn so that the virtual forces
at these points can balance each other and converge the surface to the required balance
state. Yet, when the overall area is huge, that is when the data dimension is very high,
the ”same neighborhood” criteria basically implies that PU and PD must (almost) coincide.
When this condition is not satisfied, that is when PU and PD are not close enough, there
will be more areas with the very big log-density difference. Furthermore, these areas will
have an arbitrarily big error as was explained above. Thus, we can see that like any other
non-parametric density estimation approach, also PSO-LDE suffers from the dimensionality
curse. More so, this is also true for any other PSO instance, since the underlying principles
of a virtual surface and a force balance at the equilibrium are the same.
To reduce the mismatch between PU and PD, we can perform rough density estimation of
PU at the pre-training stage via one of the existing methods. For example, we can approximate
every dimension from the available data {XiU} separately by a Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) (McLachlan and Basford, 1988). Then, during training we can use this rough
estimation as our down density PD. Such a choice of PD will probably be more efficient
compared to the typical simple choices like Uniform and Normal distributions. Another
alternative is to apply adaptive sampling (Bucher, 1988; Bengio and Sene´cal, 2008) where
PD is updated along the optimization to be closer to PU . We shall leave the investigation of
these directions to future research.
Remark 15 When curse of dimensionality is encountered in the Machine Learning domain,
a typical solution is to reduce data dimension, for example by using a (non-linear) principal
component analysis (PCA). Such reduction is justified if the high-dimensional target data is
actually laying on a manifold of smaller dimension, which is true in many cases. Moreover,
recently proposed Progressive Growing of GANs method (Karras et al., 2017) can generate
high-resolution images when training the NN in several phases, progressively increasing
resolution of the generated data at each training phase. Since the GAN critic is also an
instance of PSO, apparently such multi-phase optimization can be used for other PSO
instances (e.g. PSO-LDE) as well to overcome the curse of dimensionality. Furthermore,
for a general non-image dataset we can perform a similar multi-stage resolution increase by
sequentially increasing numerical precision of the applied model. That is, we can go from
floating point (FP) 16 representation to FP32 and further to FP64. We shall leave an
application of these techniques to PSO-LDE for future research.
Remark 16 Note that the above analysis of PSO-LDE does not involve the side-influence
of g(X ′, X, θ) between different areas of the input space. Yet, when this influence is strong
enough, g(X ′, X, θ) may connect different far away training points and average their mutual
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force that is applied to the NN surface at each point, as was described in Section 4.1.2.
Further, it can stabilize the up and down forces even at areas where samples of only one
density reside. Thus, it also plays a vital role in stability of PSO-LDE family within the
unbalanced areas where P
U (X)
PD(X) is too big/small. We shall leave the analytical investigation of
g(X ′, X, θ)’s impact on PSO-LDE convergence for future work.
By replacing pdf loss in Eq. (19) with PSO-LDE we succeeded to increase approximation
accuracy of density estimation. We show these results in Section 10. Furthermore, unlike
typical density estimators, for both DeepPDF and PSO-LDE cases the total integral of
the density estimator is not explicitly constrained to 1, yet was empirically observed to be
very close to it. This implies that the proposed herein methods produce an approximately
normalized density model. For many applications such density model is suitable. For
example, in the estimation of a measurement likelihood model for Bayesian state inference
in robotics (Kopitkov and Indelman, 2018b), the model is required only to be proportional
to the real measurement likelihood. However, in some cases the pdf estimation is required to
be normalized in the exact way. Furthermore, upon the optimization completion, the surface
f(X; θ) will have consistent outputs only in areas of Rn where we had samples XU and XD,
since in the rest of areas we did not apply any optimization forces. Below, we will describe
how the total integral normalization can be imposed by also using the loss of PSO-LDE,
and how to enforce f(X; θ) to have consistent outputs outside of trained areas.
5.2.4 Proxy for Inconsistent Areas
In the above section we saw that the NN surface is optimized only near areas where up and
down points were sampled. The rest of the volume of Rn is literally unoptimized, unless the
side-influence g(X ′, X, θ) is also considered, and can have arbitrarily model outputs by the
optimization end. Furthermore, considering only Rn areas that contain samples, we saw
that f(X; θ)’s output at unbalanced points with
∣∣logPU (X)− logPD(X)∣∣ > a is undefined
since the optimization pushes there will eventually have a zero magnitude. Thus, in order to
make output of our learned model more reliable, we may want to explicitly assign values in
these unoptimized/unbalanced areas.
To that end, we have to detect if a given query point X ∈ Rn belongs to any un-
optimized/unbalanced area, and if so - explicitly assign a value of f(X; θ) at X to some
predefined constant via a proxy function f¯(X; θ) that wraps around the learned model
f(X; θ) as follows.
First, we consider unoptimized areas of Rn. Let us define R as a subspace of Rn which
satisfies R , {X : mini ≤ xi ≤ maxi}, where xi represents the i-th coordinate of point X,
and where mini and maxi are minimum and maximum values from available training dataset
along dimension i. That is, R represents a minimal n-dimensional hyperrectangle in Rn that
contains all available samples from PU . Further, since there were no training up points XU
outside of R, the surface there is unbalanced at areas where points XD were sampled and
unoptimized at areas where no points XD were sampled. Moreover, for the same reason
we can assume that the density of data within a complement subspace R¯ , Rn \R is zero.
Concluding from above, we desire our model to return zero density for a query point X ∈ R¯.
We will enforce it via a proxy function f¯(X; θ) below in Eq. (32).
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Further, inside the optimized subspace R we may have unbalanced areas, according
to the logarithm difference d¯ defined in Eq. (22) and according to its connection with
the density ratio P
U (X)
PD(X) . That is, if at a point X ∈ R the logarithm difference d¯ is very
big, above some threshold aupper, then the up magnitude function at this point is zero,
MU (X, θ) ≈ 0. This, in turn, implies that during training there were many points XU and
almost no points XD around X, which caused the surface go too high till the up magnitude
nullified itself. Furthermore, once d¯ at a specific point X passed the threshold aupper,
the surface height f(X; θ) is only affected by side-forces and does not express accurate
density estimation of X. Hence, arguably the most appropriate thing to do at such points
{X : f(X; θ) > aupper} is to enforce proxy function f¯(X; θ) to return output that satisfies
d¯ = aupper ⇒ f¯(X; θ) = aupper + logPD(X) (see Eq. (32) below).
However, to apply such proxy, we first need to know the sensitivity threshold aupper
which is unknown. One way to estimate it is via
aupper ≈ max
XiD
[
f(XiD; θ)− logPD(XiD), 0
]
= max
XiD
[
d¯(XiD; θ), 0
]
.
where {XiD} are all training points from PD. In the above expression we search for the
highest point on the logarithm difference d¯(X; θ) where we still have training samples from
PD. That is, the highest surface point where both densities have their samples.
Likewise, if at a point X the logarithm difference d¯ is very small, below a some threshold
alower, then the down magnitude function at this point is zero, MD(X, θ) ≈ 0. Also here,
f(X; θ)’s output does not express the real point density since the surface at this point is
affected mostly by side-forces. Moreover, there are almost no training sample points XU
around such X since the surface was pushed too low. Thus, we can assume that point density
PU (X) of such X is zero, and enforce our proxy function f¯(X; θ) accordingly. Furthermore,
we can estimate alower in similar way to aupper:
alower ≈ min
XiU
[
f(XiU ; θ)− logPD(XiU ), 0
]
= min
XiU
[
d¯(XiU ; θ), 0
]
,
where we search for the lowest point on the logarithm difference d¯(X; θ) where we still have
training samples from PU . That is, the lowest surface point where both densities have their
samples.
Finally, to express the above knowledge and to correct our log-pdf estimator we can use
the following proxy function:
f¯(X; θ) =

−∞, if X /∈ R
aupper + logPD(X), if
[
f(X; θ)− logPD(X)] > aupper
−∞, if [f(X; θ)− logPD(X)] < alower
f(X; θ), otherwise
(32)
Note that the above proxy heuristic is not required in case both densities PU and PD are
close and if the learned model f(X; θ) is only evaluated at points sampled from one of these
two densities. For example, if PU and PD are properly chosen so that 1exp a <
PU (X)
PD(X) < exp a
and if a query point X was sampled from PU , the calculation of f¯(X; θ) will activate the
last case row in Eq. (32), i.e. it will return f(X; θ). Further, in our experiments we do not
apply this heuristic since we evaluate trained models only on samples from PU and PD.
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5.2.5 Normalization of Unnormalized Models
In this section we describe how the PSO-LDE loss in Eq. (24) can also be used in order to
normalize unnormalized models such as data energy models. Later, in Section 5.2.6 we will
relate it to an implicit normalization quality of models produced by PSO-LDE.
Typically, unnormalized models can be produced by various statistical methods (e.g.
score matching, Hyva¨rinen (2005)), and are proportional to the real pdf function of data,
up to a constant scale expressed by the model partition function. In many cases the
normalization is required before the model can be used (e.g. for a generation of new samples).
Herein, we will demonstrate how to find this constant scale by using PSO-LDE.
Consider an unnormalized model u(X) = logPU (X) + C where C is the unknown
partition constant of this model, with exp[C] =
∫
exp[u(X)]dX. Our main goal here is to
infer the value of C. Next, define a wrapper model f(X; θ) = u(X) + θ where θ is a scalar
parameter. To enforce this model f(X; θ) to be normalized,
∫
exp[f(X; θ)]dX = 1, we will
use PSO-LDE to optimize a scalar parameter θ. That is, we will apply PSO-LDE on the
above defined model f(X; θ). This, in turn, will produce the partition constant as C = −θ,
as follows.
When performing the PSO-LDE method for a given f(X; θ), we select PD to cover
support of PU . Moreover, note that in this case the surface differential and the θ differential
are identical:
df(X) = f(X; θt)− f(X; θt−1) = θt − θt−1 = dθ.
Additionally, since the gradient of f(X; θ) w.r.t. θ is 1 for any X ∈ Rn, gradient similarity
g(X ′, X, θ) becomes also a constant 1 for any two points. Then, according to Eq. (27) this
yields the θ differential :
dθ = δ · [MαU (XU , θ)−MαD(XD, θ)] .
Also note that since the higher-order derivatives of the given f(X; θ) w.r.t. θ are zeros, the
above differential is exact and not the first-order Taylor approximation.
Further, this θ differential has the following expected value:
E [dθ] = δ ·
∫ [
PU (X ′)− exp(f(X ′; θ))] ·MαU (X ′, θ)dX ′, (33)
where from definitions of f(·) and u(·) we see that:
PU (X ′)− exp(f(X ′; θ)) = exp(u(X ′)− C)− exp(u(X ′) + θ) =
= exp
[
u(X ′)
] · [exp(−C)− exp(θ)] .
Next, we can rewrite E [dθ] as:
E [dθ] = [exp(−C)− exp(θ)] · δ ·
∫
MαU (X
′, θ) · exp [u(X ′)] dX ′, (34)
where the integral term is greater then zero. Hence, the expected value of θ differential in
Eq. (34) only becomes zero when the balance state exp(−C) = exp(θ)⇒ θ = −C is reached.
When converged, this balance state also implies that the partition scalar C was found.
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Importantly, note that the integral in Eq. (33) is limited to the support of PD (that
covers support of PU ). This means that upon convergence, exp(f(X ′; θ)) is normalized only
if we consider a subspace of Rn, the support of PD. Outside of this subspace, f(X ′; θ) can
have arbitrary values; yet, it will not affect the balance state of Eq. (33) since no XU and
no XD will be sampled there. Yet, for the proper normalization of an unnormalized model
u(X) we have to enforce total integral over the entire Rn. This can be done through a proxy
function, similarly to Eq. (32), as:
PˆU (X) =
{
0, if PD(X) = 0
exp[u(X) + θ], otherwise
where the above proxy and the balance state in Eq. (34) will lead to
∫
exp PˆU (X)dX = 1.
5.2.6 Implicit Normalization of PSO-LDE
The described above normalization process is actually also performed during a typical
PSO-LDE optimization, where the role of the scale constant takes the bias scalar of the
last fully-connected layer. That is, the statistics of this bias differential are expressed by
Eq. (33). Moreover, in our experiments we observed the estimated model to be very close to
be normalized (see Section 10.3.1).
Further, in order to verify consistency of the normalization done by PSO-LDE, we
performed an additional normalization process of the last bias independently, according to
the process described in the above Section 5.2.5. Specifically, after a model convergence
during the first-stage ordinary PSO-LDE loss (with various values of α), we applied a second-
stage training where we optimized only the bias of the last layer. In these experiments
we observed that during the second-stage the bias changes only slightly from the value it
achieved at the first-stage. Further, the convergence of the bias, done by sequential reduce
of learning rate, was stable. Moreover, the same converged value was achieved even when
between the stages this bias was manually changed to entirely different values. Hence, such
consistency empirically implies that the partition function is reliably inferred as part of
PSO-LDE optimization. The above experiments were done on 20D data.
6. NN Architecture
The described above density estimation algorithms, DeepPDF in Section 5.1 and log-density
estimators in Section 5.2, typically produce highly accurate density approximations in
low dimensional cases. For example, in (Kopitkov and Indelman, 2018a) we showed that
DeepPDF produces a better accuracy than KDE methods in 2D and 3D scenarios. This
likely can be accounted to the flexibility of NN - its universal ability to approximate any
function. As empirically observed, the implicit flexibility parameter of NN, the influence
decay rate of g(X ′, X, θ) that was discussed in Section 4.4 and which is parallel to the kernel
bandwidth of KDE, is typically different in various areas of the considered input space, which
further increases the overall approximation performance. In contrast, KDE methods are
typically limited to a specific choice of a kernel and a bandwidth (yet variable-bandwidth
KDE methods exist, see Terrell et al. (1992)) that is applied to estimate the entire pdf
surface with its many various details.
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However, we also observed a considerable underfitting problem of the above PSO instances
that grows with the data dimension. That is, even in case where a high-dimensional training
dataset is huge, for a typical fully-connected NN architecture the produced estimation is far
away from the real data density, and often contains mode-collapses and other prediction
inconsistencies. We argue that the two main reasons for this are curse of dimensionality and
the growing side-influence of the virtual forces (i.e. growing estimation bias). The first issue
is related to the distance between two densities PU and PD, that yields neighborhoods in Rn
where there are samples from only one of the densities. As was explained above, this causes
inaccuracy and even instability within an optimization process. Moreover, this issue gets
worse for higher dimensions since the entire considered space of points grows exponentially
and even a small distance between densities can produce unstable areas. This issue of density
mismatch is discussed in more detail in Sections 4.2.4-4.3 and 5.2.2. Its possible solutions
we shall leave for future research.
The second issue, the growing side-influence of forces on the surface at a specific location
X ∈ Rn, was observed empirically to be also extremely significant. Such side-influence can
be seen for example within integral in Eq. (28) - surface height at X is changed by pushes at
every other point X ′ ∈ Rn according to the gradient similarity g(X,X ′, θ), which is typically
not entirely zero for any two points. Further, as hypothesized in Section 4.4 the level of
side-influence within the NN (e.g. the bandwidth h of g(X,X ′, θ)) defines the flexibility
of f(X; θ). As observed empirically, in fully-connected architecture this side-influence is
growing considerably with the higher data dimension, thus producing more side interference
between the different points and decreasing the overall elasticity of the network. In its turn,
this limits the accuracy produced by PSO. In this section we propose a new NN architecture
that mitigates the side-influence problem and increases a flexibility of the surface. Further,
in Section 10.3.3 we show that such architecture extremely improves the estimation accuracy.
Remark 17 Note that in context of generative adversarial networks (GANs), whose critics
are also instances of PSO (see Tables 2-7), the convergence problems (e.g. mode-collapse
and non-convergence) were also reported. Typically, these problems are blamed on Nash
equilibrium between critic and generator networks which is hard to optimize. Yet, in our
work we see that such problems exist even without a two-player optimization. That is, even
when only a specific PSO instance (the critic in GAN’s context) is trained separately, it
is typically underfitting and has mode-collapses within the converged surface f(X; θ) where
several separate hills from target logPU (X) are represented as one hill inside f(X; θ). Below
we present several techniques that allowed us to reduce these convergence problems.
6.1 Block-Diagonal Layers
In (Kopitkov and Indelman, 2018a) we used a simple fully-connected (FC) network to
represent a model f(X; θ) of data density PU (X). This allowed us to accurately learn density
of several sophisticated densities in 2D and 3D settings. Yet, such architecture produces
terrible performance for higher dimensions, getting worse for each increase of dimension.
In this paper we will experiment with 20D data and show that block-diagonal (BD) layers
(see below) provide much better density approximation. In future work we will extend our
experiments to higher dimensions (∼ thousands of variables) and further investigate the
optimal structure of NN for enhanced surface flexibility.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9: (a) Typical NN architecture used in (Kopitkov and Indelman, 2018a). Yellow blocks are
FC layers with non-linearity, except for last layer which is FC layer without activation function.
Entire network can be seen as single transformation channel. (b) Proposed NN architecture used in
this paper. Block-diagonal layers can be seen as set of independent transformation channels. This
independence improves network’s flexibility. Output vector of a first FC layer is sliced into NB
separate vectors. Each small vector is used as input to separate channel - FC sub-network. At the
end outputs of all channels are concatenated and sent to the final FC layer. All FC layers in this
architecture (the yellow blocks) use non-linearity (typically Relu or Leaky-Relu), except for the final
FC layer.
A typical FC network (Figure 9a) can be seen as one channel transformation from point
X to its surface height f(X; θ). During the optimization, due to such NN structure almost
every weight inside θ is updated as a consequence of pushing any point X ∈ Rn within
PSO loss. Such high sharing of the weights between various regions of Rn creates a huge
side-influence between them, which in its turn decreases the flexibility of NN surface.
The above line of thought guided us to propose an alternative NN architecture where
several separate transformation channels are built into one network (see Figure 9b). As
we will see below, such architecture is identical to a simple FC network where each layer’s
weight matrix Wi is block-diagonal.
Specifically, we propose to pass input X through a typical FC layer with output dimension
S, and split this output into a set of NB smaller vectors of size SB = S/NB. Further, for
each SB-sized vector we construct a channel: a subnetwork with [NL − 2] FC layers of the
same size SB. Finally, the outputs of all channels are concatenated into vector of size S and
this vector is sent to the final FC layer (see illustration in Figure 9b). All FC layers within
this architecture use non-linearity (typically Relu or Leaky-Relu), except for the last layer.
Exactly the same computational flow will be produced if we use the usual FC network
from Figure 9a with inner layers having block-diagonal weight matrices. That is, we can
build the same simple network as in Figure 9a, with NL layers overall, where [NL − 2]
inner FC layers have block-diagonal weight matrices Wi of size S × S. Each Wi in its turn
will contain NB blocks at its diagonal, of SB × SB size each, with rest of the entries being
constant zeros.
A straightforward implementation of BD layers by setting off-diagonal entries to be
constant zeros can be wasteful w.r.t. memory and computation resources. Instead, we
can use multi-dimensional tensors for a more efficient implementation as follows. Consider
output of the first FC layer as a tensor v¯ with dimensions [B,S], where B is a batch
dimension and S is an output dimension of the layer. We can reshape v¯ to have dimensions
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[B,NB, SB], where the last dimension of v¯ will contain small vectors u¯j of size SB each,
i.e. inputs for independent channels. Further, each inner BD layer can be parametrized by a
weight matrix W with dimensions [NB, SB, SB] and bias vector b with dimensions [NB, SB].
The multiplication between v¯ and W , denoted as V , has to be done for each u¯j with an
appropriate slice of weight matrix, W [j, :, :]. Moreover, it should be done for every instance
of the batch. This can be done via the following Einstein summation convention:
V [i, j, k] =
SB∑
m=1
W [j, k,m] · v¯[i, j,m], (35)
which produces tensor V with size [B,NB, SB]. Further, bias can be added as:
U [i, :, :] = V [i, :, :] + b, (36)
where afterwards the tensor U is transformed by point-wise activation function σ(·), finally
producing the output of BD layer Uˆ = σ(U) of size [B,NB, SB].
We construct [NL − 2] such BD layers that represent NB independent channels. Further,
the output of the last BD layer is reshaped back to have dimensions [B,S], and is sent to
the final ordinary FC layer that returns a scalar.
Remark 18 The Einstein summation operation is typically offered by modern DL frame-
works, thus implementing the above BD layers is convenient and easy. Yet, the computational
efficiency can be improved by a specialized implementation that is specifically optimized on
GPU level. We hope that in future versions of DL frameworks such BD layer implementa-
tion would be supported. Also, our code for this layer can be found in open source library
https: // goo. gl/ iwmzG1 .
6.1.1 Flexibility of BD vs FC
The above BD architecture allowed us to tremendously improve accuracy of density esti-
mation for high-dimensional data. This was achieved due to the enhanced flexibility of
BD architecture vs FC, as we empirically demonstrate below. A more thorough theoretical
explanation for such supreme flexibility of BD model, as well as for the analytical relation
between g(X,X ′, θ) and the estimation bias, we shall leave for future work.
To this end, we analyze the side-influence of g(X,X ′, θ) for each of the architectures.
For this, after training was finished we sampled D = {Xi}3000i=1 testing points from the
target density PU and calculated their gradients ∂f(Xi;θ)∂θ . Further, we calculated Euclidean
distance d(Xi, Xj) and gradient similarity g(Xi, Xj , θ) between every two points within D,
producing 3000·30012 pairs of distance and similarity values (we consider only unique pairs
here). These values are plotted in Figures 10a-10b. As can be seen, g(X ′, X, θ) values (y
axis) of FC network are much higher than these values in BD network. Likewise, there is
strong correlation between values of gradient similarity and Euclidean distance. In FC case,
for d(X ′, X) > 0 values of g(X ′, X, θ) are far away from being zeros, thus implying strong
side-influence of optimization pushes on surface f(X; θ) even between far away points. In
contrast, for BD case we can see that g(X ′, X, θ) is centered around zero for d(X ′, X) > 0,
hence side-influence here is less significant and even may be canceled out due to the symmetry
of g(X ′, X, θ) values w.r.t. zero. Furthermore, we stress that similar trends were achieved in
all our experiments, for various densities PU and PD.
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Figure 10: Side-similarity g(X ′, X, θ) and surface flexibility of FC and BD models. We infer 20D
Columns distribution (see Section 10.3) by using PSO-LDE with α = 14 (see Table 2 and Section 5.2).
Two networks were trained, FC and BD. The applied FC architecture contains 4 FC layers of size
1024. The applied BD architecture has 6 layers, number of blocks NB = 50 and block size SB = 64.
Values of gradient similarity g(X ′, X, θ) and values of Euclidean distance d(X ′, X) are plotted for
(a) FC network and (b) BD network. (c) Histogram of d(X ′, X) calculated between all sample pairs
from dataset D. Further, a histogram of obtained {r(Xi, Xj , θ)} and {d(Xi, Xj)} is plotted for (d)
FC model and (f) BD model. Likewise, side views of these histograms are depicted in (e) and (g).
See more details in the main text.
Remark 19 Also, note the gap in Figures 10a-10b between points with d(X ′, X) = 0 and
rest of the samples. At d(X ′, X) = 0 all point pairs are of a form (Xi, Xi), with overall 3000
such pairs. Rest of the samples are {(Xi, Xj)|i 6= j}. Furthermore, the histogram of d(X ′, X)
between points in D is illustrated in Figure 10c. As can be observed, d(X ′, X) is distributed
with Gaussian-like density centered around 8.6. Hence, the gap between the points in Figures
10a-10b can be explained by a very low probability of two sampled points to be close to each
other when the considered space volume (here the subset of R20) is huge.
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Further, for each sample pair in D we also calculate relative side-influence r(Xi, Xj , θ):
r(X,X ′, θ) , g(X,X
′, θ)
g(X,X, θ)
, (37)
which represents the side-influence of point Xj on point Xi, normalized by self-influence of
point Xi. When this ratio is greater than 1, it implies that point Xj has stronger impact
over f(Xi; θ) than the point Xi itself, and vice versa. Hence, for each point Xi the r(Xi, ·, θ)
can be interpreted as relative side-influence from other areas over f(Xi; θ), scaled w.r.t. the
self-influence of Xi. Such normalization allows us to see the actual side-influence impact
between two different points, since the value of g(X,X ′, θ) by itself is meaningless and
only achieves significance when compared to the self-similarity g(X,X, θ). Moreover, unlike
g(X,X, θ), r(X,X ′, θ) of different models and NN architectures is on the same scale, allowing
to compare the side-influence level between different models.
For 9·106 calculated pairs of a relative side-influence r(Xi, Xj , θ) and a Euclidean distance
d(Xi, Xj) we constructed a histogram in Figures 10d and 10f for FC and BD networks
respectively. Here, we can see the real difference between side-similarities of two models.
Within FC network we have a strong relative side-influence even between far away regions.
This side-influence interferes with the proper PSO optimization by introducing a bias, as was
explained in Section 4.4. In contrast, within BD model the relative side-influence between
far away regions stays very close to zero, implying that the surface height f(X; θ) at point
X is only pushed by training points around X. Furthermore, this increases the flexibility of
the surface, since with a less side-influence (with smaller PSO side-forces) the surface is less
constrained and can be pushed at each specific neighborhood more freely.
Hence, we can see empirically that BD surface is much more flexible than FC, which also
improves the overall accuracy performance achieved by BD networks (see Section 10.3.3).
The mechanism responsible for such difference of the gradient similarity is currently unknown
and we shall investigate it in future work.
6.1.2 Relation between BD and FC - Additional Perspectives
Another possible explanation for improved performance of BD layers over FC layers is that
the Hessian of BD network is closer to a diagonal matrix. Indeed, the model with BD
architecture can be shown to be equal to f(X; θ) =
∑NB
i=1 h(X; θi)+b, where θi ⊂ θ represents
weights of i-th channel, h(·) represents computational graph of this channel, and where b
is a bias of the last FC layer. Thus, the Hessian entries that belong to rows/columns of
weights from different independent channels are zeros, ∂
2f(X;θ)
∂θi·∂θj = 0, due to this independence.
Moreover, in case Hessian is diagonal, the entire optimization can be divided into set of
independent optimizations for each weight, where each such weight can be optimized more
easily without interference from other weights. Hence, the easier optimization for more
sparse Hessian may be seen as a pre-conditioning of the weight space, which may be an
additional cause for BD superiority.
Remark 20 The above ”sum” formulation of the f(X; θ) has also other benefits. It is
indeed possible to optimize each channel independently, by first calculating weight update
for θi independently of the weight update for θj, and further updating entire vector θ with
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these updates in single computation. Such procedure can be done in parallel and will be more
computationally efficient. Moreover, we may consider to perform second-order optimization
on each channel since the size of each θi is significantly smaller than entire weights vector θ.
As well, we can apply different optimization algorithms for each channel, where potentially
such optimization symbiosis may combine different advantages of various optimization
techniques together into one single approach. Finally, BD architecture allows for more
efficient computation of Fisher Information Matrix and Hessian, both having similar sparsity
pattern, which can be used for example to compute model uncertainty (Liao et al., 2018).
We shall leave these directions for future research.
Also note, that multi-dimensional tensor implementation of BD layers in Eq. (35-36)
allows to significantly reduce size of θ. For example, BD network applied in Figure 10 with
6 layers has less than 106 weights (|θ| = 902401), where the straightforward implementation
would require above 107 weights - 10 times more; the same size that appropriate FC network
with 6 layers of size 3200 would take. Further, the size of FC network used in Figure 10 is
|θ| = 2121729. Yet, surprisingly the more compact BD network produces better results than
the more memory and computation consuming FC network.
Interestingly, BD layers are contained in the hypothesis class of FC layers, thus being
instance of the latter. Yet, a typical optimization of FC architecture will not converge weight
matrices to be block-diagonal, since the local minima of FC network typically has dense
weight matrices. However, in our experiments we will demonstrate that network with BD
structure has significantly lower error, comparing to FC structure. This suggests that local
minima of FC networks has a much bigger error compared to the error of the global minima
for such architecture, since the global minima should be even smaller than the one achieved
by BD network. Hence, this implies that common statement about local and global errors of
NN being close is not always correct.
6.1.3 Similar Proposed Architectures
The BD network design has a high resemblance to the products of experts (PoE) (Hinton,
1999) where model is constructed as sum (or product) of smaller models. Yet, in typical
PoE each expert is trained separately, while herein we represent our block-diagonal model
as single computational graph that is trained as whole by the classical backpropagation
method.
In addition, we argue that also other DL domains can benefit from a BD architecture,
and such investigation can be an interesting future work. In fact, separating network into
several independent channels is not new. The family of convolutional Inception models
(Szegedy et al., 2015, 2016, 2017) also applied the split-transform-merge paradigm, where
each network block was separated into a set of independent transformations (channels).
These models succeeded to achieve high accuracy at image classification problem. Further,
ResNeXt convolutional model in (Xie et al., 2017) generalized this idea to produce NN
computational blocks that contain C independent identical transformations, where C is
a cardinality parameter of NN. The authors showed that increasing cardinality instead of
width/number of layers can significantly improve the accuracy produced by NN. In context
of BD architecture, we have seen a similar trend where increasing number of channels NB
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(which is parallel to C) allows to provide a better approximation of the target pdf density.
We demonstrate this in our experiments in Section 10.
Further, a similar architecture was proposed also in (Nesky and Stout, 2018) in the
context of the classification, even though it was implemented in a different way. The
main motivation of that work was to condense a network size to improve the computational
complexity of a NN. The authors showed that by forcing weight matrices to be block-diagonal
a significant speedup in time can be achieved with small loss in accuracy. In contrast, in
our work we see that such NN structure not only improves runtime and reduces number of
weights, but also produces a higher approximation performance.
6.2 NN Pre-Conditioning
It is common practice in Machine Learning to pre-condition a learning algorithm by, for
example, whitening and uncorrelating data or performing any other transformation that
improves a condition number of the optimization. We also found that such techniques can
be valuable for the density estimation task. Specifically, we combine two pre-conditioning
methods within our NN f(X; θ): data normalization and NN height bias.
First, we normalize data to have zero mean and unit standard deviation for each dimension
i independently, via:
Xˆi =
Xi − µi
σi
, (38)
where µ and σ are mean and standard deviation vectors calculated for all available data
from target density PU .
Second, we bias an initial surface f(X; θ) to coincide with logarithm of the chosen down
density PD(X). We assume that the target surface logPU (X) and logPD(X) reside on a
similar height on average. Thus, to accelerate a convergence we force the initial height of
surface f(X; θ) to coincide with log-pdf of PD. Further, as observed a typical initialization
of NN produces the initial surface f(X; θ) ≈ 0 for all points X. Hence, in order to bias it to
the initial height logPD(X), we only need to add this log-pdf function to the output of the
last layer, fL(X; θ):
f(X; θ) = fL(X; θ) + logPD(X). (39)
Moreover, such NN initialization enforces the logarithm difference d¯(X; θ) , f(X; θ)−
logPD(X) from Eq. (22) to be zero for all points X ∈ Rn at beginning of the optimization.
Further, considering the loss of PSO-LDE in Eq. (24) the magnitude functions will return
2−
1
α for any point X. Since both magnitudes MαU (X; θ) and M
α
D(X; θ) have the same value
at every point X ∈ Rn, such NN bias produces a properly scaled PSO gradient (see Eq. (2))
at start of the training, which improves the optimization numerical stability. Furthermore,
as mentioned above in case the chosen PD is indeed close to the target PU , the initial value
of the surface f(X; θ) is also close to its final converged form; this in turn increases the
convergence rate of PSO-LDE. Further, recently a similar idea was suggested in (Labeau
and Allauzen, 2018) specifically for NCE method (PSO-LDE with α = 1) in a context of the
discrete density estimation for language modeling, where initializing a network according
to the noise distribution (parallel to PD in our work) helped to improve the learned model
accuracy.
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We perform both techniques inside the computational graph of NN f(X; θ), by adding
at the beginning of graph the operation in Eq. (38), and at the end of graph - the operation
in Eq. (39).
6.3 Other NN Architecture Aspects
In our experiments we also explored two choices of non-linear activation function to use
within NN f(X; θ), Relu and Leaky Relu. We found that both have their advantages and
disadvantages. Relu reduces training time by 30% w.r.t. Leaky Relu due to its implicit
gradient sparsity, and the converged surface looks more smooth. Yet, it often contains mode
collapse areas where several modes of PU are represented within f(X; θ) by a single hill. On
other hand, Leaky-Relu sometimes has artifacts near sharp edges of the target function, yet
it yields significantly less mode collapses. We argue that these mode collapses are in general
caused by the reduced model flexibility, which in case of Relu is induced by more sparse
gradients w.r.t. θ. Such conclusions comes along with the observation from Section 4.2 that
for the most flexible model the number of linearly independent gradient vectors must be
large (infinite). Yet, the implicit gradient sparsity of Relu, i.e. zero-gradient ∂f(X;θ)∂θi = 0
for the most part of the weights θi ∈ θ at all input points X ∈ Rn, also reduces number
of possible independent gradient vectors at different points, hence in this way reducing
expressiveness of the model. Moreover, the exact nature of such mode collapses is related to
the properties of the gradient similarity g(X,X ′, θ) and the Jacobian of NN, which we shall
leave for the future research.
Further, residual (skip) connections between different NN layers became very popular
in recent NN architectures (He et al., 2016; Szegedy et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2017). Such
connections allowed for using deeper neural networks and for the acceleration of learning
convergence. Yet, in our work we did not observe any performance improvement from
introducing skip connections into NN f(X; θ) with 8 or less layers. Thus, in most part of
our experiments we did not employ such shortcuts. The only part where they were used is
the Section 10.5 where networks with 14 layers were trained.
Additionally, the Batch Normalization (BN) (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) technique was
shown in many DL works to stabilize the training process and improve the overall approxi-
mation accuracy. However, in our experiments on the density estimation we saw the opposite
trend. That is, when BN is combined with PSO density estimators, the outcome is usually
worsen than without it.
Finally, dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) is known to be an useful regularization method
to fight the overfitting. In our experiment we indeed observed the raise of a side-influence,
expressed via values of g(X,X ′, θ), along with an increase in the dropout probability. Hence,
dropout can be considered as a tool to increase side-influence and bias of the estimation, and
to reduce its variance. Further, the detailed investigation of dropout affect over g(X,X ′, θ)
is outside of this paper scope.
7. Overfitting of PSO
In this section we will illustrate one of the major challenges involved in training PSO in a
small dataset setting - the NN over-flexibility and induced overfitting. Likewise, herein we
will also discuss possible solutions to overcome this issue.
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7.1 Problem Illustration
As was described in (Kopitkov and Indelman, 2018a), the accuracy of the estimated density
can be very low for a small dataset setting, since the converged surface can be flat with
several peaks at locations of available training data points. This is caused by the fact that
apparently we estimate the empirical density of the data which in case of sparse datasets
can be represented as a flat surface with several peaks. If the used NN f(X; θ) is overly
flexible it can be indeed pushed to such spiky form, as we will demonstrate in this section.
Further, such undesired behavior clearly depends on NN structure and its flexibility,
which can be expressed via properties of NN gradient similarity g(X,X ′, θ) such as its
influence decay rate. As explained in Section 4.1.2, g(X,X ′, θ) acts as a connector of various
input space areas, creating the side-influence between these areas which is balancing the
overall thermodynamic force at each area. Moreover, as was hypothesized in Section 4.4,
with less side-influence various input areas are more independent during the optimization,
which in its turn produces a highly flexible NN surface. Below, we will empirically observe
an evidence supporting this hypothesis.
Furthermore, the size of the available dataset also has its impact, since it is difficult for
NN to shape a peak around each training point when there are many such points (yet, it is
possible, by using a model with an extreme flexibility where g(X,X ′, θ) has a very narrow
bandwidth). In Figure 11 such overfitting nature of NN surface is illustrated for example
where 2D Gaussian distribution is inferred. When the same network is used and the number
of samples is decreasing, the outcome is the spiky surface at the end of the optimization.
Onwards, in Figure 12 we can see the experiment where a small dataset of a size 10000
is used for the same pdf inference, and where the number of used layers is decreased. As
observed, with less layers the spiky nature of the surface is decreasing due to the reduced
NN flexibility/capacity. Similar behavior can also be observed in KDE method in Figure 13
where the bandwidth of Gaussian kernel is increasing. As was proposed in Section 4.4, both
KDE and PSO have a similar flexibility behavior, with side-influence level of g(X,X ′, θ)
(e.g. its influence decay rate) and the bandwidth of KDE kernel having the same impact on
the converged surface f(X; θ). To stress this point, in Figure 13 we can see that the surface
estimated via KDE becomes more and more flexible for a smaller kernel bandwidth, similarly
to what we observe in Figure 12.
Moreover, to empirically demonstrate the above point in context of PSO and neural
networks, we can analyze the side-influence of g(X,X ′, θ) for each trained model in Figure
12. For this, we sample {Xi}3000i=1 testing points from 2D Gaussian and calculate relative
side-influence r(Xi, Xj , θ), defined in Eq. (37), for each pair of points. Further, for each pair
we also calculate the Euclidean distance d(Xi, Xj).
For 9 ·106 pairs of a relative side-influence r(Xi, Xj , θ) and a Euclidean distance d(Xi, Xj)
we construct a histogram in Figure 14. As observed, the relative side-influence is reduced
with d(Xi, Xj) - far away points affect each other on much lower level. Further, we can see
in left column of Figure 14 a sleeve right from a vertical line d(X ′, X) = 0 that implies the
existence of overall local-support structure of r(Xi, Xj , θ), and existence of some bandwidth
of this side-influence. Likewise, we can also see a clear trend between r(Xi, Xj , θ) and the
number of NN layers. For shallow networks (see Figures 14g-14h) the relative side-influence
is strong even for far away regions. In contrast, in deeper networks (see Figures 14a-14b)
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Figure 11: Illustration of PSO overfitting when the training dataset is small. We infer 2D Normal
distribution via P¯U (X) = exp f(X; θ) by using PSO-LDE with α = 14 (see Table 2 and Section 5.2).
The applied NN architecture is block-diagonal with 6 layers, number of blocks NB = 50 and block
size SB = 64 (see Section 6.1). Number of up training points {XiU} is (a) 106, (b) 105, (c) 80000,
(d) 60000, (e) 40000, (f) 20000, (g) 10000 and (h) 1000. As observed, when using the same NN
architecture, that is when we do not reduce the flexibility level of the model, the smaller number of
training points leads to the spiky approximation. In other words, the converged model will contain a
peak around each training sample point.
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Figure 12: Illustration of decrease in PSO overfitting when the NN flexibility is reduced. We infer
2D Normal distribution via P¯U (X) = exp f(X; θ), using only 10000 training samples {XiU}. The
applied loss is PSO-LDE with α = 14 (see Table 2 and Section 5.2). The applied NN architecture is
block-diagonal with number of blocks NB = 20 and block size SB = 64 (see Section 6.1). Number of
layers within NN is (a) 5, (b) 4, (c) 3 and (d) 2. As observed, when the number of layers is decreasing,
the converged model is more smooth, with less peaks around the training points.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 13: Illustration of decrease in KDE overfitting when the bandwidth h of Gaussian kernel is
increased. We infer 2D Normal distribution via KDE, using only 10000 training samples {XiU}.
The applied kernel has h equal to (a) 0.04, (b) 0.08, (c) 0.12 and (d) 0.2. As observed, when the
bandwidth h is increasing, the converged model is more smooth, with less peaks around the training
points. Similar trend is observed for PSO in Figure 12.
r(Xi, Xj , θ) is centered around zero for pair of far away points, with some close by points
having non-zero side-influence. Hence, we can see the obvious relation between the network
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 14: Illustration of NN flexibility and the corresponding side-influence of g(X,X ′, θ), for each
model in Figure 12. We calculate a relative side-influence r(Xi, Xj , θ) and a Euclidean distance
d(Xi, Xj) for 9 · 106 point pairs and depict a histogram of obtained {r(Xi, Xj , θ)} and {d(Xi, Xj)}
in left column. Likewise, a side view of this histogram is depicted in right column. Number of layers
within NN is (a)-(b) 5, (c)-(d) 4, (e)-(f) 3 and (g)-(h) 2. See more details in the main text.
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depth, the bandwidth of gradient similarity and NN flexibility, which supports our current
hypothesis that the NN capacity/flexibility is practically defined via the side-influence
induced by g(X,X ′, θ).
Furthermore, optimality of the KDE bandwidth was already investigated in many works
(Duong and Hazelton, 2005; Heidenreich et al., 2013; O’Brien et al., 2016; Silverman, 2018)
and is known to strongly depend on the number of training data samples. Hence, this implies
that the optimal/”desired” influence decay rate of g(X,X ′, θ) also depends on the size of
training dataset, as suggested above and as empirically observed from Figures 11-12.
Remark 21 In Figure 14a we can see that the side-influence between most points is zero,
implying that gradients ∂f(Xi;θ)∂θ at different points tend to be orthogonal for a highly flexible
model. As observed, there exist some mechanism that enforces this gradient orthogonality
during the training (see also Appendix K). This in its turn further increases the motivation
behind the expressiveness limit assumption 10 taken during PSO analysis in Section 4.2.
7.2 Possible Solutions
How big the training dataset should be and how to control NN flexibility to achieve the
best performance is still an open research question. Some insights can be taken from KDE
domain, yet we shall leave it for future investigation. Furthermore, this issue induces a
significant challenge for application of PSO density estimators on small datasets, as also
other PSO instances. Yet, there are relatively simple regularization methods to reduce such
overfitting and eliminate peaks from the converged surface f(X; θ).
The first method is to introduce a weight regularization term into the loss, such as L2
norm of θ. This will enforce the weight vector to be inside of some ball in the parameter
space, thus limiting the flexibility of the NN. Yet, it is unclear what is the exact impact of any
specific weight regularization method on the final surface and on properties of g(X,X ′, θ).
Typically, this regularization technique is used in try-and-fail mode, where different norms
of θ and term coefficients are applied till a good performance is achieved.
Another arguably more consistent method is data augmentation, which is highly popular
in Machine Learning. In context of PSO and its loss in Eq. (1), we can consider to introduce
an additive noise into samples XU as:
X¯U = XU + υ
where XU is the original sample from data density PU (X) and υ is a noise random variable
sampled from some density Pυ(X) (e.g. Gaussian distribution). When using X¯U instead of
XU , we will actually estimate the density of the random variable X¯U which is the convolution
between two densities. Thus, for PSO-LDE the converged surface f(X; θ) will be:
f(X; θ∗) = log
[
PU (X) ∗ Pυ(X)],
where ∗ defines the convolution operator.
Considering Pυ(X) to be Gaussian and recalling that it is a solution of the heat equation
(Beck et al., 1992), the above equation elucidates the effect of such data augmentation as
a simple diffusion of the surface that would be estimated for the original XU . That is,
assuming that f(X; θ) would get a spiky form when approximating logPU (X), the target
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density (and thus also the surface approximation) undergoes diffusion in order to yield a
smoother final surface. In case of Gaussian noise, the smoothness depends on its covariance
matrix. Yet, the other distributions can be used to perform appropriate convolution and to
achieve different diffusion effects. We employ the above technique to improve an inference
accuracy under a small training dataset setting in Section 10.3.5.
Remark 22 Additionally, in context of image processing, a typical data augmentation
involves image flipping, resizing and introducing various photographic effects (Wong et al.,
2016; Perez and Wang, 2017). Such methods produce new samples X¯U that are still assumed
to have the original density PU (X), which can be justified by our prior knowledge about the
space of all possible images. Given this knowledge is correct, the final estimation is still of
PU (X) and not of its convolution (or any other operator) with the noise.
8. Additional Applications of PSO
In this section we will demonstrate how the PSO principles can be exploited beyond the
pdf inference problem. Particularly, we will show how to use PSO for learning conditional
densities and mutual information from available data samples. Further, we will connect PSO
and cross-entropy loss that is highly popular in the image classification domain. Moreover,
we will show that actually the cross-entropy is also instance of PSO.
8.1 Conditional Density Estimation
Herein we will focus on problem of conditional density estimation, which specifically requires
to infer PUX|Y (X|Y ), and show how PSO principles can be used for such purpose.
In general, given i.i.d. samples of pairs {XiU , Y iU}:
D =
(columns of XU ) (columns of YU ) X1U Y 1UX2U Y 2U
...
...
, where XiU ∈ Rnx , Y iU ∈ Rny , (40)
the generation process of these samples was governed by the following unknown data densities:
PUXY (X,Y ), PUX(X) and PUY (Y ). Further, within a dataset D in Eq. (40) rows under XU
columns will be distributed by PUX(X), rows under YU columns - by PUY (Y ), and entire
rows of D will have density PUXY (X,Y ). Likewise, these densities induce the conditional
likelihoods PUX|Y (X|Y ) and PUY |X(Y |X), which can be formulated via Bayes theorem:
PUX|Y (X|Y ) =
PUXY (X,Y )
PUY (Y )
, PUY |X(Y |X) =
PUXY (X,Y )
PUX(X)
. (41)
Further, depending on the task at hand, conditional pdf PUX|Y (X|Y ) can produce valuable
information about given data.
The simple way to infer PUX|Y (X|Y ) is by first approximating separately the PUXY (X,Y )
and PUY (Y ) from data samples (e.g. by using DeepPDF or PSO-LDE), and further applying
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Bayes theorem in Eq. (41). Yet, such method is not computationally efficient and typically
is also not optimal since approximation errors of both functions can produce even bigger
error in the combined function.
A different technique, based on PSO principles, can be performed as follows. First,
we sample a pair of [XU , YU ] from density PUXY (X,Y ), for example by picking one of the
available i.i.d. samples. Next, we sample point YD from density PUY (Y ), by getting one of
the available {Y iU} in the dataset D. Further, XD is sampled from an arbitrary density PD
with a known pdf function which can be easily sampled (e.g. Uniform). At this point we
can see that the obtained samples have the following distributions:
[XU , YU ] ∼ PUXY (XU , YU ), [XD, YD] ∼ PD(XD) · PUY (YD), (42)
where the density of [XD, YD] can be separated into the product since XD and YD were
sampled independently.
Finally, in order to infer the conditional density we can apply the PSO instance:
Lcond−pdf (θ,XU , YU , XD, YD) = −f(XU , YU ; θ) · PD(XU ) + f(XD, YD; θ) ·
[
f(XD, YD; θ)
]sg
,
(43)
where NN f(X,Y ; θ) now receives as input both variables X and Y .
In order to analyze the convergence of PSO instance in Eq. (43), we can look upon its
up and down PSO forces:
FU (X,Y, θ) = PUXY (X,Y ) · PD(X), FD(X,Y, θ) = PD(X) · PUY (Y ) · f(X,Y ; θ),
where we can see the terms expressing the frequency of samples [XU , YU ] and [XD, YD] from
Eq. (42), and the terms of magnitude functions from Eq. (43). The balance state of the
above loss is at:
FU (X,Y, θ) = FD(X,Y, θ) ⇒ f(X,Y ; θ) = P
U
XY (X,Y )
PUY (Y )
= PUX|Y (X|Y ).
Thus, we can estimate the conditional density in a one-step algorithm by applying the above
loss and the above sampling procedure. This again emphasizes the simplicity and usability of
PSO formulation. Further, note that it is also possible to reuse sample YU inside down term
of Eq. (43) as YD, YD ≡ YU , since within the down term this sample will still be independent
of XD and its density still is PUY (Y ). Such reuse is popular for example in NCE methods
(Mnih and Teh, 2012; Mnih and Kavukcuoglu, 2013) in context of language modeling.
Furthermore, to estimate logPUX|Y (X|Y ), which can be essential for high-dimensional
cases, we can combine the same sampling procedure with the following PSO instance:
Lcond−log−pdf (θ,XU , YU , XD, YD) = −f(XU , YU ; θ) + f(XD, YD; θ) ·
[exp[f(XD, YD; θ)]
PD(XD)
]sg
.
(44)
The natural losses of the above PSO instances can be found in Table 7. Additionally, in
this Table appears another PSO instance for conditional log-density estimation, PSO-LDE
variant, that has bounded magnitude functions, similarly to PSO-LDE in Section 5.2. Based
on optimization analysis of PSO-LDE in Section 5.2.2, we speculate that PSO-LDE variant
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will yield superior performance w.r.t. Eq. (43) and Eq. (44). Moreover, similarly to the
case of ordinary density estimation, also in the conditional case there are numerous PSO
instances with the same target function logPUX|Y (X|Y ). Analyses of these techniques and
search for the more ”optimal” can be an interesting direction for future research.
8.2 Relation to Conditional GANs
Furthermore, similar idea was also presented in context of GANs, where conditional gen-
eration of data (e.g. images given labels) was explored. In Conditional GAN (cGAN)
(Mao et al., 2017) the generator produces fake sample XD from the generator’s conditional
density PDφ (XD|YD), which is an implicit distribution of fake samples that are returned
by the generator from the latent space z and the label YD, with φ being a generator’s
parametrization. Further, the critic sees pairs [XD, YD] (coming from the generator) and
[XU , YU ] (sampled from the real density PUXY (X,Y )) and tries to find out which pair is
coming from the original data distribution PUXY (X,Y ). This is done via cGAN critic loss in
Eq. (47) below. During such learning, the sampling procedure resembles the one described
for conditional density estimation above, with the only exception that samples XD and YD
are now conditionally dependent. This produces the following densities of the samples:
[XU , YU ] ∼ PUXY (XU , YU ) = PUX|Y (XU |YU ) · PUY (YU ), (45)
[XD, YD] ∼ PDXY (XD, YD) = PDφ (XD|YD) · PUY (YD). (46)
Further, the used cGAN critic loss is (see also Table 7):
LcGAN (θ,XU , YU , XD, YD) = −f(XU , YU ; θ) ·
[ 1
f(XU , YU ; θ)
]sg
+
+ f(XD, YD; θ) ·
[ 1
1− f(XD, YD; θ)
]sg
, (47)
with balance state at:
PUXY (X,Y ) ·
1
f(X,Y ; θ)
= PDXY (X,Y ) ·
1
1− f(X,Y ; θ) ⇒
⇒ f(X,Y ; θ) = P
U
XY (X,Y )
PUXY (X,Y ) + PDXY (X,Y )
=
=
PUX|Y (X|Y ) · PUY (Y )
PUX|Y (X|Y ) · PUY (Y ) + PDφ (X|Y ) · PUY (Y )
=
PUX|Y (X|Y )
PUX|Y (X|Y ) + PDφ (X|Y )
.
where we used definitions in Eq. (45) and Eq. (46) for densities of up and down points.
Further, the above f(X,Y ; θ) can be used in order to measure Jensen-Shannon divergence
between PUX|Y (X|Y ) and the current PDφ (X|Y ) (Mao et al., 2017).
The two main problems of the classical cGAN critic in Eq. (47) are the not-logarithmic
scale and unboundedness of the magnitude functions (for a general model f(X,Y ; θ)). In
Section 5.2 we explained why an estimation on the logarithm scale and the boundedness
of magnitudes is important, especially in the high-dimensional setting where up and down
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densities are far away from each other. To achieve these two properties, we can use as an
alternative the variant of logistic loss in Tables 5 and 7:
LcGAN (θ,XU , YU , XD, YD) =
= −f(XU , YU ; θ) ·
[ 1
exp[f(XU , YU ; θ)] + 1
]sg
+f(XD, YD; θ) ·
[ 1
exp[−f(XD, YD; θ)] + 1
]sg
,
(48)
where samples are taken according to the densities in Eq. (45) and Eq. (46). In the above
loss we can see that the magnitude functions inside stop gradient operator are bounded,
with their outputs being between 0 and 1 similarly to PSO-LDE. Further, the balance state
of the above PSO instance is achieved for f(X,Y ; θ) = log
PU
X|Y (X|Y )
PDφ (X|Y )
, which can be used
further in GAN setting to reduce distance between fake and real data. We hypothesize that
the loss in Eq. (48) is more stable than in Eq. (47). Moreover, for specific case when cGAN
critic f(X,Y ; θ) is parameterized as sigmoid(h(X; θ)) with h(X; θ) being the inner NN, the
Eq. (47) can be shown to be reduced to Eq. (48). Thus, with such parametrization the inner
NN h(X; θ) within cGAN critic will also converge to log
PU
X|Y (X|Y )
PDφ (X|Y )
.
Considering that the above techniques can be viewed as PSO instances, we further can
see the importance of the general PSO formulation presented in this paper.
8.3 Mutual Information Estimation
Mutual information (MI) between two random multi-variable distributions represents corre-
lation between their samples, and is highly useful in the Machine Learning domain (Belghazi
et al., 2018). Here we shortly describe possible techniques to learn MI from data, based on
PSO principles.
Consider two random variables X and Y with marginal densities PX and PY . Additionally,
denote by PXY their joint distribution. The MI between X and Y is then:
I(X,Y ) =
∫ ∫
PXY (X,Y ) ·R(X,Y )dXdY, R(X,Y ) , log PXY (X,Y )PX(X) · PY (Y ) .
If ratio R(X,Y ) is known/learned in some way, and if we have samples {Xi, Y i}Ni=1 from
joint density PXY , we can approximate MI via a sample approximation:
I(X,Y ) ≈ 1
N
N∑
i=1
R(Xi, Yi).
Further, ratio R(X,Y ) can be easily learned by one of the PSO instances in Tables 2-7,
where [X,Y ] ∼ PXY (X,Y ) will be used as up density and [X,Y ] ∼ PX(X) · PY (Y ) will be
used as down density. That is, to obtain sample from up density, we can pick random pair
from available dataset {Xi, Y i}Ni=1, similarly to conditional density estimation in Section
8.1. Further, samples from down density can be acquired by picking X and Y from dataset
independently. Then, by using PSO instance that approximates logarithm density ratio
between up and down densities (e.g. logistic loss in Table 5), herein between PXY (X,Y ) and
PX(X) · PY (Y ), the R(X,Y ) can be inferred. Recently, similar ideas were also presented in
(Belghazi et al., 2018).
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8.4 Cross-Entropy as Instance of PSO
In this section we will show that the binary cross-entropy loss combined with a sigmoid
non-linearity, typical in binary classification problems, can be seen as instance of PSO.
Further, in Appendix F we extend this setup also to a more general case of softmax cross-
entropy. Similarly to a binary sigmoid cross-entropy, a multi-class softmax cross-entropy
is shown to be a PSO instance, extended to models with multi-dimensional outputs. Thus,
the optimization of multi-class softmax cross-entropy can be seen as pushes of dynamical
forces over C different NN surfaces {f(X; θ)i}Ci=1 - the outputs of the model per each class.
To prove the above point, first we define our training dataset as set of pairs {Xi, Yi}
where Xi ∈ Rn is data point of arbitrary dimension n (e.g. image) and Yi is its label - the
discrete number that takes values from {0, 1}. Further, we assume that each sample pair is
i.i.d. sampled from an unknown density P(X,Y ) = P(X) · P(Y |X). Our task is to enforce
the output of σ(f(X; θ)), the sigmoid non-linearity over inner NN f(X; θ), to converge to
unknown conditional P(Y = 1|X):
σ(f(X; θ)) = P(Y = 1|X). (49)
The binary cross-entropy loss for a single training pair [X,Y ] is defined as:
L(θ,X, Y ) = −Y · log [σ(f(X; θ))]− (1− Y ) · log [1− σ(f(X; θ))] , (50)
where f(X; θ) is the output for a data sample X of a learned model represented via NN.
For the binary classification this output is a scalar.
The gradient of the above loss w.r.t. θ can be easily shown to be equal to:
∂L(θ,X, Y )
∂θ
= −(1− σ(f(X; θ))) · ∂f(X; θ)
∂θ
+ (1− Y ) · ∂f(X; θ)
∂θ
,
which allows us to rewrite loss in Eq. (50) as:
L(θ,X, Y ) = −f(X; θ) · [1− σ(f(X; θ))]sg + f(X; θ) · [1− Y ]sg ,
with an appropriate batch form for a batch of points B , {Xj , Yj}Nj=1:
L(θ,B) = − 1
N
N∑
j=1
f(Xj ; θ) · [1− σ(f(Xj ; θ))]sg + 1
N
N∑
j=1
f(Xj ; θ) · [1− Yj ]sg =
= − 1
N
N∑
j=1
f(Xj ; θ) · [1− σ(f(Xj ; θ))]sg + 1
N
N∑
j=1,Yj 6=1
f(Xj ; θ) =
= − 1
N
N∑
j=1
f(Xj ; θ) · [MU (Xj , θ)]sg + 1
N
N∑
j=1,Yj 6=1
f(Xj ; θ) · [MD(Xj , θ)]sg , (51)
where we use the following magnitude functions:
MU (X, θ) = 1− σ(f(X; θ)),
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MD(X, θ) = 1.
The loss in above Eq. (51) has PSO canonical form, therefore it is an instance of
PSO family. Further, since both magnitudes are non-negative, the up term of this loss,
−f(Xj ; θ) · [MU (Xj , θ)]sg, is pushing NN surface f(X; θ) in up direction, whereas the down
term +f(Xj ; θ) · [MD(Xj , θ)]sg is pushing it down. Likewise, note that the up points are
distributed according to P(X), since the label Y does not appear in the up term. Likewise,
the density of down points is P(X) · P(Y = 0|X) since the down force is activated only at
points with Y 6= 1. Further, we can rewrite this down density as P(X,Y = 0) where we can
see it to be function of only random variable X.
Considering the above, the binary cross-entropy loss is a sampled approximation of:
L¯(θ) = − E
X∼P(X)
f(X; θ) ·
[
MU (X, θ)
]sg
+ E
X∼P(X,Y=0)
f(X; θ) ·
[
MD(X, θ)
]sg
. (52)
Further, we will derive the balance state of the binary cross-entropy loss via the PSO
principles presented in this paper, to demonstrate the consistency of PSO framework w.r.t.
other ML domains. The averaged point-wise up and down PSO forces of the loss in Eq. (52)
are:
FU (X, θ) = P(X) ·MU (X, θ), FD(X, θ) = P(X,Y = 0) ·MD(X, θ),
which are equal at PSO convergence, FU (X, θ) = FD(X, θ), when:
P(X) ·MU (X, θ) = P(X,Y = 0) ·MD(X, θ) ⇒
⇒ P(Y = 0|X) = MU (X, θ)
MD(X, θ)
= 1− σ(f(X; θ) ⇒ P(Y = 1|X) = σ(f(X; θ)
where we can see that PSO balance state is the same as in Eq. (49).
To conclude, the cross-entropy (both binary and multi-class) are instances of PSO
framework. Thus, the insights about the PSO, its bias and the connection to the gradient
similarity , presented empirically in this paper, also hold for the supervised classification
domain. Please refer to Appendix F for a more detailed discussion about the multi-class
softmax cross-entropy and its relation to PSO.
9. Related work
In this section we consider very different problems all of which involve reasoning about
probability density and statistical properties of a given data, which can be also solved by
using various instances of PSO, as was demonstrated in Section 3. We describe studies done
to solve these problems, including both DL and not-DL methods.
9.1 Parametric vs Non-parametric Approaches
The most traditional probabilistic problem, which is also the main focus of this paper, is
density approximation for an arbitrary data. Approaches for statistical density estimation
may be divided into two different branches - parametric and non-parametric. Parametric
methods assume data to come from a probability distribution of a specific family, and infer
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parameters of that family, for example via minimizing the negative log-probability of data
samples. Non-parametric approaches are distribution-free in the sense that they do not take
any assumption over data population a priori. Instead they infer the distribution density
totally from data.
The main advantage of the parametric approaches is their statistical efficiency. Given the
assumption of a specific distribution family is correct, parametric methods will produce more
accurate density estimation for the same number of samples compared to non-parametric
techniques. However, in case the assumption is not entirely valid for a given population,
the estimation accuracy will be poor, making parametric methods not statistically robust.
For example, one of the most flexible distribution families is a Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) (McLachlan and Basford, 1988). One of its structure parameters is the number of
mixtures. Using a high number of mixtures, it can represent multi-modal populations with
high accuracy. Yet, in case the real unknown distribution has even higher number of modes,
or sometimes even an infinite number, the performance of a GMM will be low.
To handle the problem of unknown number of mixture components in parametric
techniques, Bayesian statistics can be applied to model a prior over parameters of the
chosen family. Models such as Dirichlet process mixture (DPM) and specifically Dirichlet
process Gaussian mixture model (DPGMM) (Antoniak, 1974; Sethuraman and Tiwari, 1982;
Go¨ru¨r and Rasmussen, 2010) can represent an uncertainty about the learned distribution
parameters and as such can be viewed as infinite mixture models. Although such hierarchical
models are more statistically robust (flexible), they still require to manually select a base
distribution for DPM, limiting their robustness. Also, Bayesian inference applied in these
techniques is more theoretically intricate and computationally expensive (MacEachern and
Muller, 1998).
On the other hand, non-parametric approaches can infer distributions of an arbitrary
form. Methods such as data histogram and kernel density estimation (KDE) (Scott, 2015;
Silverman, 2018) use frequencies of different points within data samples in order to conclude
how a population pdf looks like. In general, these methods require more samples and prone
to the curse of dimensionality, but also provide a more robust estimation by not taking
any prior assumptions. Both histogram and KDE require selection of parameters - bin
width for histogram and kernel type/bandwidth for KDE which in many cases require the
manual parameter search (Silverman, 2018). Although an automatic parameter deduction
was proposed in several studies (Duong and Hazelton, 2005; Heidenreich et al., 2013; O’Brien
et al., 2016), it is typically computationally expensive and its performance is not always
optimal. Moreover, one of the major weaknesses of the KDE technique is its time complexity
during the query stage. Even the most efficient KDE methods (e.g. fastKDE, O’Brien et al.,
2016) require above linear complexity (O(m logm)) in the number of query points m. In
contrast, the PSO methods (DeepPDF and PSO-LDE) are robust non-parametric approaches
that can calculate the pdf value of a query point by a single forward pass of a NN, making
query complexity to be linear in m. Such query complexity supremacy makes the PSO
methods a much better alternative when many query points require evaluation. Furthermore,
existing KDE implementations do not scale well for data with a high dimension.
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9.2 Unsupervised DL and Thermodynamic Optimization
Using NNs for density estimation was studied for several decades (Smolensky, 1986; Bishop,
1994; Bengio and Bengio, 2000; Hinton et al., 2006; Uria et al., 2013). Further, there is a
huge amount of work that deals with unsupervised and statistical learning in a similar way
to PSO, based on sample frequencies and the optimization energies (forces). Arguably, the
first methods were Boltzman machines (BMs) and Restricted Boltzman machines (RBMs)
(Ackley et al., 1985; Osborn, 1990; Hinton, 2002). Similarly to PSO, RBMs can learn a
distribution over data samples using a thermodynamic equilibrium, and were proved to
be very useful for various ML tasks such as dimensionality reduction and feature learning.
Yet, they were based on a very basic NN architecture, containing only hidden and visible
units, arguably because of over-simplified formulation of the original BM. Moreover, the
training procedure of these methods, the contrastive divergence (CD) described in Section
9.6, applies computationally expensive Monte Carlo (MC) sampling. In contrast, PSO-LDE
uses samples from an auxiliary distribution PD to stabilize pushes from samples of PU , which
is computationally cheap.
In (Ngiam et al., 2011) authors extended RBMs to Deep Energy Models (DEMs) that
contained multiple fully-connected layers, where during training each layer was trained
separately via CD. Further, in (Zhai et al., 2016) Deep Structured Energy Based Models
were proposed that used fully-connected, convolutional and recurrent NN architectures for
an anomaly detection of vector data, image data and time-series data. Moreover, in the
latter work authors proposed to train energy based models via a score matching method
(Hyva¨rinen, 2005), which does not require MC sampling. A similar training method was also
recently applied in (Saremi et al., 2018) for learning an energy function of data, which is an
unnormalized model that is proportional to the real density function. However, the produced
by score matching energy function is typically over-smoothed and entirely unnormalized,
with its total integral being arbitrarily far from 1 (see Section 10.3.2). In contrast, PSO-LDE
yields a pdf estimation that is almost normalized, with its integral being almost 1 (see
Section 10.3.1).
One of the most relevant works to PSO-LDE is noise contrastive estimation (NCE)
(Smith and Eisner, 2005; Gutmann and Hyva¨rinen, 2010), which formulates pdf estimation
via binary classification between original data samples and auxiliary noise samples. The
derived loss allows for an efficient (conditional) pdf inference and is widely adapted nowadays
in the language modeling domain (Mnih and Teh, 2012; Mnih and Kavukcuoglu, 2013;
Labeau and Allauzen, 2018). Further, the presented in this paper PSO-LDE can be viewed
as a generalization of NCE, where the latter is a specific member of the former for hyper-
parameter α = 1. Yet importantly, both algorithms were derived based on very different
mathematical principles, and their formulations do not exactly coincide.
Furthermore, the presented herein PSO family is not the first endeavor for unifying
different statistical techniques under a single unified framework. In (Pihlaja et al., 2012)
authors proposed a family of unnormalized models to infer log-density, which is based on
Maximum Likelihood Monte Carlo estimation (Geyer and Thompson, 1992). Their method
infers both the energy function of the data and the appropriate normalizing constant. Thus,
the produced (log-)pdf estimation is approximately normalized. Further, this work was
extended in (Gutmann and Hirayama, 2012) where it was related to the Bregman divergence
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and where various other statistical methods (e.g. NCE, Gutmann and Hyva¨rinen, 2010)
were shown to be instances of this inference framework. Both of the above frameworks are
shown to be strict subsets of PSO, which is proved in Appendices G and H.
Further, in (Nguyen et al., 2010) and (Nowozin et al., 2016) new techniques were proposed
to infer various f -divergences between two densities, based on M -estimation procedure and
Fenchel conjugate (Hiriart-Urruty and Lemare´chal, 2012). Likewise, the f-GAN framework
in (Nowozin et al., 2016) was shown to include many of the already existing GAN methods.
We prove it to be also a strict subset of PSO in Appendix I.
The above listed methods, as also the PSO instances in Section 3, are all derived using
various math fields, yet they could be easily derived via PSO balance state in Eq. (5). Further,
the simplest way to show that PSO is a generalization and not just another perspective that
is identical to previous methods is as follows. In most of the above approaches the magnitudes
MU (·) and MD(·) are equal to the derivative of some other functions, thus they are required
to be integrable with a known analytical solution. Whereas in our framework these functions
do not have to be integrable at all. Actually, the magnitudes of PSO-LDE in Eq. (25)-(26)
do not have a known integral for the general case of any α. Thus, PSO-LDE (and therefore
PSO) cannot be viewed as an instance of any previous statistical framework. Moreover,
the intuition and simplicity in viewing the optimization as merely point-wise pushes over
some virtual surface are very important for investigation of its stability properties and for
its applicability in numerous different areas.
9.3 Classification Domain
Considering the image classification domain, CNN networks produce discrete class conditional
probabilities (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) for each image. The typical optimization loss used by
classification networks is a categorical cross entropy of data and label pair, which can also
be viewed as an instance of our discovered PSO family (see Section 8.4). In particular, the
classification cross entropy loss can be seen as a variant of the PSO optimization, pushing in
parallel multiple virtual surfaces connected by a softmax transformation, that concurrently
estimates multiple Bernoulli distributions. These distributions, in their turn, represent
one categorical distribution that models probability of each object class given a specific
image. In practice, such categorical distribution can model very accurately any real discrete
distribution with a probability mass function P(·), such as conditional probability mass
function of object class C given image I, P(C|I), since no prior over structure of P(·) is
assumed. Thus, approximating a discrete random variable via categorical distribution using
softmax and cross entropy can be also considered as a discrete version of non-parametric
density estimation where no distribution prior is taken. Also note that while the typical
NN with cross entropy is explicitly constrained through the final softmax layer to represent
consistent probability distribution (non-negativity and total integral/sum of 1), PSO-LDE
enforces it implicitly through frequency and force magnitude equilibrium.
Further, many DL-based methods, such as WaveNet in (Van Den Oord et al., 2016), use
such a categorical distribution approach to also model continuous random variables, via
discretization of the latter. Such modeling is justified by its representation flexibility in a
sense that no prior over P(·) is made. However, there is significant information loss caused
by the required data discretization that eventually will limit the approximation accuracy for
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the continuous target pdf. The proposed herein PSO-LDE solves this problem, providing
estimation of any continuous target density, and additionally is conceptually applicable to
the discrete setting. Moreover, our presented herein approach infers data distribution in a
highly accurate manner without any prior assumption on the target density, and potentially
can replace the favored cross-entropy loss.
9.4 Other DL-based Density Estimation Techniques
A unique work combining DL and non-parametric inference was done by Baird et al. (Baird
et al., 2005). The authors represent a target pdf via Jacobian determinant of a bijective NN
that has an implicit property of non-negativity and total integral to be 1. Additionally, their
pdf learning algorithm has similarity to our pdf loss described in (Kopitkov and Indelman,
2018a) and which is also shortly presented in Section 5.1. Although the authors did not
connect their approach to virtual physical forces that are pushing a neural surface, their
algorithm can be seen as a simple instance of the more general DeepPDF method that we
contributed in our previous work.
Furthermore, the usage of Jacobian determinant and bijective NNs in (Baird et al., 2005)
is just one instance of DL algorithm family based on a nonlinear independent components
analysis. The methods of this family (Deco and Brauer, 1995; Rippel and Adams, 2013; Dinh
et al., 2014, 2016) exploit integration by substitution theorem that provides a mathematical
connection between random X’s pdf P(X) and G(X)’s pdf P(G(X)) through Jacobian
determinant of the transformation G(·). In case this transformation is done via a NN and
given that we know P(X) of NN’s input X, we can calculate in closed form the density of
NN’s output P(G(X)), which may be required in different applications. However, for the
substitution theorem to work the transformation G(·) should be invertible, requiring to
restrict NN architecture of G(·) which significantly limits NN expressiveness. In contrast,
the presented PSO-LDE approach does not require any restriction over its NN architecture.
Further, another body of research in DL-based density estimation was explored in
(Larochelle and Murray, 2011; Uria et al., 2013; Germain et al., 2015), where the au-
toregressive property of density functions was employed. The described methods NADE,
RNADE and MADE decompose the joint distribution of a multivariate data into a product
of simple conditional densities where a specific variable ordering needs to be selected for
better performance. Although these approaches provide high statistical robustness, their
performance is still very limited since every simple conditional density is approximated by
a specific distribution family thus introducing a bias into the estimation. Moreover, the
provided solutions are algorithmically complicated. In contrast, in this paper we developed a
novel statistically robust and yet conceptually very simple algorithm for density estimation,
PSO-LDE.
9.5 Relation to GANs
Recently, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al., 2014; Radford et al.,
2015; Ledig et al., 2016) became popular methods to generate new data samples (e.g. photo-
realistic images). GAN learns a generative model of data samples, thus implicitly learning
also the data distribution. The main idea behind these methods is to have two NNs, a
generator and a critic, competing with each other. The goal of the generator NN is to create
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new samples statistically similar as much as possible to the given dataset of examples; this is
done by transformation G(z) of samples from a predefined prior distribution z ∼ PZ which is
typically a multivariate Gaussian. The responsibility of the critic NN is then to decide which
of the samples given to it is the real data example and which is the fake. This is typically
done by estimating the ratio between real and fake densities. The latter is performed by
minimizing a critic loss, where most popular critic losses (Mohamed and Lakshminarayanan,
2016; Zhao et al., 2016; Mao et al., 2017; Mroueh and Sercu, 2017; Gulrajani et al., 2017;
Arjovsky et al., 2017) can be shown to be instances of PSO (see Section 3). Further, both
critic and generator NNs are trained in adversarial manner, forcing generator eventually to
create very realistic data samples.
Another extension of GAN is Conditional GAN methods (cGANs). These methods
use additional labels provided for each example in the training dataset (e.g. ground-truth
digit of image from MNIST dataset (LeCun et al., 1998)), to generate new data samples
conditioned on these labels. As an outcome, in cGAN methods we can control to some
degree the distribution of the generated data, for example by conditioning the generation
process on a specific data label (e.g. generate an image of digit ”5”). Similarly, we can use
such a conditional generative procedure in robotics where we would like to generate future
measurements conditioned on old observations/current state belief. Moreover, cGANs are
also members of PSO framework as demonstrated in Section 8.1.
Further, it is a known fact that optimizing GANs is very unstable and fragile, though
during the years different studies analyzed various instability issues and proposed techniques
to handle them (Arjovsky and Bottou, 2017). In (Radford et al., 2015), the authors
proposed the DCGAN approach that combines several stabilization techniques such as the
batch normalization and Relu non-linearity usage for better GAN convergence. Further
improvement was done in (Salimans et al., 2016) by using a parameter historical average
and statistical feature matching. Additionally, in (Arjovsky and Bottou, 2017) it was
demonstrated that the main reason for instability in training GANs is the density support
difference between the original and generated data. While this insight was supported by
very intricate mathematical proofs, we came to the same conclusion in Section 4 by simply
applying equilibrium concepts of PSO. As we showed, if there are areas where only one of
the densities is positive, the critic’s surface is pushed by virtual forces to infinity, causing the
optimization instability (see also Figure 4). Moreover, in our analysis we detected another
significant cause for optimization instability and inaccuracy - the side-effect produced by
gradient similarity g(X,X ′, θ). In our experiments in Section 10 this side-influence is shown
to be one of the biggest factors for a high approximation error of PSO. Moreover, in this
paper we show that there is a strong analogy between g(X,X ′, θ) and the kernel applied
in KDE algorithms. Considering KDE, low/high values of kernel bandwidth h can lead to
both underfitting and overfitting, depending on the number of training samples. We show
the same to be correct also for PSO and the bandwidth of g(X,X ′, θ). See more details in
Sections 7 and 10.
9.6 PSO with Unit Magnitudes
The PSO instance with unit magnitudes MU (X, θ) = MD(X, θ) = 1 can be frequently met
in Machine Learning (ML) literature. For example, Integral Probability Metrics (IPMs)
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(Mu¨ller, 1997), contrastive divergence (CD) (Hinton, 2002), Maximum Mean Discrepancy
(MMD) (Gretton et al., 2007) and critic of the Wasserstein GAN (Arjovsky et al., 2017) all
rely on this loss to measure some distance between densities PU and PD. In this section we
will explore this simple loss
Lsimple(θ,XU , XD) = −f(XU ; θ) + f(XD; θ) (53)
in a context of the derived PSO.
By following the derivation from Section 4, we can see that given a flexible enough
surface f(X; θ) (e.g. typical NN) the straight forward optimization via simple loss in Eq. (53)
will diverge since forces FU (X) = PU (X) and FD(X) = PD(X) are independent of θ and
cannot adapt to each other. That is, balance state FU (X) = FD(X) can not be achieved
by the simple loss. Using the expressiveness limit assumption (see Section 4.2), it can be
shown that the surface f(X; θ) will be pushed to ∞ at points {X : PU (X) > PD(X)}, and
to −∞ at {X : PU (X) < PD(X)}, up to the surface flexibility. During such optimization,
training will eventually fail due to numerical instability that involves too large/small numbers.
Furthermore, this point can be easily verified in practice by training NN with loss in Eq. (53).
One way to enforce the convergence of simple loss is by adapting/changing density PD
towards PU along the optimization. Indeed, this is the main idea behind the CD method
presented in (Hinton, 2002) and further improved in (Ngiam et al., 2011) and (Liu and Wang,
2017). In CD, a point XD is approximately sampled from the current pdf estimation, which
is represented via PˆU (X; θ) = exp[f(X; θ)]/
∫
exp[f(X ′; θ)]dX ′. It is done by performing
Gibbs sampling (Hinton, 2002), Monte Carlo with Langevin dynamics (Hyvarinen, 2007),
Hybrid Monte Carlo sampling (Ngiam et al., 2011), or Stein Variational Gradient Descent
(SVGD) (Liu and Wang, 2017, 2016). Thus, in these methods instead of adapting the
magnitudes MU (X, θ) and MD(X, θ) to each other we constrain down density PD to be
PD(X) ≈ PˆU (X; θ), where PˆU (X; θ) is getting closer to PU (X) along the optimization as
following. Consider a specific X ∈ Rn where we have FU (X) > FD(X)⇐⇒PU (X) > PD(X),
which is true due to unit magnitudes. Accordingly, the surface f(X; θ) at such X will
be pushed up on average. This in turn will increase PˆU (X; θ) (and PD(X)) at X since
PˆU (X; θ) ∝ exp[f(·)]. Further, the increment in PD(X) will cause to increment in FD(X).
Eventually, such optimization will converge to the balance state where FU (X) = FD(X)⇐⇒
PU (X) = PD(X) = PˆU (X; θ). A similar idea was also applied in GAN setting in (Kim and
Bengio, 2016), where a sample XD is generated by the generator NN and where generator
output’s density is forced to approximate current pdf estimation PˆU (X; θ) by minimizing
KL divergence between the two. To conclude, in CD algorithm the up and down forces are
adapted to each other via their frequency components while their analytical components
stay constant.
For the case where PU represents the target data density and PD - density of the current
normalized model (e.g. like in CD), the optimization of simple loss in Eq. (53) can be seen
as MLE minimization. Likewise, it means that the converged PˆU (X; θ∗) is minimizer of
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence DKL[PU (X)||PˆU (X; θ)]. Therefore, the loss in Eq. (53)
along with adaptation of PD allows to approximate density PU (X) by a NN f(X; θ). Yet,
such method produces a totally unnormalized estimation. That is, the converged NN is only
proportional to the target pdf function, exp[f(X; θ)] ∝ PU (X), where −f(X; θ) is typically
called the energy model (Hinton, 2002; Ngiam et al., 2011). Further, the above approach
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involves computationally expensive sampling at each optimization iteration. In contrast,
DeepPDF in Section 5.1 and log density estimation methods in Section 5.2 perform density
estimation by adapting magnitude functions MU (·) and MD(·), with fixed down density PD
that can be easily sampled, and thus these methods can be performed much faster. Moreover,
the produced density estimation is approximately normalized.
Further, we consider the relation between PSO concepts and Wasserstein GAN (Arjovsky
et al., 2017) (WGAN) which has been recently proposed and is considered nowadays to be
state-of-the-art. Apparently, the critic’s loss in WGAN is exactly Eq. (53). It pushes the
surface f(X; θ) up at points sampled from the real data distribution PU , and pushes down
at points sampled from the generator density PDφ , which is an implicit distribution of fake
samples that are returned by the generator from the latent space z, with φ being a generator
parametrization. The critic’s loss of WGAN was chosen as proxy to force critic’s output
to approximate Earth Mover (Wasserstein) distance between PU and PDφ . Specifically, the
simple loss is a dual form of Wasserstein distance under constraint that f(X; θ) is 1-Lipschitz
continuous. Intuitively, the critic network will return high values for samples coming from
PU , and low values for samples coming from PDφ , thus it learns to deduce when its input is
sampled from PU and when it is sampled from PDφ . Once critic’s optimization stage ends, the
generator of WGAN tries to optimize its weights φ in order to increase f(XD; θ)’s output
for points {XD} coming from PDφ via
LGWGAN (φ,XD) = −f(XD; θ) = −f(G(z;φ); θ).
The described above ”infinity” divergence of simple loss and 1-Lipschitz constraint may
explain why the authors needed to clip NN weights to stabilize the approach’s learning. In
(Arjovsky et al., 2017) after each iteration the NN weights are constrained to be between
[−c, c] for some constant c; likely such handling reduces flexibility of surface f(X; θ), thus
preventing it from getting too high/low output values. Such conclusion about reduced
flexibility is also supported by (Gulrajani et al., 2017). Further, in (Gulrajani et al., 2017)
authors prove that 1-Lipschitz constraint of WGAN implies that the surface has gradient
(w.r.t. X) with norm at most 1 everywhere,
∥∥∥∂f(X;θ)∂X |θ=θ∗∥∥∥ = 1. Instead weight clipping,
they proposed to combine the simple loss with a X-gradient penalty term that forces this
gradient norm to be close to 1. The effect of such regularization can be explained as
follows. Considering the PSO principles, the optimal surface for the simple loss has areas
of +∞ and −∞, thus requiring sharp slopes between these areas. The gradient penalty
term constrains these slopes to be around 1, hence it prevents the surface from getting too
high/low, solving in this way the ”infinity” divergence. Overall, by using weight clipping
and other regularization techniques like gradient penalty (Gulrajani et al., 2017), WGAN is
in general highly successful in data generation task. Thus, we can see that basically unstable
PSO instance with unit magnitudes can be stabilized by a surface flexibility restriction via
appropriate regularization terms within the loss.
Finally, MMD algorithm (Gretton et al., 2007) exploits the simple loss in Eq. (53) to
test if two separate datasets are generated from the same distribution. Authors express this
loss via smooth kernels from Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHS), thus implicitly
limiting the model flexibility and eliminating the infinite height problem.
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Remark 23 Interestingly, as was observed empirically on 20D data, even the prolonged
GD optimization via the above simple loss in Eq. (53) leaves the randomly initialized NN
surface f(X; θ) almost unchanged for a case when PU (X) = PD(X). This is due to the
implicit force balance produced by the identical densities. In contrast, when densities are
different the optimization diverges very fast, after only a few thousands of iterations. Also,
the optimization gradient during these iterations is typically smaller for the same density
scenario than for the different densities. Similarly to MMD method, such behavior can be
exploited for example to test if samples from two datasets have the same density or not.
Overall, all of the above PSO instances with unit magnitudes , except for CD, handle the
instabilities of simple loss by restricting the flexibility of the model f(X; θ). Thus, a typical
strategy is to enforce K-Lipschitz constraint. Yet, in context of DL it is still unclear if and
how it is possible to enforce a model to be exact K-Lipschitz, even though there are several
recently proposed techniques for this (Gulrajani et al., 2017; Petzka et al., 2017; Miyato
et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2018).
10. Experimental evaluation
Below we report several experimental scenarios that demonstrate the efficiency of the
proposed PSO algorithm family, and also show empirical validity of the assumptions taken
during the PSO derivation/analysis. Concretely, in Section 10.2 we show that the first-
order Taylor approximation of the surface differential is actually very accurate in practice.
Further, in Section 10.3 we apply PSO to infer a pdf of 20D Columns distribution, where in
sub-section 10.3.1 we compare between various PSO instances; in 10.3.2 we experiment with
state-of-the-art baselines and compare their accuracy with PSO-LDE; in 10.3.3 we evaluate
the pdf inference performance for different NN architectures; in 10.3.4 we investigate the
impact of a batch size on PSO performance; and in 10.3.5 we show how different sizes
of training dataset affect inference accuracy and explore different techniques to overcome
difficulties of a sparse dataset setting. Furthermore, in Section 10.4 we perform pdf inference
over the more challenging distribution Transformed Columns and in Section 10.5 we apply
our pdf estimation approach over 3D densities generated from pixel landscape of RGB
images.
Importantly, our main focus in this paper is to introduce a novel paradigm for inferring
various statistics of an arbitrary data in a highly accurate and consistent manner. To
this end and concretely in context of density estimation, we are required to demonstrate
quantitatively that the converged approximation P¯(X; θ) of the pdf function P(X) is indeed
very close to its target. Therefore, we avoid experiments on real datasets (e.g. MNIST,
LeCun et al. (1998)) since they lack information about the true pdf values of the samples.
Instead, we generate datasets for our experiments from analytically known pdf functions,
which allows us to evaluate the ground truth error between P¯(X; θ) and P(X). However, all
selected pdf functions are highly multi-modal and therefore are very challenging to infer.
Likewise, in this work we purposely consider vector datasets instead of image data, to
decouple our main approach from complexities coming with images and CNN networks. Our
main goal is to solve general unsupervised learning, and we do not want it to be biased
towards spatial data. Moreover, vector data is mostly neglected in modern research and our
method together with the new BD architecture addresses this gap.
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10.1 Learning Setup
All the pdf inference experiments were done using Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
since it showed better convergence rate compared to stochastic GD. The used Adam hyper-
parameters are β1 = 0.75, β2 = 0.999 and  = 10
−10. Each experiment optimization is
performed for 300000 iterations, which typically takes about one hour to run on a GeForce
GTX 1080 Ti GPU card. The batch size is NU = ND = 1000. During each iteration next
batch of up points {XiU}1000i=1 is retrieved from the training dataset, and next batch of down
points {XiD}1000i=1 is sampled from down density PD. For Columns distribution in Section
10.3 we use a Uniform distribution as PD. Next, the optimizer updates the weights vector
θ according to batch PSO loss in Eq. (3), where the magnitude functions are specified
according to a specific PSO instance. The applied learning rate is 0.0035. We keep it
constant for first 40000 iterations and then exponentially decay it down to a minimum
learning rate of 3 · 10−9. Further, in all our models we use Leaky-Relu as a non-linearity
activation function. Additionally, weights are initialized via popular Xavier initialization
(Glorot and Bengio, 2010). Each model is learned 5 times; we report its mean accuracy and
the standard deviation. Further, PSO implementation, based on TensorFlow framework,
can be accessed via open source library https://goo.gl/iwmzG1.
To evaluate performance and consistency of each learned model, we calculate three
different errors over testing dataset {XiU}Ni=1, where each point was sampled from PU and N
is 105. First one is pdf squared error PSQR = 1N
∑N
i=1
[
PU (XiU )− P¯(XiU ; θ)
]2
, with P¯(·; θ)
being the pdf estimator produced by a specific model after an optimization convergence.
Further, since we deal with high-dimensional data, PSQR involves operations with very
small numbers. To prevent inaccuracies caused by the computer precision limit, the second
used error is log-pdf squared error LSQR = 1N
∑N
i=1
[
logPU (XiU )− log P¯(XiU ; θ)
]2
. Since in
this paper we target logP(·) in the first place, the LSQR error expresses a distance between
the data log-pdf and the learned NN surface f(·; θ). Importantly, note that both PSQR
and LSQR are not appropriate to measure the performance of unnormalized models since
these errors are sensitive to the value of the partition constant. Yet, considered herein
PSO instances (e.g. PSO-LDE) have an implicit objective of normalization (see Sections
5.2.5-5.2.6) and produce almost normalized model. Hence, these errors are suitable for the
quantitative evaluation of techniques presented in this paper.
Further, the above two errors require to know ground truth for their evaluation. Yet,
in real applications such ground truth is not available. To overcome this problem and to
measure model performance in real applications, we propose to use the natural form of
Importance Sampling from Table 2, IS = − 1N
∑N
i=1 f(X
i
U ; θ) +
1
N
∑N
i=1
exp[f(XiD;θ)]
PD(XiD)
, where
{XiD}Ni=1 are i.i.d. samples from PD. As we will see, while IS is less accurate than the
ground truth errors, it still a reliable indicator for choosing the best member from a set
of learned models. Additionally, during the optimization IS is correlated with the real
error and if required can be used to monitor current convergence and to allow an early stop
evaluation.
Remark 24 Note that unlike typical density estimator evaluation, herein we do not use
information-theoretic performance metrics such as perplexity (Jelinek et al., 1977) and
various kinds of divergences, or negative-likelihood scores. This is because the PSO-learned
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Figure 15: Real and approximated differentials for training point Xtrain (a)-(c)-(e) and testing point
Xtest (b)-(d)-(f). (a)-(b) Real differential (blue line) vs approximated differential (red line), as a
function of the learning rate δ; (c)-(d) Zoom-in of (a)-(b); (e)-(f) Error ratio, defined in Eq. (55).
models are only approximately normalized, while information-theoretic metrics typically
require strictly normalized models for their metric consistency. Still, both PSQR and LSQR
are mean squared errors between target and approximation functions, and are similar to other
performance metrics that are widely applied in regression problems of Machine Learning
domain.
10.2 Differential approximation
In this section we will empirically justify our approximation in Eq. (10) and Eq. (11), where
we assumed that surface differential , caused by GD update of weights θ, can be approximated
via its first-order Taylor expansion.
For this purpose we performed a single iteration of GD optimization and measured
the real and the estimated differentials at train and test points as following. First, points
D = {Xi}2000i=1 were sampled from PU density, which is Columns distribution from Section
10.3, where Xi ∈ Rn with n = 20. Further, we performed a single GD iteration of the
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following loss:
L(θ,D) = − 1
1000
1000∑
i=1
f(Xi; θ) +
1
1000
2000∑
i=1001
f(Xi; θ),
where f(X; θ) is a FC network depicted in Figure 9a, with overall 4 layers of size 1024 each.
Next, we measured the surface height f(X; θ) at two points Xtrain and Xtest before and
after GD update, where Xtrain ∈ D and Xtest /∈ D. We performed this procedure for a range
of learning rate values and thus obtained the real differential df(X) at Xtrain and Xtest as a
function of δ (see Figure 15).
Next, we calculated the approximated differential d¯f(X) at Xtrain and Xtest using
first-order Taylor expansion as:
d¯f(X) =
δ
1000
· ∂f(X; θ)
∂θ
T
·
[ 1000∑
i=1
∂f(Xi; θ)
∂θ
−
2000∑
i=1001
∂f(Xi; θ)
∂θ
]
=
=
δ
1000
·
[ 1000∑
i=1
g(X,Xi, θ)−
2000∑
i=1001
g(X,Xi, θ)
]
, (54)
where θ is taken at time before GD update.
In Figures 15a and 15b we can see the calculated differentials for both Xtrain and Xtest,
respectively. In both figures the real differential (blue line) and the estimated differential
(red line) become very close to each other for δ < 0.01. Recall that for the most part of the
typical optimization process this condition stays true.
Further, in Figures 15e (for Xtrain) and 15f (for Xtest) we can see the ratio:
ratio =
∣∣df(X)− d¯f(X)∣∣ / |df(X)| , (55)
which expresses an error
∣∣df(X)− d¯f(X)∣∣ as the percentage from the real differential . As
can be seen, for both Xtrain and Xtest the error ratio is very low for δ < 0.01 (under 10%
for most part). Additionally, the error ratio slightly increases for a very small δ (around
10−6). We speculate this to be a precision artifact, since calculation of approximated
differential in Eq. (54) was done in a single-precision floating-point format (float32) and
involved multiplication by a very small number δ.
Additionally, we calculated the real and approximated differentials along the entire GD
optimization process of PSO-LDE, where the same NN architecture was used as in the
first experiment, and where the pdf inference was applied to Columns distribution from
Section 10.3. Particularly, we trained a NN for 300000 iterations, while during each iteration
we computed the real and the approximated differentials for a specific test point X. We
performed such simulation twice, for two different points and plotted their differentials in
Figure 16. In the left column, the blue line is the absolute value of the real differential ,
|df(X)|, and the red line is error ∣∣df(X)− d¯f(X)∣∣, both smoothed via moving mean with
window size 300. The right column shows the ratio between smoothed
∣∣df(X)− d¯f(X)∣∣
and smoothed |df(X)|, ∣∣df(X)− d¯f(X)∣∣ / |df(X)|, which can be seen as the error percentage
from the real differential . As shown in Figures 16b and 16d, this error percentage is less
than 15% and for most part of the training is even lower. This trend is the same for both
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Figure 16: The real differential and the approximation error during the training of PSO-LDE for two
different testing points X1 and X2. (a)-(b) Results for X1. (c)-(d) Results for X2. (a)-(c) Blue line
is an absolute value of real differential at specific point for each iteration time, smoothed via moving
mean with window size 300; red line is absolute value of difference between real differential and the
approximated one, smoothed via moving mean of the same window size. (b)-(d) Ratio between two
lines in (a)-(c), can be seen as moving mean version of Eq. (55) - an error as the percentage of the
real differential .
verified points, suggesting that the real differential indeed can be approximated very closely
by the first-order Taylor expansion.
In overall, above we showed that most of the surface change can be explained by the
gradient similarity g(X,X ′, θ) in Eq. (10) and Eq. (11).
10.3 PDF Estimation via PSO - Columns Distribution
In this Section we will infer a 20D Columns distribution from its sampled points, using
various PSO instances and network architectures. The target pdf here is PU (X) = PClmns(X)
and is defined as:
PClmns(x1, . . . , x20) =
20∏
i=1
p(xi), (56)
where p(·) is a 1D mixture distribution with 5 components {Uniform(−2.3,−1.7),N (−1.0,
std = 0.2),N (0.0, std = 0.2),N (1.0, std = 0.2), Uniform(1.7, 2.3)}; each component has
weight 0.2. This distribution has overall 520 ≈ 9.5 · 1013 modes, making the structure of its
entire pdf surface very challenging to learn. For the illustration see Figure 17a.
First, we evaluate the proposed density estimation methods under the setting of infinite
training dataset, with number of training points being 108. Later, in Section 10.3.5 we will
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(a) (b)
Figure 17: (a) Illustration of Columns distribution. Every slice of its pdf function P(xi, xj) =
PU (0, . . . , 0, xi, 0, . . . , 0, xj , 0, . . . , 0) in Eq. (56) contains 25 modes of different shape. Overall, this
distribution has 520 modes. (b) Logarithm of pdf slice in (a) that will be learned via NN surface.
investigate how a smaller dataset size affects the estimation accuracy, and propose various
techniques to overcome issues of sparse data scenario.
10.3.1 PSO Instances Evaluation
Here we perform pdf learning using different PSO instances, and compare their performance.
The applied NN architecture is block-diagonal from Section 6.1, with 6 layers, number of
blocks NB = 50 and block size SB = 64.
PSO-LDE and α First, we apply the PSO-LDE instances from Section 5.2, where we
try various values for the hyper-parameter α. In Figure 18 we can see all three errors for
different α. All models produce highly accurate pdf estimation, with average LSQR being
around 0.057. That is, the learned NN surface f(X; θ) is highly close to the target logPU (X).
Further, we can see that some α values (e.g. α = 14) produce slightly better accuracy than
others. This can be explained by smoother magnitude dynamics with respect to logarithm
difference d¯ from Eq. (22), that small values of α yield (see also Section 5.2). Note that
here IS error is not very correlative with ground truth errors PSQR and LSQR since the
accuracy of all models is very similar and IS is not sensitive enough to capture the difference.
Further, we also estimate the total integral TI =
∫
P¯(X; θ)dX for each learned model
via importance sampling. In Figure 18d we can see that the learned models are indeed very
close to be normalized, with estimated total integral being on average 0.97 - very close to
the proper value 1. Note that in our experiments the model normalization was not enforced
in any explicit way, and PSO-LDE achieved it via its implicit normalization objective as
was explained in Section 5.2.6.
Furthermore, in Figure 18d it is also shown that smaller values of α are more properly
normalized, which also correlates with the approximation error. That is, in Figure 18a the
same models with smaller α are shown to have a lower error. We argue that further approxi-
mation improvement (e.g. via better NN architecture) will also increase the normalization
quality of the produced models.
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Figure 18: Evaluation of PSO-LDE for estimation of Columns distribution, where NN architecture is
block-diagonal with 6 layers, number of blocks NB = 50 and block size SB = 64 (see Section 6.1).
For different values of hyper-parameter α, (a) PSQR, (b) LSQR and (c) IS are reported, along
with their empirical standard deviation. Here, IS is less correlated with ground truth errors since
all models are very close to each other, providing highly accurate estimation. (d) Estimators of
total integral TI =
∫
P¯(X; θ)dX of learned models for each value of α. For a specific learned model
P¯(X; θ) this integral is estimated through importance sampling as TI =
∑N
i=1
P¯(XiD;θ)
PD(XiD)
over N = 108
samples from down density PD. Note that such estimator is consistent, with TI = TI for N →∞.
Moreover, in Figure 19a we can see a slice of the learned exp f(X; θ) for the first two
dimensions, where the applied PSO instance was PSO-LDE with α = 14 . As observed, it is
highly close to the real pdf slice from Figure 17a. In particular, all modes and their shapes
(within this slice) were recovered during learning. Further, in Figure 19b we can observe the
learned surface height f(X; θ) and ground truth height logPU (X) for sample points from
PU and PD. As shown, there are approximation errors at both XU and XD, with down
points having bigger error than up points. As we will see below, these errors are related to
the norm of θ gradient at each point.
Additionally, in Figure 19b we can see an asymmetry of error w.r.t. horizontal line
logPD(X) = −30.5, where points above this line (mostly blue points) have a NN height
f(X; θ) slightly lower than a target logPU (X), and points below this line (mostly red points)
have a NN height f(X; θ) slightly higher than target logPU (X). This trend was observed in
all our experiments. Importantly, this error has to be related to an estimation bias (and
not an variance), since the considered herein setting is of infinite dataset setting where an
estimation variance is in theory insignificant.
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Figure 19: Learned pdf function of Columns distribution by PSO-LDE with α = 14 , where NN
architecture is block-diagonal with 6 layers, number of blocks NB = 50 and block size SB =
64 (see Section 6.1). (a) Illustration of learned pdf function. The depicted slice is P(x1, x2) =
P¯U (x1, x2, 0, . . . , 0), with x1 and x2 forming grid of points in first two dimensions of the density’s
support. As can be seen, all modes (within first two dimensions) and their appropriate shapes are
recovered. (b) Illustration of the learned surface f(X; θ). Blue points are sampled from PU , while
red points - from PD, minimal 20D Uniform distribution that covers all samples from PU . The x
axis represents logPU (X) for each sample, y axis represents the surface height f(X; θ) after the
optimization was finished. The diagonal line represents f(X; θ) = logPU (X), where we would see all
points in case of perfect model inference. The black horizontal line represents logPD(X) = −30.5
which is a constant for the Uniform density. As can be seen, these two densities have a relative
support mismatch - although their pdf values are not zero within the considered point space, the
sampled points from both densities are obviously located mostly in different space neighborhoods.
This can be concluded from values of logPU (X) that are different for both point populations. Further,
we can see that there are errors at both XU and XD locations, possibly due to high bias of the
surface estimator f(X; θ) caused by a large norm of θ gradient (see also Figure 20). (c) Testing
errors as function of the optimization iteration. All three errors can be used to monitor the learning
convergence. Further, IS error can be calculated without knowing the ground truth.
Further, we speculate that the reason for such bias can be explained as follows. The
points above this horizontal line have a positive logarithm difference d¯ = f(X; θ) + 30.5
defined in Eq. (22), d¯ ≥ 0, whereas points below this line have a negative d¯ ≤ 0. From
the relation between d¯ and magnitude functions, discussed in Section 5.2, we know that
within ”above” points the up magnitude MU (·) is on average smaller than down magnitude
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MD(·). The opposite trend can be observed within ”below” points. There MD(·) has
smaller values relatively to MU (·). Thus, the surface parts above this horizontal line have
large down magnitudes, while parts below the line have large up magnitudes, which in its
turn creates a global side-influence forces that come from these two regions. Finally, these
global side influences generate this asymmetric error with logPD(X) = −30.5 being the
center of the pressure. Likewise, we argue that this asymmetric tendency can be reduced
by selecting PU and PD densities that are closer to each other, as also enhancing NN
architecture to be more flexible, with side-influence between far away regions being reduced
to zero. In fact, we empirically observed that NN architectures with bigger side-influence
(e.g. FC networks) have a greater error asymmetry, where the angle between point cloud and
line f(X; θ) = logPU (X) in Figure 19b is bigger for a bigger overall side-influence within
the applied model (see also Figure 25b). We leave a more thorough investigation of this
asymmetry nature for future research.
Further, the above asymmetry also clears out why all learned models in Figure 18d had
total integral less than 1. Since total integral is calculated by taking exponential over the
learned f(X; θ), red points in Figure 19b almost do not have any impact on it, compared
with the blue points (red points’ exponential is much lower than exponential of blue points).
Yet, blue points have smaller exp f(X; θ) than their real pdf values PU (X). Therefore, the
total integral comes out to be slightly smaller than 1.
Also, in Figure 19c we can see all three errors along the optimization time; the IS is
shown to monotonically decrease, similarly to ground truth errors. Hence, in theory it can
be used in real applications where no ground truth is available, to monitor the optimization
convergence.
Point-wise Error Furthermore, we empirically observe a direct connection between point-
wise ground truth error and self gradient similarity g(X,X, θ) (squared norm of gradient
∂f(X;θ)
∂θ at the point). To demonstrate this, we define two inverse-gradient-norm empirical
metrics as follows. First, after training was finished we sample 1000 points D = {Xi}, where
500 are sampled from PU and 500 - from PD, and calculate their gradients ∂f(Xi;θ)∂θ . Next, we
compute the Gramian matrix G that contains all gradient similarities among the samples,
with Gij = g(Xi, Xj , θ). Then, the first empirical metric C1 for sample Xi is calculated as
C1(Xi) =
1
Gii
=
1
g(Xi, Xi, θ)
.
The above C1(Xi) is bigger if g(X,X, θ) is smaller, and vice versa. The second metric C2 is
defined as
C2(Xi) =
[
G−1
]
ii
.
Since matrix G is almost diagonal (see Figure 20g), both C1 and C2 usually have a similar
trend.
In Figure 20 we can see that the above metrics C1(Xi) and C2(Xi) are highly correlated
with point-wise LSQR(Xi) =
[
logPU (Xi)− log P¯(Xi; θ)
]2
. That is, points with a bigger
norm of the gradient ∂f(X;θ)∂θ (bigger g(X,X, θ)) have a bigger approximation error. One
possible explanation for this trend is that there exists an estimation bias, which caused
by side-influence forces, and which is amplified by a bigger gradient norm at the point.
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Figure 20: Relation between point-wise error and gradient norm. The pdf function of Columns
distribution is learned by PSO-LDE with α = 14 , where NN architecture is block-diagonal with 6
layers, number of blocks NB = 50 and block size SB = 64 (see Section 6.1). (a)-(b) Relation between
inverse-gradient-norm metrics C1 and C2 and point-wise error LSQR. As can be seen, points with
smaller inverse-gradient-norm (that is, with a bigger norm of θ gradient) have a greater approximation
error. See details in the main text. (c)-(d) Plots of (a)-(b) with only samples from PU density. (e)-(f)
Plots of (a)-(b) with both x and y axes scaled logarithmically. (g) Matrix G, with Gij = g(Xi, Xj , θ).
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Method PSQR LSQR IS
PSO-LDE, 2.7 · 10−22 ± 2.58 · 10−23 0.057± 0.004 26.58± 0.01
averaged over all α
IS 1.79 · 10−21 ± 5 · 10−22 0.46± 0.14 26.84± 0.07
PSO-MAX 3.04 · 10−22 ± 1.55 · 10−23 0.058± 0.002 26.57± 0.001
Table 9: Performance comparison between various PSO instances
Moreover, this hypothesis is consistent with the strong relation between bias and g(X,X ′, θ),
empirically observed along this paper. Further investigation is required to clarify this
aspect. Concluding, we empirically demonstrate that in the infinite data setting we can
measure model uncertainty (error) at query point X via a norm of its gradient. For a
smaller dataset size the connection between the gradient norm and the approximation error
is less obvious, probably because there we have another/additional factors that increase the
approximation error (e.g. an estimation variance). Also, note that herein we use metrics C1
and C2 that are opposite-proportional to the gradient norm instead of using the gradient
norm directly since the inverse relation is visually much more substantial.
Additionally, in Figure 20 it is visible that on average samples from PD have a bigger
gradient norm than samples from PU . This can explain why in Figure 19b we have higher
error at samples from down density.
Other PSO Instances Further, several other PSO instances were executed to compare
with PSO-LDE. First is the Importance Sampling (IS) method from Table 2. As was discussed
in Section 5.2.1, its magnitude functions are unbounded which may cause instability during
the optimization. In Table 9 we can see that indeed its performance is much inferior to
PSO-LDE with bounded magnitudes.
Additionally, we used an instance of a normalized family defined in Eq. (23), which we
name PSO-MAX, with the following magnitude functions:
MU (X, θ) =
PD(X)
max [PD(X), exp f(X; θ)]
= exp
[−max [d¯(X; θ), 0]] , (57)
MD(X, θ) =
exp f(X; θ)
max [PD(X), exp f(X; θ)]
= exp
[
min
[
d¯(X; θ), 0
]]
. (58)
In Figure 21 the above magnitudes are depicted as functions of a logarithm difference d¯ where
we can see them to be also bounded. In fact, PSO-MAX is also an instance of PSO-LDE
for a limit α→∞. Similarly to other instances of PSO-LDE, the bounded magnitudes of
PSO-MAX allow to achieve a high approximation accuracy, which gets very close to the
performance of PSO-LDE for finite values of α (see Table 9). Yet, PSO-MAX is slightly
worse, suggesting that very high values of α are sub-optimal for the task of pdf inference.
In overall, our experiments show that PSO instances with bounded magnitudes have
superior performance at pdf inference task. Further, PSO-LDE with α = 14 has better
accuracy w.r.t. other values of α. Note that this implies PSO-LDE with α = 14 is being
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Figure 21: PSO-MAX magnitudes as functions of a difference d¯(X, θ) = f(X; θ)− logPD(X).
superior to NCE (Smith and Eisner, 2005; Gutmann and Hyva¨rinen, 2010), which is PSO-
LDE with α = 1. Finally, in an infinite dataset setting and when using BD network
architecture, we can measure model uncertainty of a specific query point X via self gradient
similarity g(X,X, θ).
10.3.2 Baselines
In the above section we showed that particular instances of PSO-LDE perform better than
the NCE method (i.e. PSO-LDE with α = 1). Likewise, in our previous work (Kopitkov and
Indelman, 2018a) we showed on 2D and 3D data that PSO-based methods are much more
accurate than kernel density estimation (KDE) approach. Unfortunately, the KDE method
does not scale well with higher dimensions, with very few implementations handling data of
arbitrary dimension. Instead, below we evaluate score matching (Hyva¨rinen, 2005, 2007;
Zhai et al., 2016; Saremi et al., 2018), Masked Auto-encoder for Distribution Estimation
(MADE) (Germain et al., 2015) and Masked Autoregressive Flow (MAF) (Papamakarios
et al., 2017) as state-of-the-art baselines in the context of density estimation.
Score Matching The originally introduced score matching approach (Hyva¨rinen, 2005)
employed the following loss over samples {Xi}Ni=1 from the target density:
LSM (θ, {Xi}Ni=1) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
[
−∂
2f(Xi; θ)
∂X2ij
+
1
2
(
∂f(Xi; θ)
∂Xij
)2]
, (59)
where ∂f(Xi;θ)∂Xij and
∂2f(Xi;θ)
∂X2ij
are first and second derivatives of f(Xi; θ) w.r.t. j-th entry
of the n-dimensional sample Xi. Intuitively, we can see that this loss tries to construct a
surface f(X; θ) where each sample point will be a local minima - its first derivative is ”softly”
enforced to be zero via the minimization of a term
(
∂f(Xi;θ)
∂Xij
)2
, whereas the second one is
”softly” optimized to be positive via maximization of ∂
2f(Xi;θ)
∂X2ij
. The inferred f(X; θ) of such
optimization converges to the data energy function, which is proportional to the real negative
log-pdf with some unknown partition constant, exp [−f(X; θ)] ∼ PU (X). Further, note
that to optimize an NN model via LSM (·), the typical GD-based back-propagation process
will require to compute a third derivative of f(X; θ), which is typically computationally
unfeasible for large NN models.
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Due to the last point, in (Zhai et al., 2016; Saremi et al., 2018) it was proposed to use
the following loss as a proxy:
LSM (θ, {Xi}Ni=1) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
∥∥∥∥−υi + σ2 · ∂f(X; θ)∂X |X=Xi+υi
∥∥∥∥2
2
, (60)
where υi is zero-centered i.i.d. noise that is typically sampled from ∼ N (0, σ2 · I). This
”denoising” loss was shown in (Vincent, 2011) to converge to the same target of the score
matching loss in Eq. (59).
Furthermore, the above loss enforces f(X; θ) to converge to the data energy function.
However, in this paper we are interested to estimate the data pdf, which is proportional to
the negative data energy function. To infer the latter via score matching, we employ the
following sign change of the noise term:
LSM (θ, {Xi}Ni=1) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
∥∥∥∥υi + σ2 · ∂f(X; θ)∂X |X=Xi+υi
∥∥∥∥2
2
, (61)
which has the same equilibrium as the loss in Eq. (60), yet with the negative sign. That is,
at convergence f(X; θ) will satisfy exp [f(X; θ)] ∼ PU (X). In our experiments we used this
version of score matching loss for density estimation of 20D Columns distribution.
The employed learning setup of score matching is identical to PSO-LDE, with the loss
in Eq. (61) being applied in a mini-batch mode, where at each optimization iteration a
batch of samples {Xi}Ni=1 was fetched from the training dataset and the new noise batch
{υi}Ni=1 was generated. The learning rate of Adam optimizer was 0.003. Note that this
method infers exp [f(X; θ)] which is only proportional to the real pdf with some unknown
partition constant. Therefore, in order to compute LSQR of such model we also calculated
its partition via importance sampling. Specifically, for each learned model exp [f(X; θ)] its
integral was estimated through TI =
∑ND
i=1
exp[f(XiD;θ)]
PD(XiD)
over ND = 10
8 samples from density
PD, which is the minimal 20D Uniform distribution that covers all samples from PU . Further,
we used P¯(X; θ) = exp
[
f(X; θ)− log(TI)] as the final estimation of data pdf.
Furthermore, we trained the score matching model for a range of σ values. After the
explicit normalization of each trained model, in Figures 22a-22b we can see the LSQR
error for each value of hyper-parameter σ. Particularly, for σ = 0.006 we got the smaller
error LSQR = 0.907 ± 0.0075, which is still much inferior to the accuracy obtained by
PSO-LDE. Moreover, in Figure 22c we can see that estimated surface is over-smoothed and
does not accurately approximate the sharp edges of the target pdf. In contrast, PSO-LDE
produces a very close pdf estimation of an arbitrary shape, as was shown in Section 10.3.1.
Likewise, comparing Figures 22d and 19b we can see again that PSO-LDE yields a much
better accuracy.
Masked Auto-encoder for Distribution Estimation This technique is based on the
autoregressive property of density functions, P(x1, . . . , xn) =
∏n
i=1 P(xi|x1, . . . , xi−1), where
each conditional P(xi|x1, . . . , xi−1) is parameterized by NN’s output. MADE constructs a
network with sequential FC layers, where the autoregressive property is preserved via masks
applied on activations of each layer (Germain et al., 2015). Likewise, each conditional can
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Figure 22: Learned pdf function of Columns distribution by score matching, where NN architecture
is block-diagonal with 6 layers, number of blocks NB = 50 and block size SB = 64 (see Section
6.1). The employed activation function is tanh(). (a) LSQR error (mean and standard deviation)
for various values of a scaling hyper-parameter σ; (b) Zoom of (a); (c) Illustration of learned pdf
function for best model with σ = 0.006. The depicted slice is P(x1, x2) = P¯U (x1, x2, 0, . . . , 0), with
x1 and x2 forming grid of points in first two dimensions of density’s support. As can be seen, the
estimated pdf is over-smoothed w.r.t. real pdf in Figure 17a. In contrast, PSO-LDE estimation in
Figure 19a does not have this over-smoothing nature. (d) Illustration of the learned surface f(X; θ).
Blue points are sampled from PU , while red points - from PD, minimal 20D Uniform distribution
that covers all samples from PU . The x axis represents logPU (X) for each sample, y axis represents
the surface ”normalized” height f¯(X; θ) = f(X; θ)− log(TI) = log P¯(X; θ) after optimization was
finished. The diagonal line represents f¯(X; θ) = logPU (X), where we would see all points in case of
perfect model inference. (e) Plot from (d) with only samples from PU . We can see that the produced
surface is significantly less accurate than the one produced by PSO-LDE in Figures 19a-19b.
be modeled as 1D density of any known distribution family, with a typical choice being
Gaussian or Mixture of Gaussians (MoG).
In our experiments we used MoG with k components to model each conditional, due to
the highly multi-modal nature of Columns distribution. Moreover, we evaluated MADE for
a range of various k, to see how the components number affects technique’s performance.
Furthermore, the learning setup was similar to the other experiments, with the only difference
that the applied NN architecture was FC, with 4 layers of size 1024 each, and the exploited
non-linearity was Relu.
In Figures 23a-23b the LSQR error is shown for each value of k. We can clearly see that
with higher number of components the accuracy improves, where the best performance was
achieved by k = 512 with LSQR = 0.2± 0.0141. Furthermore, in Figure 23c we can see an
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Figure 23: Learned pdf function of Columns distribution by MADE, where NN architecture is
fully-connected with 4 layers of size 1024. The employed activation function is Relu. (a) LSQR
error (mean and standard deviation) for various values of a k - a number of mixture components; (b)
Zoom of (a); (c) Illustration of learned pdf function for the best model with k = 512. The depicted
slice is P(x1, x2) = P¯U (x1, x2, 0, . . . , 0), with x1 and x2 forming grid of points in first two dimensions
of density’s support. As can be seen, the estimated pdf is over-spiky in areas where the real pdf
in Figure 17a is flat. This is due to an inability of MoG model to represent flat non-zero surfaces.
In contrast, PSO-LDE estimation in Figure 19a does not have this issue. (d) Illustration of the
estimated pdf P¯(X; θ). Blue points are sampled from PU , while red points - from PD, minimal 20D
Uniform distribution that covers all samples from PU . The x axis represents logPU (X) for each
sample, y axis represents f¯(X; θ) , log P¯(X; θ) after optimization was finished. The diagonal line
represents f¯(X; θ) = logPU (X), where we would see all points in case of perfect model inference. (e)
Plot from (d) with only samples from PU .
estimated surface for the best learned model. As observed, most of the MoG components
are spent to represent flat peaks of the target density. Such outcome is natural since for
MoG to approximate flat areas the value of k has to go to infinity. Moreover, this again
demonstrates the difference between parametric and non-parametric techniques. Due to an
explicit parametrization of each conditional, MADE can be considered as a member of the
former family, while PSO-LDE is definitely a member of the latter. Further, non-parametric
approaches are known to be more robust/flexible in general. In overall, we can see that
PSO-LDE outperforms MADE even for a large number of mixture components.
Masked Autoregressive Flow This technique combines an NN architecture of the
previous method, MADE, with the idea of a normalizing flow (Rezende and Mohamed, 2015)
where a bijective transformation h(·) is applied to transform a priori chosen base density into
the target density. Such bijective transformation allows to re-express the density of target
data via an inverse of h(·) and via the known pdf of a base density, and further to infer
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Figure 24: Learned pdf function of Columns distribution by MAF, with 5 inner MADE bijections
and MADE MoG as a base density. (a) LSQR error (mean and standard deviation) for various
values of a k - a number of mixture components; (b) Zoom of (a); (c) Illustration of learned pdf
function for the best model with k = 256. The depicted slice is P(x1, x2) = P¯U (x1, x2, 0, . . . , 0), with
x1 and x2 forming grid of points in first two dimensions of density’s support. The same over-spiky
behavior can be observed as in Figure 23c. (d) Illustration of the estimated pdf P¯(X; θ) for the best
model, constructed similarly to Figure 23d. (e) Plot from (d) with only samples from PU .
target pdf via a standard MLE loss. Moreover, the architecture of MADE can be seen as
such bijective transformation, which is specifically exploited by MAF method (Papamakarios
et al., 2017). Particularly, several MADE transformations are stuck together into one large
bijective transformation, which allows for richer representation of the inferred pdf. In our
experiments we evaluated MAF method with 5 inner MADE bijections.
Furthermore, the original paper proposed two MAF types. First one, referred as MAF(·)
in the paper, uses multivariate normal distribution as a base density. During the evaluation
this type did not succeed to infer 20D Columns distribution at all, probably because of its
inability to handle distribution with 520 modes.
The second MAF type, referred as MAF MoG(·) in the paper, uses MADE MoG as a
base density in addition to the MADE-based bijective transformation. This type showed
better performance w.r.t. first type, and we used it as an another baseline. Likewise, note
that also in the original paper (Papamakarios et al., 2017) this type was shown on average
to be superior between the two.
Like in MADE experiments, also here we tested MAF MoG for different values of k -
mixture components number of the base density, parametrized by a separate MADE MoG
model. In Figures 24a-24b the LSQR error is shown for each value of k. As in MADE
case, also here accuracy improves with higher number of components. The top accuracy
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was achieved by k = 256 with LSQR = 0.9 ± 0.009. On average, MAF MoG showed the
same trends as MADE method, yet with some higher LSQR error. Moreover, during the
experiments it was observed as a highly unstable technique, with thorough hyper-parameter
tuning needed to overcome numerical issues of this approach.
In overall, we observed that non-parametric PSO-LDE is superior to other state-of-the-art
baselines when dealing with highly multi-modal Columns distribution.
10.3.3 NN Architectures Evaluation
Here we compare performance of various NN architectures for the pdf estimation task.
FC Architecture We start with applying PSO-LDE with different values of α where the
used NN architecture is now fully-connected (FC), with 4 layers of size 1024. In Figure 25a
we show LSQR for different α, where again we can see that α = 14 (and now also α =
1
3)
performs better than other values of α. On average, LSQR error is around 2.5 which is
significantly higher than 0.057 for BD architecture. Note also that BD network, used in
Section 10.3.1, is twice smaller than FC network, containing only 902401 weights in BD vs
2121729 in FC, yet it produced a significantly better performance.
Further, in Figure 25b we illustrated the learned surface f(X; θ) for a single FC model
with α = 14 . Compared with Figure 19b, we can see that FC architecture produces a much
less accurate NN surface. We address it to the fact that in BD network the gradient similarity
g(X,X ′, θ) has much smaller overall side-influence and the induced bias compared to the
FC network, as was demonstrated in Section 6.1. Hence, BD models are more flexible than
FC and can be pushed closer to the target function logPU (X), producing more accurate
estimations.
Additionally, note the error asymmetry in Figure 25b which was already observed in
Figure 19b. Also here we can see that the entire cloud of points is rotated from zero error
line f(X; θ) = logPU (X) by some angle where the rotation axis is also around horizontal
line logPD(X) = −30.5. As explained in Section 10.3.1, according to our current hypotheses
there are global up and down side-influence forces that are responsible for this angle.
Further, to ensure that FC architecture can not produce any better results for the given
inference task, we also evaluate it for different values of NL and S - number of layers and
size of each layer respectively. In Figure 26 we see that NL = 4 and S = 1408 achieve
best results for FC NN. Yet, the achieved performance is only LSQR = 1.17, which is still
nowhere near the accuracy of BD architecture.
BD Architecture Further, we performed learning with a BD architecture, but with
increasing number of blocks NB. For NB taking values between 20 and 200, in Figure 27 we
can see that with bigger NB there is improvement in approximation accuracy. This can be
explained by the fact that bigger NB produces bigger number of independent transformation
channels inside NN; with more such channels there is less parameter sharing and side-
influence between far away input regions - different regions on average rely on different
transformation channels. As a result, the NN becomes highly flexible. Further, in the setting
of infinite dataset such high NN flexibility is desirable, and leads to a higher approximation
accuracy. In contrast, in Section 10.3.5 below we will see that for a smaller dataset size the
relation between NN flexibility and the accuracy is very different.
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Figure 25: Evaluation of PSO-LDE for estimation of Columns distribution, where NN architecture is
fully-connected with 4 layers of size 1024 (see Section 6.1). (a) For different values of hyper-parameter
α, LSQR error is reported, along with its empirical standard deviation. (b) Illustration of the
learned surface f(X; θ). Blue points are sampled from PU , while red points from PD. The x axes
represent logPU (X) for each sample, y axes - the surface height f(X; θ) after optimization was
finished. Diagonal line represents f(X; θ) = logPU (X), where we would see all points in case of
perfect model inference. The black horizontal line represents logPD(X) = −30.5 which is constant
for the Uniform density. As can be seen, there are high approximation errors at both XU and XD
locations. Compared with BD architecture in Figure 19b, on average the error is much higher for FC
network.
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Figure 26: Evaluation of PSO-LDE for estimation of Columns distribution, where NN architecture is
fully-connected (see Section 6.1). The applied loss is PSO-LDE with α = 14 . (a) For different number
of layers NL, LSQR error is reported, where a size of each layer is S = 1024. (b) For different values
of layer size S, LSQR error is reported, where a number of layers is NL = 4.
Likewise, we experiment with number of layers NL to see how the network depth of
a BD architecture affects the accuracy of pdf inference. In Figure 28 we see that deeper
networks allow us to further decrease LSQR error to around 0.03. Also, we can see that
at some point increasing NL causes only a slight error improvement. Thus, increasing NL
beyond that point is not beneficial, since for very small error reduction we will pay with
higher computational cost due to increasing size of θ.
Furthermore, in Figure 29 we evaluate BD performance for different sizes of blocks SB.
Here we don’t see anymore a monotonic error decrease that we observed above for NB and
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Figure 27: Evaluation of PSO-LDE for estimation of Columns distribution, where NN architecture
is block-diagonal with 6 layers and block size SB = 64 (see Section 6.1). The number of blocks
NB is changing. The applied loss is PSO-LDE with α =
1
4 . For different values of NB, (a) PSQR
(b) LSQR and (c) IS are reported. As observed, the bigger number of blocks (e.g. independent
channels) NB improves the pdf inference.
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Figure 28: Evaluation of PSO-LDE for estimation of Columns distribution, where NN architecture is
block-diagonal with number of blocks NB = 50 and block size SB = 64 (see Section 6.1). The number
of layers NL is changing from 3 to 10. The applied loss is PSO-LDE with α =
1
4 . (a) For different
values of NL we report PSQR, LSQR and IS, and their empirical standard deviation. Additionally,
in last column we depict the size of θ for each value of NL. (b) Zoom of (a).
NL. The error is big for SB below 32 or above 160. This probably can be explained as
follows. For a small block size SB each independent channel has too narrow width that is not
enough to properly transfer the required signal from NN input to output. Yet, surprisingly it
still can achieve a very good approximation, yielding LSQR error of 0.075 for SB = 16 with
only 72001 weights, which is very impressive for such small network. Further, for a large
block size SB each independent channel becomes too wide, with information from too many
various regions in Rn passing through it. This in turn causes interference (side-influence)
between different regions and reduces overall NN flexibility, similarly to what is going on
inside a regular FC network.
NN Pre-conditioning Finally, we verified efficiency of pre-conditioning techniques pro-
posed in Section 6.2, namely the data normalization in Eq. (38) and the height bias in
Eq. (39). In Table 10 we see that both methods improve the estimation accuracy. Further,
in case the used model is FC, the LSQR error improvement produced by the height bias
is much more significant. Yet, for FC architecture it is unclear if the data normalization
indeed helps.
Overall, our experiments combined with observations from Section 6.1.1 show that BD
architecture has a smaller side-influence (small values of g(X,X ′, θ) for X 6= X ′) and a
higher flexibility than FC architecture. This in turn yields superior accuracy for BD vs FC
networks. Moreover, in an infinite dataset setting we can see that further increase of NN
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Figure 29: Evaluation of PSO-LDE for estimation of Columns distribution, where NN architecture
is block-diagonal with 6 layers and number of blocks NB = 50 (see Section 6.1). The block size
SB is taking values {16, 32, 64, 96, 128, 160, 192}. The applied loss is PSO-LDE with α = 14 . (a)
For different values of SB we report PSQR, LSQR and IS, and their empirical standard deviation.
Additionally, in the last column we depict the size of θ for each value of SB . (b) Zoom of (a).
Method PSQR LSQR IS
BD, X DT, X HB 2.48 · 10−22 ± 6.63 · 10−24 0.054± 0.0009 26.57± 0.01
BD, 7 DT, X HB 2.49 · 10−22 ± 9.8 · 10−24 0.055± 0.0021 26.57± 0.002
BD, X DT, 7 HB 2.51 · 10−22 ± 1.1 · 10−23 0.056± 0.0026 26.57± 0.002
BD, 7 DT, 7 HB 3 · 10−22 ± 4.79 · 10−23 0.066± 0.011 26.57± 0.005
FC, X DT, X HB 5.56 · 10−18 ± 1.02 · 10−17 1.78± 0.18 27.29± 0.05
FC, 7 DT, X HB 1.2 · 10−16 ± 2.67 · 10−16 1.35± 0.058 27.157± 0.029
FC, X DT, 7 HB 7.9 · 10−21 ± 2.37 · 10−21 2.38± 0.3 27.52± 0.08
FC, 7 DT, 7 HB 1.36 · 10−12 ± 3 · 10−12 2.5± 0.23 27.54± 0.08
Table 10: Performance comparison between various NN pre-conditioning ways. The pdf function of
Columns distribution is learned by PSO-LDE with α = 14 . The applied models are fully-connected
(FC) with 4 layers of size 1024, and block-diagonal (BD) with 6 layers, number of blocks NB = 50
and block size SB = 64 (see Section 6.1). The evaluated pre-conditioning techniques are the data
normalization in Eq. (38) (DT), and the height bias in Eq. (39) (HB).
flexibility by increasing NB or NL yields even better approximation accuracy. The block
size SB around 64 produces better performance in general. Yet, its small values are very
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attractive since they yield a network of small size with appropriate computational benefits,
with a relatively small error increase.
10.3.4 Batch Size Impact
Herein we investigate the relation between PSO approximation error and a batch size of
training points. In particular, in PSO loss we have two terms, the up term which is sum
over batch points {XiU}NUi=1 and the down term which is sum over batch points {XiD}NDi=1.
We will see how values of NU and ND affect PSO performance.
Increasing both NU and ND First, we run a scenario where both batch sizes are the
same, NU = ND = N . We infer Columns distribution with different values of N , ranging
from 10 to 6000. In Figures 30a-30b we can observe that LSQR error is decreasing for bigger
N , which is expected since then the stochastic forces at each point X ∈ Rn are getting closer
to the averaged forces FU (X, θ) and FD(X, θ) defined in Eq. (4). Likewise, it goes along
with the variance of differential that was derived in Eq. (30)-(31) under expressiveness limit
assumption and which is smaller for a higher batch sizes. Thus, with a larger batch size
PSO forces are less stochastic and converge to their expected values FU (X, θ) and FD(X, θ),
making the PSO optimization more predictable and accurate.
Moreover, we can observe that for the smaller batch size the actual PSO-LDE performance
is very poor, with LSQR being around 26.3 for N = 10 and decreasing to 0.31 for N = 100.
The high accuracy, in range 0.03-0.05, is only achieved when we increase the number of batch
points to be above 1000. This implies that to reach a higher accuracy, PSO will require a
higher demand over the memory/computation resources. Therefore, the higher available
resources, expected from future GPU cards, will lead to higher PSO accuracy.
Increasing only NU Further, we experiment with increasing/decreasing only one of the
batch sizes while the other stays constant. In Figures 30c-30d a scenario is depicted where
NU is changing while ND is 1000. Its error for small values of NU is smaller than in the
previous scenario, with LSQR being around 11 for NU = 10 and decreasing to 0.11 for
NU = 100. Comparing with the previous experiment, we can see that even if NU is small, a
high value of ND (1000) improves the optimization performance.
Increasing only ND Furthermore, in Figures 30e-30f we depict the opposite scenario
where ND is changing while NU is 1000. Unlike the experiment in Figures 30c-30d, here the
improvement of error for small values of ND w.r.t. first experiment is not that significant.
For ND = 10 the error is 24.8 and for ND = 100 it is 0.19. Hence, the bigger number of up
points (NU = 1000) does not lead to a much higher accuracy if a number of down points
ND is too small.
Finally, in Figures 30g-30h we plot all three experiments together. Note that all lines
cross at the same point, where all experiments were configured to have NU = ND = 1000.
We can see that in case our resource budget is low (smaller values of x in Figure 30g), it is
more efficient to spend them to increase ND. Yet, for a high overall resource budget (higher
values of x in Figure 30g) both NU and ND affect the error similarly, and it is better to keep
them equal and increase them as much as possible.
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Figure 30: Batch size evaluation. Columns distribution is estimated via PSO-LDE with α = 14 , where
NN architecture is block-diagonal with 6 layers, number of blocks NB = 50 and block size SB = 64
(see Section 6.1). (a)-(b) For different values of batch size N = NU = ND we report LSQR and its
empirical standard deviation. Both up batch size NU and down batch size ND are kept the same.
(c)-(d) The NU receives different values while ND is 1000. (e)-(f) The ND receives different values
while NU is 1000. (g)-(h) All scenarios are plotted together in the same graph. Note that both x and
y axes are log-scaled. Right column is zoom-in of left column.
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Figure 31: Evaluation of PSO-LDE for estimation of Columns distribution with different sizes NDT
of training dataset. Used NN architecture is block-diagonal with 6 layers, number of blocks NB = 50
and block size SB = 64 (see Section 6.1). Number of weights is |θ| = 902401. Applied PSO instance
is PSO-LDE with α = 14 . (a) LSQR error as function of training dataset size NDT , where both
x and y axes are log-scaled. (b) Illustration of the learned log-pdf surface f(X; θ) for dataset size
NDT = 10
5. The depicted slice is logP(x1, x2) , f([x1, x2, 0, . . . , 0]; θ), with x1 and x2 forming grid
of points in first two dimensions of density’s support. Note the resemblance similarity between this
plot and the target surface in Figure 17b. Even though LSQR error of this model in (a) is very high
(≈ 91.2), the local structure within the converged surface is close to the local structure of the target
function. Unfortunately, its global structure is inconsistent and far away from the target.
10.3.5 Small Training Dataset
In this section we will learn a 20D Columns distribution using only 100000 training sample
points. As we will see below, the density inference task via non-parametric PSO becomes
much more challenging when the size of the training dataset is limited.
Various Sizes of Dataset To infer the data pdf, here we applied PSO-LDE with α = 14 .
Further, we use BD NN architecture since it has superior approximation performance over FC
architecture. First, we perform the inference task using the same BD network as in Section
10.3.1, with 6 layers, NB = 50 and SB = 64, where the size of the entire weights vector is
|θ| = 902401. The Columns pdf is inferred using a various number NDT of overall training
points {XiU}NDTi=1 . In Figure 31a it is shown how LSQR error increases for smaller size NDT
of the training dataset. From error 0.05 for NDT = 10
8 it gets to 0.062 for NDT = 10
7, 0.67
for NDT = 10
6, 91.2 for NDT = 10
5 and 8907 for NDT = 10
4. As we will see below and
as was also discussed in Section 7, one of the main reasons for such large errors is a too
flexible NN model, which in a small dataset setting can significantly damage performance of
PSO-LDE, and PSO in general.
Interestingly, although LSQR error is high for models with NDT = 10
5, in Figure 31b we
can see that the converged surface f(X; θ) highly resembles visually the real target log-pdf
in Figure 17b. We can see that main lines and forms of the target surface were learned by
f(X; θ), yet the overall global shape of NN surface is far away from the target. Furthermore,
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if we calculate exp f(X; θ), we will get a surface that is very far from its target PU (X) since
the exponential will amplify small errors into large.
Further, in Figure 32 we can observe the error curves for models learned in Figure 31a.
Both train and test errors are reported for all three error types, per different dataset size
NDT . Train and test errors are very similar for big NDT in Figures 32a-32b. Moreover, in
Figure 32b we can see according to the LSQR error (middle column) that at the beginning
error decreases but after 105 steps it starts increasing, which suggests a possible overfitting
to the training dataset at NDT = 10
6. Further, in Figures 32c-32d we can see that train and
test errors are more distinct from each other. Likewise, here PSQR and LSQR, both train
and test, are increasing almost from the start of the optimization. In contrast, in Figures
32c-32d in case of IS the train and test errors have different trends compared with each
other. While the test IS is increasing, the train IS is decreasing. This is a typical behavior
of optimization error that indicates strong overfitting of the model, here for NDT = 10
5
and NDT = 10
4. In turn, this means that we apply a too rich model family - over-flexible
NN which can be pushed to form peaks around the training points, as was demonstrated in
Section 7. Further, we can detect such overfitting using IS error, which does not depend on
ground truth.
Note that train and test errors of PSQR/LSQR have the same trend herein, unlike IS,
since these errors express a real ground truth distance between NN surface and the target
function, whereas IS error is only a some rough estimation of it.
Reduction of NN Flexibility to Tackle Overfitting Next, we perform the inference
task using BD network with only 4 layers, on the training dataset of size NDT = 10
5. We
learn models for various numbers of blocks NB inside our network, being between 5 and 30.
In Figure 33a we can see that LSQR error is still very high compared to the results of an
infinite dataset setting in Section 10.3.1: ≈20 vs ≈0.05. Yet, it is smaller than in Figure
31a, where we used 6 layers instead of 4 and NB = 50. Moreover, we can see in Figure
33a that error is reducing with smaller number of blocks NB and smaller number of NN
parameters |θ|.
Further, we perform the same experiment where BD architecture has only 3 layers
(first and last are FC layers and in the middle there is BD layer). In Figure 33b we can
see that for too small/large value of NB the LSQR is higher. That is, for too big/small
number of weights in θ we have worse pdf approximation. This can be explained as follows.
Small size |θ| implies NN with low flexibility which is not enough to closely approximate a
target surface logPU (X), thus producing underfitting. We observed similar results also in an
infinite dataset setting in Section 10.3.3, where bigger size of θ yielded an even smaller error.
Furthermore, when |θ| is too big, the NN surface becomes too flexible and causes overfitting.
Such over-flexibility is not appropriate for small dataset setting, since it allows to closely
approximate a peak around each training sample XU (or XD), where the produced spiky
surface f(X; θ) will obviously have a high approximation error, as was demonstrated in
Section 7. In other words, in contrast to common regression learning, in case of unsupervised
PSO approaches the size (and the flexibility) of NN should be adjusted according to the
number of available training points, otherwise the produced approximation error will be
enormous. In contrast, in common DL-based regression methods such over-flexible NN may
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Figure 32: Error curves for models learned in Figure 31a, where various dataset sizes NDT were
evaluated. The error is reported for (a) NDT = 10
7, (b) NDT = 10
6, (c) NDT = 10
5 and (d)
NDT = 10
4. In each row we report: PSQR - first column; LSQR - middle column; IS - last column.
Each plot contains both train and test errors; the former is evaluated over 103 up points from training
dataset chosen as a batch for a specific optimization iteration, whereas the latter over 105 up points
from testing dataset.
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Figure 33: Evaluation of PSO-LDE for estimation of Columns distribution with only 105 training
samples. Used NN architecture is block-diagonal with block size SB = 64 (see Section 6.1). Applied
PSO instance is PSO-LDE with α = 14 . (a) LSQR error for models with 4 layers and various values
of blocks number NB . Size of weights vector θ is depicted for each model. (b) LSQR error for models
with 3 layers and various values of blocks number NB. Top - LSQR is shown as function of NB;
bottom - LSQR is shown as function of size |θ|. As can be seen, too big and too small number of
parameters, |θ|, produces a very inaccurate pdf approximation in the small dataset setting.
cause overfitting to training samples which increases testing error, yet it will not affect the
overall approximation performance as destructively as in PSO.
Interestingly, the optimal size |θ| in Figure 33b-bottom is around 100000 - the number
of available training points. It would be an important investigatory direction to find the
exact mathematical relation between the dataset size and properties of NN (e.g. its size,
architecture and gradient similarity) for the optimal inference. We shall leave it for future
research.
Data Augmentation to Tackle Overfitting Additionally, we also apply the augmen-
tation data technique to smooth the converged surface f(X; θ), as was described in Section
7. Concretely, we use samples of r.v. X¯U = XU + υ as our up points, where we push the
NN surface up. The XU is sampled from data density PU , while the additive 20D noise υ is
sampled from ∼ N (0, σ2 · I). At each optimization iteration the next batch of {XiU}NUi=1 is
fetched from a priori prepared training dataset of size 105, and new noise instances {υi}NUi=1
are generated. Further, {X¯iU}NUi=1 is used as the batch of up points within PSO-LDE loss,
where X¯iU = X
i
U + υ
i. Such a method allows us to push the f(X; θ) up not only at the
limited number of training points XiU , but also at other points in some ball neighborhood
around each XiU , thus implicitly changing the approximated function to be smoother and
less spiky. Another perspective to look over it is that we apply Gaussian diffusion over our
NN surface, since adding Gaussian noise is identical to replacing the target pdf PU (X) with
the convolution PU (X) ∗ N (0, σ2 · I).
In Figure 34a we can see results of such data augmentation for BD network with 6 layers
and 50 blocks, with SB = 64. In such case, where the used model is over-flexible with
too many degrees of freedom, the data augmentation is not helpful, with an overall error
being similar to the one obtained in Figure 31a. Yet, when model size (and its flexibility) is
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Figure 34: Evaluation of PSO-LDE for estimation of Columns distribution with only 105 training
samples, using a data augmentation noise. The used NN architecture is block-diagonal with block size
SB = 64 (see Section 6.1). Applied PSO instance is PSO-LDE with α =
1
4 . Each up training point
XU is sampled from data density PU . Further, an additive 20D noise υ ∼ N (0, σ2 · I) is sampled and
added to XU . The PSO-LDE loss is applied on X¯U = XU + υ instead of the original XU . Number of
overall PU ’s samples is 105; new samples of noise υ are sampled at each optimization iteration. We
learn models using various values of σ. (a) LSQR error as a function of σ, for models with 6 layers
and blocks number NB = 50. (b) LSQR error as function of σ, for models with 3 layers and blocks
number NB = 20. (c) LSQR error and (d) IS error as function of blocks number NB, for models
with 3 layers and σ = 0.08. As can be seen, smaller size (up to some threshold) of NN produces
much higher accuracy in a limited training dataset setting. Also, the additive noise can yield an
accuracy improvement.
reduced to only 3 layers and 20 blocks, the performance trend is different. In Figure 34b
we can see that for particular values of noise s.t.d. σ (e.g. 0.08) the data augmentation
technique reduces LSQR error from 5.17 (see Figure 33b) to only 3.13.
Further, in Figures 34c-34d we can see again that there is an optimal NN size/flexibility
that produces the best performance, where smaller NN suffers from underfitting and larger
NN suffers from overfitting. Moreover, in Figure 34d we can see again that the empirical error
IS is correlated with the ground truth error LSQR, although the former is less accurate
than the latter. Hence, IS can be used in practice to select the best learned model.
Overall, in our experiments we observed both underfitting and overfitting cases of PSO
optimization. The first typically happens for large dataset size when NN is not flexible
enough to represent all the information contained within training samples. In contrast, the
second typically happens for small datasets when NN is over-flexible so that it can be pushed
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Figure 35: Evaluation of PSO-LDE for estimation of Transformed Columns distribution, where NN
architecture is block-diagonal with 6 layers, number of blocks NB = 50 and block size SB = 64
(see Section 6.1). The down density PD is Uniform in top row (a)-(b)-(c), and Gaussian in bottom
row (d)-(e)-(f). For different values of hyper-parameter α, (a)-(d) PSQR, (b)-(e) LSQR and (c)-(f)
IS are reported, along with their empirical standard deviation. As observed, when PD is Uniform,
PSO-LDE fails to learn data density due to large relative support mismatch, as discussed in Section
5.2.2. On other hand, when PD is Gaussian, the target surface is accurately approximated.
to have spikes around the training points. Further, overfitting can be detected via IS test
error. Finally, the data augmentation reduces effect of overfitting.
10.4 PDF Estimation via PSO - Transformed Columns Distribution
In this section we will show that PSO is not limited only to isotropic densities (e.g. Columns
distribution from Section 10.3) where there is no correlation among different data dimensions,
and can be actually applied also over data with a complicated correlation structure between
various dimensions. Specifically, herein we infer a 20D Transformed Columns distribution,
PU (X) = PTrClmns(X), which is produced from isotropic Columns by multiplying a random
variable X ∼ PClmns (defined in Eq. (56)) with a dense invertible matrix A which enforces
correlation between different dimensions. Its pdf can be written as:
PTrClmns(X) =
1
abs [detA]
PClmns(A−1 ·X),
where A appears in Appendix J. As we will see below, the obtained results for this more
sophisticated distribution have similar trends to results of Columns. Additionally, we will
also show how important is the choice of PD.
Uniform PD First, we evaluate PSO-LDE for different values of α on the density inference
task. The applied model is BD with 6 layers, number of blocks NB = 50 and block size
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Method PSQR LSQR IS
PSO-LDE, 1.6 · 10−21 ± 3.17 · 10−22 0.442± 0.095 26.44± 0.05
averaged over all α
IS 9.3 · 10−21 ± 3.4 · 10−24 26.63± 0.86 31.3± 0.04
PSO-MAX 2.1 · 10−21 ± 2.96 · 10−22 0.54± 0.088 26.52± 0.03
Table 11: Performance comparison between various PSO instances for Transformed Columns density
SB = 64. The dataset size is 10
8 and PD is Uniform. In Figures 35a-35b-35c we can see
the appropriate errors of the learned models. The errors are huge, implying that inference
task failed. The reason for this is the relative support mismatch, discussed in Section 5.2.2,
between Uniform and Transformed Columns densities. After transformation by matrix A
the samples from PTrClmns are more widely spread out within the space R20. The range
of samples along each dimension is now around [−10, 10] instead of appropriate range
[−2.3, 2.3] in Columns distribution. Yet, the samples are mostly located in a small subspace
of hyperrectangle R = [−10, 10]20. When we choose PD to be Uniform with R as its support,
most of the samples XU and XD are located in different areas of this huge hyperrectangle
and cannot balance each other to reach PSO equilibrium. Such relative support mismatch
prevents proper learning of the data density function.
Gaussian PD Next, instead of Uniform we used Gaussian distribution ∼ N (µ,Σ) as our
down density PD. The mean vector µ is equal to the mean of samples from PU ; the Σ
is a diagonal matrix whose non-zero values are empirical variances for each dimension of
available up samples. In Figures 35d-35e-35f we can observe that overall achieved accuracy
is high, yet it is worse than the results for Columns distribution. Such difference can be
again explained by a mismatch between PU and PD densities. While Columns and Uniform
densities in Section 10.3 are relatively aligned to each other, the Transformed Columns and
Gaussian distributions have a bounded ratio P
U (X)
PD(X) only around their mean point µ. In far
away regions such ratio becomes too big/small, causing PSO inaccuracies. Hence, we argue
that a better choice of PD would yield better accuracy.
Further, we can also see that in case of Transformed Columns PSO-LDE with α = 15
achieves the smallest error, with its LSQR being 0.32± 0.02. Additionally, we evaluated the
Importance Sampling (IS) method from Table 2 and PSO-MAX defined in Eq. (57)-(58). In
Table 11 we see that performance of PSO-MAX is slightly worse than PSO-LDE, similarly
to what was observed for Columns. Moreover, the IS fails entirely, producing a very large
error. Furthermore, in order to stabilize its learning process we were required to reduce
the learning rate from 0.0035 to 0.0001. Hence, here we can see again the superiority of
bounded magnitude functions over not bounded.
Various NN Architectures Additionally, we evaluated several different NN architectures
for Transformed Columns distribution, with PD being Gaussian. In Figure 36 we report
performance for FC networks. As can be observed, the FC architecture has higher error
w.r.t. BD architecture in Figure 35e. Likewise, PSO-LDE with α around 14 performs better.
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Figure 36: Evaluation of PSO-LDE for estimation of Transformed Columns distribution, where NN
architecture is fully-connected with 4 layers of size 1024 (see Section 6.1). For different values of
hyper-parameter α, LSQR error is reported, along with its empirical standard deviation. Again, the
small values of α (around 14 ) have lower error.
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Figure 37: Evaluation of PSO-LDE for estimation of Transformed Columns distribution, where NN
architecture is block-diagonal with 6 layers and number of blocks NB = 50 (see Section 6.1). The
block size SB is taking values {16, 32, 64, 96, 128, 160, 192}. The applied loss is PSO-LDE with α = 15 .
For different values of SB we report PSQR, LSQR and IS, and their empirical standard deviation.
Additionally, in the last column we depict the size of θ for each value of SB .
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Figure 38: Evaluation of PSO-LDE for estimation of Transformed Columns distribution, where NN
architecture is block-diagonal with 6 layers and block size SB = 16 (see Section 6.1). The number of
blocks NB is changing. The applied loss is PSO-LDE with α =
1
5 . For different values of NB, (a)
LSQR error and (b) number of weights |θ| are reported.
Further, in Figure 37 we experiment with BD architecture for different values of block
size SB. Similarly to what was observed in Section 10.3.3 for Columns distribution, also
here too small/large block size has worsen accuracy.
We also perform additional experiments for BD architecture where this time we use small
blocks, with SB = 16. In Figure 38 we see that for such networks the bigger number of blocks
per layer NB, that is bigger number of transformation channels, yields better performance.
However, we also can observe the drop in an accuracy when the number of these channels
grows considerably (above 250). Furthermore, no matter how big is the number of blocks
NB, the models with small blocks (SB = 16) in Figure 38 produced inferior results w.r.t.
model with big blocks (SB = 64, see Figure 35e for α =
1
5).
Further, we evaluated the same small block network for a different number of layers
NL. In Figure 39 we can see that when NL grows from 1 to 6, the overall performance
is getting better. Yet, for larger number of layers the performance trend is inconsistent.
When NL is between 7 and 11, some values of NL are better than the other, with no evident
improvement pattern for large NL. Moreover, for NL = 12 the error grows significantly.
More so, we empirically observed that 2 out of 5 runs of this setting didn’t succeed to learn
at all due to zero gradient. Thus, the most likely conclusion for this setting is that for a
too deep networks the signal from input fails to reach its end, which is a known issue in DL
domain. Also, from our experiments it follows that learning still can succeed, depending on
the initialization of network weights.
Furthermore, along with the above inconsistency that can occur for too deep networks,
for NL = 9 in Figure 39 we still received our best results for Transformed Columns, with
averaged LSQR being 0.204. That is, even when BD network uses blocks of a small size
(SB = 16), it still can produce a superior performance if it is deep enough. Besides, the
zero-gradient issue may be tackled by adding shortcut connections between various layers.
We shall leave it as a direction for future research.
Overall, in our experiments we saw that when PU and PD are not properly aligned (i.e. far
from each other), PSO fails entirely. This is a direct outcome of curse of dimensionality as
was explained in Section 5.2.2. Further, PSO-LDE with values of α around 15 was observed
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Figure 39: Evaluation of PSO-LDE for estimation of Columns distribution, where NN architecture is
block-diagonal with number of blocks NB = 50 and block size SB = 64 (see Section 6.1). The number
of layers NL is changing from 3 to 10. The applied loss is PSO-LDE with α =
1
5 . (a) For different
values of NL we report PSQR, LSQR and IS, and their empirical standard deviation. Additionally,
in last column we depict size of θ for each value of NL. (b) Zoom of (a).
to perform better, which is an another superiority evidence for small values of α. Moreover,
IS with unbounded magnitude functions could not be applied at all for far away densities.
BD architecture showed again significantly higher accuracy over FC networks. Block size
SB = 96 produced better inference. Finally, for BD networks with small blocks (SB = 16) the
bigger number of blocks NB and the bigger number of layers NL perform better. However,
at some point the increase in both can cause a drop in an accuracy.
10.5 PDF Estimation via PSO - 3D Image-based Densities
In order to further evaluate the presented herein density estimation approach, namely
PSO-LDE, we use intricate 3D densities that are based on image surfaces. More specifically,
we consider a given RGB image I as a function F (x, y, c) from R3 to R where x, y and c
represent width, height and color channel of I respectively. For simplicity we define the
range for each input scalar variable from [x, y, c] to be [0, 1], with F : [0, 1]3 → [0, 1]. We use
grid of values from image I to appropriately interpolate outputs of function F at any input
point X ∈ [0, 1]3 ⊆ R3. In our experiments we used a linear interpolation.
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Further, we use F as pdf function which we sample to create a dataset for our PSO-LDE
experiments. Yet, the function F , interpolated from image I, is not a valid pdf function
since its integral can be any positive number. Thus, we normalize it by its total integral to
get a normalized function F¯ which we use as an intricate 3D pdf function for further density
estimation evaluation. Next, we sample the density F¯ via rejection sampling method and
gather a dataset of size 107 per each image-based density. Furthermore, we approximate the
target surface log F¯ (X) via PSO-LDE only from these sampled points.
Note that log F¯ has a very sophisticated structure since the used images have a very high
contrast and nearby pixels typically have significantly different values. This makes log F¯
a highly non-linear function, which cannot be easily approximated by typical parametric
density estimation techniques. Yet, as we will see below, due to the approximation power
of DL, which is exploited in full by PSO, and due to a high flexibility of the proposed
BD architecture, the non-parametric PSO-LDE allows us to accurately estimate even such
complex distributions. Importantly, we emphasize that the evaluated distributions in this
section have their support in R3, and are not some very high-dimensional densities over
image data that can be often encountered in DL domain.
We use the sampled dataset in order to infer the target log F¯ via PSO-LDE with α = 14 .
The applied NN architecture is block-diagonal with a number of blocks NB = 15, a block size
SB = 64 and a number of layers NL = 14 (see Section 6.1). In order to tackle the problem
of vanishing gradients in such a deep model, we introduced shortcut connections into our
network, where each layer has a form ui = hi(ui−1; θi) + ui−1 with ui and hi(·; θi) being
respectively the output and the applied transformation function of i-th BD layer within
the BD network. Note that in this paper we use such shortcuts only for the experiments of
this section. Furthermore, after training is finished, we convert the inferred F¯ back into an
image format, producing an inferred image I ′.
In Figures 40 and 41 we show inferred images for several input images. As can be
seen, there is high resemblance between both input I and inferred I ′. That is, PSO-LDE
succeeded to accurately infer densities even with a very complicated surface. Note that
each image-based density was inferred by using identical hyper-parameters, that are the
same as in the rest of our experiments (except for NN structure where shortcuts were
applied). Additional parameter-tuning per specific input image will most probably improve
the produced herein results.
11. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we contributed a new algorithm family, Probabilistic Surface Optimization
(PSO), that allows to learn numerous different statistical functions of given data, including
(conditional) density estimation and ratios between two unknown pdfs of two given datasets.
In our work we found a new perspective to view a neural network as a representation of a
virtual physical surface, which is pushed by the PSO algorithm up and down via gradient
descent (GD) optimization updates. Further, the equilibrium at each point, that is, when
up and down forces are point-wise equal, ensures that the converged surface satisfies PSO
balance state, where the ratio of the frequency components is equal to the opposite ratio
of the analytical components. In Section 3 we saw that such formulation generalizes many
existing works, like energy and unnormalized models as also critics of GAN approaches.
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Figure 40: (a),(c),(e) Image-based densities and (b),(d),(f) their approximations - Part 1.
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Figure 41: (a),(c),(e),(g) Image-based densities and (b),(d),(f),(h) their approximations - Part 2.
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Likewise, we saw that the cross entropy loss from the image classification domain is also an
instance of PSO, which applies the same thermodynamical forces over several NN surfaces
in parallel.
Moreover, the main goal behind this work is to introduce a novel universal way in
forging new statistical techniques and appropriate losses. Due to simplicity and intuitiveness
of the presented PSO principles, this new framework allows for easy derivation of new
statistical approaches, which, in turn, is highly useful in many different domains. Depending
on the target function required by a specific application, a data analyst can select suitable
magnitude functions according to the PSO balance state, and simply employ them inside the
general PSO loss. Along this paper we demonstrated a step-by-step derivation of several
such new approaches.
Likewise, herein we investigated the reason for such high resemblance between optimiza-
tion of neural networks and thermodynamics over virtual surfaces. We found that during
the optimization, a change of network output at any point (the height change of the virtual
surface at the point) is equal to gradient similarity between this point and the optimized
training point. Furthermore, following from this, the surface changes only at points where
the gradients have similar direction to a gradient of the optimized point. Additionally, in
our experiments we show that gradient similarity has an approximately local support, with
its values decreasing for far away points. This, in turn, has a strong analogy to bandwidth
of KDE method - both KDE bandwidth and gradient similarity of NN may be viewed as
model hyper-parameters that control the bias-variance tradeoff. Moreover, the side-influence
of gradient similarity is directly related to generalization properties of neural networks,
explaining how each training point changes NN output at any given testing point along the
optimization.
Also, we analyzed convergence and stability of PSO under the expressiveness limit
assumption. Specifically, we considered a model whose gradients at various training points
are orthogonal to each other, which cancels out the side-influence between the points and
leads to an infinite effective representation capacity of a NN. Under such setting we showed
that during the optimization an NN undergoes an adaptation that matches exactly the above
described virtual surface thermodynamics. Furthermore, in our experiments we demonstrated
that the gradients at different points indeed tend to be approximately orthogonal to each
other, thus justifying the expressiveness assumption.
Further, we showed empirically that in practice PSO performance strongly depends on
the actual gradient similarity of the neural network, and proposed an explanation behind this
relation. Viewing the gradient similarity as a kernel-like function with a local support, a large
radius of this support will lead to the high interference between different surface areas. In our
experiments we showed that large values of such local support ”radius” are correlated with
a sub-optimal optimization performance in case of a large training dataset. Moreover, if this
side-influence ”radius” is too small and in case of a small training dataset, the surface will
converge to peaks around the training points and also produce a poor target approximation.
Thus, similarly to the optimal bandwidth of KDE method, the desired amount of overall
influence produced by gradient similarity depends on the number of available training points.
Furthermore, the above influence ”radius” of the gradient similarity can be interpreted also
as a flexibility setting of a NN surface. That is, less side-influence between different areas
yields a more flexible NN.
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Further, we applied PSO to learn data log-density via non-parametric estimation, propos-
ing several new PSO instances for this purpose, including PSO log density estimators
(PSO-LDE). Moreover, we analyzed optimization stability of the new approaches, empha-
sized their weak points, and also provided some techniques to overcome them. Additionally,
we empirically investigated both underfitting and overfitting scenarios that can occur in
PSO, and discussed their relation to the surface (neural network) flexibility. Furthermore, we
presented a new NN block-diagonal architecture that allowed us to significantly reduce the
side-influence between far away points (the gradient similarity between distant points within
input space) and to extremely increase an approximation accuracy. In our experiments we
showed how the above methods can be used to perform precise pdf inference of multi-modal
20D data, getting a superior accuracy over other state-of-the-art baselines. Importantly, in
an infinite dataset setting we also empirically revealed a connection between the point-wise
error and gradient norm at the point, which in theory can be used for measuring model
uncertainty.
Along this paper we remarked many possible research directions to further enhance PSO
density estimation techniques. The current solution is still very new and many of its aspects
require additional attention and further study. First of all, it is important to understand
the real relation between bias and variance of PSO estimators and various properties of
the gradient similarity function, and to perform proper mathematical analysis in contrast
to the empirical investigation taken in this paper. This can lead to a better explanation
of the PSO convergence properties, and may guide us to better NN architectures and new
methods to control the bias-variance tradeoff, as also new techniques for quantifying model
uncertainty in a small dataset setting.
Further, selection of down density should be done in a smarter way, since without it
we cannot handle high-dimensional data due to curse of dimensionality and due to relative
support mismatch, as discussed in Section 5.2.2. Likewise, currently in a small dataset setting
PSO yields a sub-optimal solution, which we argue can be significantly improved once we
understand the exact relation between NN flexibility and the number of available training
points, and how to control properties of the gradient similarity . Hence, this investigation
avenue is also very crucial for PSO applicability in practice, e.g. in the robotics domain.
Moreover, in the context of PSO-LDE, it is still unclear how to pick value of the hyper-
parameter α for better accuracy, without learning multiple models for many different values
and selecting the one with the highest performance metric. It is important to understand
the exact connection between α and the produced log-pdf estimation, and also to provide
a more intelligent way to choose α based on properties of the given data. Furthermore,
since PSO framework allows us to generate a huge number of various PSO instances to
approximate a specific target function, a more thorough exploration of all PSO instances for
log-pdf inference is required. Herein, the goal is to categorize different instances by their
performance properties and to find more optimal PSO losses.
We plan to address all of the above in our future work.
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Appendix A: Surface Change after Gradient Descent Update of
L(θ,X) = f(X; θ)
Performing a single gradient descent step w.r.t. loss L(θ,X) = f(X; θ) at a specific
optimized point X results in a weights update θt = θt−1 − δ · ∇L, where δ is step size
and ∇L = ∂f(x;θ)∂θ |x=X,θ=θt−1 . After such update, the surface height at an arbitrary point
X ′ ∈ Rn, f(X ′; θ), can be approximated via a Taylor expansion as:
f(X ′; θt) = f(X ′; θt−1) + (θt − θt−1)T · ∂f(x; θ)
∂θ
|x=X′,θ=θt−1+
+
1
2
· (θt − θt−1)T ·Hθ · (θt − θt−1) + · · · =
= f(X ′; θt−1)− δ ·
(
∂f(x; θ)
∂θ
|x=X,θ=θt−1
)T
· ∂f(x; θ)
∂θ
|x=X′,θ=θt−1+
+
1
2
δ2 ·
(
∂f(x; θ)
∂θ
|x=X,θ=θt−1
)T
·Hθ ·
(
∂f(x; θ)
∂θ
|x=X,θ=θt−1
)
+ · · · ,
where:
Hθ ,
∂2f(x; θ)
∂θ2
|x=X′,θ=θt−1 .
Above we can see the first two elements of Taylor expansion where each i-element depends
on a i-th power of step size δ. The (learning) step size is typically less than one. Further,
assuming it is a very small number (δ  1), f(X ′; θt) can be approximated good enough by
a second-order Taylor expansion as:
f(X; θt) = f(X
′; θt−1)− δ ·
(
∂f(x; θ)
∂θ
|x=X,θ=θt−1
)T
· ∂f(x; θ)
∂θ
|x=X′,θ=θt−1+
+
1
2
δ2 ·
(
∂f(x; θ)
∂θ
|x=X,θ=θt−1
)T
·Hθ ·
(
∂f(x; θ)
∂θ
|x=X,θ=θt−1
)
.
Thus, surface differential at point X ′ will be:
df(X ′) , f(X ′; θt)− f(X ′; θt−1) = −δ · g1(X ′, X, θt−1) + 1
2
δ2 · g2(X ′, X, θt−1),
g1(X1, X2, θ) ,
∂f(X1; θ)
∂θ
T
· ∂f(X2; θ)
∂θ
,
g2(X1, X2, θ) ,
∂f(X2; θ)
∂θ
T
· ∂
2f(X1; θ)
∂θ2
· ∂f(X2; θ)
∂θ
,
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where g1(·) function relates to the first-order term of Taylor expansion and g2(·) - to the
second-order term. Specifically, g1(·) calculates the gradient similarity between two different
points X1 and X2, i.e. the dot product between θ gradients at these two points. Further,
the differential at the optimized point X can be approximated as:
df(X) = −δ · g1(X,X, θt−1) + 1
2
δ2 · g2(X,X, θt−1),
where g1(X,X, θt−1) is the L2 norm of θ gradient at point X.
Note that the cross-gradient similarity function g1(·) is symmetric, i.e. g1(X ′, X, ·) =
g1(X,X
′, ·). Thus, from the above we can see that for any two arbitrary points X ∈ Rn
and X ′ ∈ Rn, pushing at one point will change height at another point according to the
gradient similarity g1(X
′, X, ·) and second-order term g2(X ′, X, ·). Moreover, since g2(·) is
multiplied by a relatively small coefficient δ2, in most cases this term can be neglected,
leaving only g1(·). Therefore, g1(X ′, X, ·) is responsible for correlation in height change at
different points. Given |g(X ′, X, ·)| is small (or zero), optimizing loss L (pushing surface) at
point X will not affect the surface at point X ′. The opposite is also true: if |g(X ′, X, ·)| is
large, then pushing the surface at point X will have a big impact at point X ′.
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Appendix B: Surface Change after Newton Update of L(θ,X) = f(X; θ)
Performing a single Newton step w.r.t. loss L(θ,X) = f(X; θ) at a specific point X results
in weights update θt = θt−1 −Hθ(X)−1 · ∇L, where
Hθ(X) ,
∂2f(x; θ)
∂θ2
|x=X,θ=θt−1
and
∇L , ∂f(x; θ)
∂θ
|x=X,θ=θt−1 .
After such update, the surface height at an arbitrary point X ′ ∈ Rn, f(X ′; θ), can be
approximated via Taylor expansion as:
f(X ′; θt) = f(X ′; θt−1) + (θt − θt−1)T · ∂f(x; θ)
∂θ
|x=X′,θ=θt−1+
+
1
2
· (θt − θt−1)T ·Hθ(X ′) · (θt − θt−1) + · · · =
= f(X ′; θt−1)−
(
∂f(x; θ)
∂θ
|x=X,θ=θt−1
)T
·Hθ(X)−1 ·
(
∂f(x; θ)
∂θ
|x=X′,θ=θt−1
)
+
+
1
2
·
(
∂f(x; θ)
∂θ
|x=X,θ=θt−1
)T
·Hθ(X)−1 ·Hθ(X ′) ·Hθ(X)−1 ·
(
∂f(x; θ)
∂θ
|x=X,θ=θt−1
)
+ · · · .
Thus, the second-order Taylor approximation of differential at point X ′ after a single
Newton update is:
df(X ′) , f(X ′; θt)− f(X ′; θt−1) = −g1(X ′, X, θt−1) + 1
2
· g2(X ′, X, θt−1), (62)
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g1(X1, X2, θ) ,
∂f(X1; θ)
∂θ
T
· ∂
2f(X2; θ)
∂θ2
· ∂f(X2; θ)
∂θ
,
g2(X1, X2, θ) ,
∂f(X2; θ)
∂θ
T
· ∂
2f(X2; θ)
∂θ2
−1
· ∂
2f(X1; θ)
∂θ2
· ∂
2f(X2; θ)
∂θ2
−1
· ∂f(X2; θ)
∂θ
,
where g1(·) function relates to the first-order term of Taylor expansion and g2(·) to the
second-order term.
Further, the differential at the optimized point X can be approximated as:
df(X) = −g1(X,X, θt−1) + 1
2
· g2(X,X, θt−1) =
= −∂f(X; θt−1)
∂θ
T
· ∂
2f(X; θt−1)
∂θ2
· ∂f(X; θt−1)
∂θ
+
+
1
2
· ∂f(X; θt−1)
∂θ
T
· ∂
2f(X; θt−1)
∂θ2
−1
· ∂f(X; θt−1)
∂θ
=
=
∂f(X; θt−1)
∂θ
T
·
[
− ∂
2f(X; θt−1)
∂θ2
+
1
2
· ∂
2f(X; θt−1)
∂θ2
−1]
· ∂f(X; θt−1)
∂θ
.
From differential in Eq. (62) it is unclear which term, g1(·) or g2(·), is more significant.
Thus, unlike the case of GD update, here we cannot simply neglect one of them. Therefore,
from the above we can see that for any two arbitrary points X ∈ Rn and X ′ ∈ Rn, pushing
at one point will change height at another point according to the first-order term g1(·) and
the second-order term g2(·) in Eq. (62).
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Appendix C: Surface Change after Gradient Descent Update of PSO
Loss - Second-order Taylor Expansion
Performing a single gradient descent step w.r.t. PSO loss LPSO(θ,XU , XD) in Eq. (1) at
sampled points XU and XD results in a weights update θt = θt−1 − δ · ∇LPSO, where δ is
step size and ∇LPSO = ∂LPSO(θ,XU ,XD)∂θ |x=X,θ=θt−1 is:
∇LPSO = −∂f(XU ; θt−1)
∂θ
·MU (XU , θt−1) + ∂f(XD; θt−1)
∂θ
·MD(XD, θt−1),
hence
θt − θt−1 = δ ·
[∂f(XU ; θt−1)
∂θ
·MU (XU , θt−1)− ∂f(XD; θt−1)
∂θ
·MD(XD, θt−1)
]
,
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After such update, the surface height at arbitrary point X ∈ Rn, f(X; θ), can be
approximated via a second-order Taylor expansion as:
f(X; θt) = f(X; θt−1)+(θt−θt−1)T ·∂f(X; θt−1)
∂θ
+
1
2
·(θt−θt−1)T ·Hθ(X, θt−1)·(θt−θt−1) =
= f(X; θt−1)+
+ δ ·
[
∂f(XU ; θt−1)
∂θ
·MU (XU , θt−1)− ∂f(XD; θt−1)
∂θ
·MD(XD, θt−1)
]T
· ∂f(X; θt−1)
∂θ
+
+
1
2
· δ2 ·
[
∂f(XU ; θt−1)
∂θ
·MU (XU , θt−1)− ∂f(XD; θt−1)
∂θ
·MD(XD, θt−1)
]T
·Hθ(X, θt−1)·
·
[
∂f(XU ; θt−1)
∂θ
·MU (XU , θt−1)− ∂f(XD; θt−1)
∂θ
·MD(XD, θt−1)
]
,
where:
Hθ(X, θ) ,
∂2f(X; θ)
∂θ2
.
Next, denote:
g1(X1, X2, θ) ,
∂f(X1; θ)
∂θ
T
· ∂f(X2; θ)
∂θ
,
g2(X1, X2, X3, θ) ,
∂f(X1; θ)
∂θ
T
· ∂
2f(X2; θ)
∂θ2
· ∂f(X3; θ)
∂θ
,
where g1(X1, X2, θ) is symmetric function, g1(X1, X2, θ) = g1(X2, X1, θ), and g2(X1, X2, X3, θ)
is partly symmetric function, g2(X1, X2, X3, θ) = g1(X3, X2, X1, θ).
We can see that the differential can be expressed as:
df(X) , f(X; θt)− f(X; θt−1) =
= δ · [MU (XU , θ) · g1(X,XU , θ)−MD(XD, θ) · g1(X,XD, θ)]+
+
1
2
· δ2 · [MU (XU , θ)2 · g2(XU , X,XU , θ) +MD(XD, θ)2 · g2(XD, X,XD, θ)−
− 2 ·MU (XU , θ) ·MD(XD, θ) · g2(XU , X,XD, θ)
]
. (63)
where we used θ ≡ θt−1 to reduce clutter.
Since points XU and XD are random, we can also calculate the expected value of the
above differential as:
E [df(X)] =
∫
δ ·
[
PU (X ′) ·MU (X ′, θ)− PD(X ′) ·MD(X ′, θ)
]
· g1(X,X ′, θ)+
+
1
2
· δ2 ·
[
PU (X ′) ·MU (X ′, θ)2 + PD(X ′) ·MD(X ′, θ)2
]
· g2(X ′, X,X ′, θ)dX ′−
− δ2
∫ ∫
PU (X ′) · PD(X ′′) ·MU (X ′, θ) ·MD(X ′′, θ) · g2(X ′, X,X ′′, θ)dX ′dX ′′. (64)
Additionally, from the above Eq. (63) and Eq. (64) we can produce a first-order Taylor
approximation of the surface differential by removing all terms with coefficient δ2:
df(X) = δ · [MU (XU , θ) · g1(X,XU , θ)−MD(XD, θ) · g1(X,XD, θ)],
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E [df(X)] = δ ·
∫ [
PU (X ′) ·MU (X ′, θ)− PD(X ′) ·MD(X ′, θ)
] · g1(X,X ′, θ)dX ′.

Appendix D: Variance of Surface Differential under Expressiveness Limit
Assumption
Consider differential of PSO loss from Eq. (11) and function g(X ′, X, θ) with a form from
Eq. (15). The variance of differential can be calculated as:
V ar [df(X)] = E
[
[df(X)]2
]
− [E [df(X)]]2 ,
where
[df(X)]2 = δ2 · [MU (XU , θ) · g(X,XU , θ)−MD(XD, θ) · g(X,XD, θ)]2 =
= δ2 · [M2U (XU , θ) · g2(X,XU , θ) +M2D(XD, θ) · g2(X,XD, θ)−
− 2 ·MU (XU , θ) ·MD(XD, θ) · g(X,XU , θ) · g(X,XD, θ)
]
,
EXU∼PU [M
2
U (XU , θ) · g2(X,XU , θ)] =
∫
PU (XU ) ·M2U (XU , θ) · g2(X,XU , θ)dXU =
= PU (X) ·M2U (X, θ) · g2(X,X, θ),
EXD∼PD [M
2
D(XD, θ) · g2(X,XD, θ)] = PD(X) ·M2D(X, θ) · g2(X,X, θ),
EXU∼PU ,XD∼PD [MU (XU , θ) ·MD(XD, θ) · g(X,XU , θ) · g(X,XD, θ)] =
=
∫ ∫
PU (XU ) · PD(XD) ·MU (XU , θ) ·MD(XD, θ) · g(X,XU , θ) · g(X,XD, θ)dXUdXD =
= PU (X) · PD(X) ·MU (X, θ) ·MD(X, θ) · g2(X,X, θ),
E
[
[df(X)]2
]
= δ2 ·EXU∼PU ,XD∼PD
[
M2U (XU , θ) ·g2(X,XU , θ)+M2D(XD, θ) ·g2(X,XD, θ)−
− 2 ·MU (XU , θ) ·MD(XD, θ) · g(X,XU , θ) · g(X,XD, θ)
]
=
= δ2 · [PU (X) ·M2U (X, θ) · g2(X,X, θ) + PD(X) ·M2D(X, θ) · g2(X,X, θ)−
− 2 · PU (X) · PD(X) ·MU (X, θ) ·MD(X, θ) · g2(X,X, θ)
]
=
= δ2 · g2(X,X, θ)[PU (X) ·M2U (X, θ) + PD(X) ·M2D(X, θ)−
− 2 · PU (X) · PD(X) ·MU (X, θ) ·MD(X, θ)
]
,
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and considering Eq. (16) we will have:
[
E [df(X)]
]2
=
[
δ · [FU (X, θ)− FD(X, θ)] · g(X,X, θ)]2 =
= δ2 · g2(X,X, θ) · [PU (X) ·MU (X, θ)− PD(X) ·MD(X, θ)]2 =
= δ2 · g2(X,X, θ) · [PU (X)2 ·M2U (X, θ) + PD(X)2 ·M2D(X, θ)−
− 2 · PU (X) · PD(X) ·MU (X, θ) ·MD(X, θ)
]
,
and finally variance of the differential can be computed as:
V ar [df(X)] = δ2 · g2(X,X, θ) · [PU (X) ·M2U (X, θ) + PD(X) ·M2D(X, θ)−
− 2 · PU (X) · PD(X) ·MU (X, θ) ·MD(X, θ)−
− PU (X)2 ·M2U (X, θ)− PD(X)2 ·M2D(X, θ)+
+ 2 · PU (X) · PD(X) ·MU (X, θ) ·MD(X, θ)
]
=
= δ2 · g2(X,X, θ) · [PU (X) ·M2U (X, θ) · [1− PU (X)] + PD(X) ·M2D(X, θ) · [1− PD(X)]].
Further, output of pdf function (PU (X) or PD(X)) is typically much smaller than 1,
even more so for high-dimensional data. Thus, we can reduce the above expression to:
V ar [df(X)] = δ2 · g2(X,X, θ) · [PU (X) ·M2U (X, θ) + PD(X) ·M2D(X, θ)].

Appendix E: PSO Consistency and Stability Under Expressiveness Limit
Assumption
Herein, we derive conditions over magnitude functions under which PSO will produce a
stable and consistent solution. The analyzed setting is the expressiveness limit assumption
10. Furthermore, we consider only the expected value of the differential in Eq. (16).
The discrete-time difference equation in Eq. (16) can be expressed as
ft+1 = ft + αt ·
[
PU ·MU (ft)− PD ·MD(ft)
]
, (65)
where for a given point X ∈ S, the function ft expresses a surface height at the point; t is
the optimization discrete time; and αt is δ · g(X,X, θ) for the same X and is time-varying
due to both δ and g(X,X, θ) typically changing along the optimization. Also, magnitudes
MU (f(X; θ)) and MD(f(X; θ)) are expressed via MU (ft) and MD(ft) for the point X.
Further, PU and PD represent PU (X) and PD(X) respectively.
For convergence of Eq. (65), a stationary point f∗t must exist such that
[
PU ·MU (f∗t )−
PD ·MD(f∗t )
]
= 0, since the update step αt is positive. Critically, we also want only a single
stationary point to exist, so that we will converge to the same f∗t no matter what are the
initial conditions. Moreover, f∗t is just the X’s height of the converged surface f(X; θ∗)
which reaches PSO balance state in Eq. (5). Hence, for convergence one necessary condition
over MU (X, θ) and MD(X, θ) is that one and only one unique function f(X; θ) must exist
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that solves PU (X) ·MU (X, θ) = PD(X) ·MD(X, θ), where by uniqueness we refer to the
graph of the function f(X; θ) w.r.t. X, GS(f, θ). That is, two functions with different weight
vectors θ1 and θ2 but with same graphs GS(f, θ1) = GS(f, θ2) are considered here as the same
function.
Further, given that the above condition is satisfied for a considered choice of magnitudes ,
the stationary point f∗t of Eq. (65) is stable only if:
|J(f∗t )| < 1, (66)
where
J(f) ,
∂
[
f + αt ·
[
PU ·MU (f)− PD ·MD(f)
]]
∂f
= 1 + αt ·
[
PU ·M ′U (f)− PD ·M ′D(f)
]
,
M ′U (f) ,
∂MU (f)
∂f
, M ′D(f) ,
∂MD(f)
∂f
.
The condition in Eq. (66) is identical to:[
PU ·M ′U (f∗t )− PD ·M ′D(f∗t )
]
< 0 and
[
PU ·M ′U (f∗t )− PD ·M ′D(f∗t )
]
> − 2
αt
. (67)
Note that − 2αt goes to −∞ due to its relation with learning rate δ which is typically
decayed to zero along the optimization. Thus, the second term in Eq. (67) typically
holds. Therefore, for the stability of Eq. (65) the chosen magnitude functions must satisfy
PU ·M ′U (f∗t ) < PD ·M ′D(f∗t ). From this it follows that θ, whose GS(f, θ) satisfies the PSO
balance state, must also satisfy PU (X) ·M ′U (X, θ) < PD(X) ·M ′D(X, θ).

Appendix F: Softmax Cross-Entropy as Instance of PSO
Here we will show that the cross-entropy loss combined with a Softmax layer, as typical
in the image classification domain, can be seen as another instance of PSO. For this we
define our training dataset as a set of pairs {Xi, Yi} where Xi ∈ Rn is a data point of an
arbitrary dimension n (e.g. image) and Yi is its label - a discrete number that takes values
from {1, . . . , C} with C being the number of classes. For the classification task we assume
that each sample pair is i.i.d. sampled from an unknown density P(X,Y ) = P(X) · P(Y |X).
Our task is to enforce the output of Softmax layer to converge to the unknown conditional
P(Y |X).
The cross-entropy loss for a single training pair [X,Y ] is defined as:
L(θ,X, Y ) = − log exp f(X; θ)Y∑C
i=1 exp f(X; θ)i
= − log exp f(X; θ)Y‖exp f(X; θ)‖1
, (68)
where f(X; θ) is logits output for data sample X, modeled by NN. Its dimension is C × 1.
Further, we notate the i-th entry of this vector by f(X; θ)i. Note that f(X; θ)Y is the entry
that is corresponding to the true label Y of the sample X. Additionally, since each term of∑C
i=1 exp f(X; θ)i is non-negative, we can rewrite this sum as L-1 norm ‖exp f(X; θ)‖1 for
the notation simplicity.
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Further, the gradient of the above loss for a single training pair is:
∂L(θ,X, Y )
∂θ
|θ|×1
=
∂f(X; θ)
∂θ
T
|θ|×C
· ∂L(θ,X, Y )
∂f(X; θ)
C×1
,
where the i-th entry of ∂L(θ,X,Y )∂f(X;θ) can be shown to be equal to:
∂L(θ,X, Y )
∂f(X; θ)i
=
{
exp f(X;θ)i
‖exp f(X;θ)‖1 − 1, if i = Y
exp f(X;θ)i
‖exp f(X;θ)‖1 , if i 6= Y
Next, we can rewrite the cross-entropy loss in Eq. (68) as:
L(θ,X, Y )
gr
= f(X; θ)T ·
[
∂L(θ,X, Y )
∂f(X; θ)
]sg
=
= f(X; θ)Y ·
[
exp f(X; θ)Y
‖exp f(X; θ)‖1
− 1
]sg
+
C∑
i=1,i 6=Y
f(X; θ)i ·
[
exp f(X; θ)i
‖exp f(X; θ)‖1
]sg
=
= −f(X; θ)Y ·
[
1− exp f(X; θ)Y‖exp f(X; θ)‖1
]sg
+
C∑
i=1,i 6=Y
f(X; θ)i ·
[
exp f(X; θ)i
‖exp f(X; θ)‖1
]sg
,
where the above version has the same gradient w.r.t. θ as the loss in Eq. (68), thus both
losses are identical under the gradient-based optimization.
Further, we can write the above loss for a sample batch B , {Xj , Yj}Nj=1 as:
L(θ,B) = − 1
N
N∑
j=1
f(Xj ; θ)Yj ·
[
1− exp f(Xj ; θ)Yj‖exp f(Xj ; θ)‖1
]sg
+
+
1
N
N∑
j=1
C∑
i=1,i 6=Yj
f(Xj ; θ)i ·
[
exp f(Xj ; θ)i
‖exp f(Xj ; θ)‖1
]sg
=
= − 1
N
N∑
j=1
f(Xj ; θ)Yj · [MU (Xj , Yj , θ)]sg +
1
N
N∑
j=1
C∑
i=1,i 6=Yj
f(Xj ; θ)i · [MD(Xj , i, θ)]sg , (69)
where we use the following magnitude functions:
MU (X,Y, θ) = 1− exp f(X; θ)Y‖exp f(X; θ)‖1
=
=
‖exp f(X; θ)‖1 − exp f(X; θ)Y
‖exp f(X; θ)‖1
=
∑C
i=1,i 6=Y exp f(X; θ)i
‖exp f(X; θ)‖1
, (70)
MD(X,Y, θ) =
exp f(X; θ)Y
‖exp f(X; θ)‖1
. (71)
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Considering the loss in Eq. (69), we can recognize the familiar form of the PSO loss in
Eq. (3). Moreover, since the above magnitudes are non-negative, the up term −f(Xj ; θ)Yj ·
[MU (Xj , Yj , θ)]
sg inside Eq. (69) is pushing the surface f(Xj ; θ)Yj only in up direction, while
the down term +f(Xj ; θ)i · [MD(Xj , i, θ)]sg is pushing the surface f(Xj ; θ)i only in down
direction.
In addition, from Eq. (69) we can see that a specific training pair [X,Y ] is pushing
the surface f(X; θ)Y up and is pushing the rest of the surfaces down, thus increasing the
predicted probability of class Y at point X. Likewise, during one optimization iteration
each NN surface within the set {f(X; θ)i}Ci=1 is pushed exactly one time (either in up or in
down direction) by a single training pair [X,Y ]. Thus, every such surface is pushed in total
N times during one iteration, as the number of points within the batch. Therefore, we can
rewrite Eq. (69) as a sum of separate terms per each NN surface:
L(θ,B) =
C∑
i=1
[
− 1
N
N∑
j=1
f(Xj ; θ)i ·
[
MU (Xj , i, θ) · 1[Yj = i]
]sg
+
+
1
N
N∑
j=1
f(Xj ; θ)i ·
[
MD(Xj , i, θ) · 1[Yj 6= i]
]sg]
=
=
1
N
C∑
i=1
[
−
Ni∑
j=1
f(X
(Y=i)
j ; θ)i ·
[
MU (X
(Y=i)
j , i, θ)
]sg
+
+
N−Ni∑
j=1
f(X
(Y 6=i)
j ; θ)i ·
[
MD(X
(Y 6=i)
j , i, θ)
]sg ]
, (72)
where X
(Y=i)
j represents j-th sample point within Ni out of N sample points that have label
Y = i, with
∑C
i=1Ni = N . Above we can see that each NN surface undergoes up and down
pushes during the optimization.
Further, considering a specific NN surface f(X; θ)i, the up term in Eq. (72) is the
sampled approximation of EX,Y∼P(X,Y=i) f(X; θ)Y · [MU (X,Y, θ)]sg, where P(X,Y ) is the
density of training points that can also be factored as P(X) · P(Y |X). Likewise, the
down term is the sampled approximation of EX,Y∼P′(X,Y=i) f(X; θ)Y · [MD(X,Y, θ)]sg where
P′(X,Y ) , P(X) · [1− P(Y |X)]. Considering the above, the cross-entropy loss is a sampled
approximation of:
L¯(θ) = − E
X,Y∼P(X,Y )
f(X; θ)Y ·
[
MU (X,Y, θ)
]sg
+ E
X,Y∼P′(X,Y )
f(X; θ)Y ·
[
MD(X,Y, θ)
]sg
=
=
∫ C∑
i=1
−f(X; θ)i · P(X, i) ·
[
MU (X, i, θ)
]sg
+ f(X; θ)i · P′(X, i) ·
[
MD(X, i, θ)
]sg
dX =
=
∫ C∑
i=1
f(X; θ)i ·
[
−P(X, i) ·
[
MU (X, i, θ)
]sg
+ P′(X, i) ·
[
MD(X, i, θ)
]sg]
dX =
=
C∑
i=1
∫
f(X; θ)i ·
[−P(X, i) ·MU (X, i, θ) + P′(X, i) ·MD(X, i, θ)]sg dX,
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whose gradient w.r.t. θ is:
∂L¯(θ)
∂θ
=
C∑
i=1
∫
∂f(X; θ)i
∂θ
· [−P(X, i) ·MU (X, i, θ) + P′(X, i) ·MD(X, i, θ)] dX =
=
∫
∂f(X; θ)
∂θ
T
·
[
− FU (X, θ) + FD(X, θ)
]
dX, (73)
where the up and down forces are now vectors defined as:
FU (X, θ) =
 P(X, 1) ·MU (X, 1, θ)...
P(X,C) ·MU (X,C, θ)
, FD(X, θ) =
 P′(X, 1) ·MD(X, 1, θ)...
P′(X,C) ·MD(X,C, θ)
. (74)
From the above Eq. (73)-(74) we can conclude that the cross-entropy loss can be viewed
as an instance of PSO, extended to models with multi-dimensional outputs. The optimization
of such PSO instance can be seen as pushes of dynamical forces over C different NN surfaces
{f(X; θ)i}Ci=1. Thus, the insights about the PSO and its connection to the gradient similarity ,
described in this paper, also hold for the supervised classification domain.
Further, considering the PSO principles presented in this paper, we will derive the
balance state of the cross-entropy loss, to verify that PSO framework produces the same
equilibrium which was derived in the field of classification. From Eq. (73) we can see that
similarly to general PSO the fixated point of such optimization is reached at θ∗ where
FU (X, θ
∗) = FD(X, θ∗) holds for every X ∈ Rn and each surface (implicit dimension of label
Y ). Thus, the balance state of the cross-entropy loss is reached when for every X ∈ Rn and
every Y ∈ [1, . . . , C] we have:
P(X,Y ) ·MU (X,Y, θ) = P′(X,Y ) ·MD(X,Y, θ) ⇒ P(X,Y )P′(X,Y ) =
MD(X,Y, θ)
MU (X,Y, θ)
⇒
⇒ P(Y |X)
1− P(Y |X) =
exp f(X; θ)Y
‖exp f(X; θ)‖1 − exp f(X; θ)Y
⇒ P(Y |X) = exp f(X; θ)Y‖exp f(X; θ)‖1
⇒
⇒ P(Y |X) = exp f(X; θ)Y∑C
i=1 exp f(X; θ)i
= Softmax [f(X; θ), Y ] .
Thus, the PSO balance state agrees with the known optimization solution of a cross-
entropy loss. Yet, according to the PSO principles the magnitudes in Eq. (70)-(71) are
not the only choice for such convergence. In fact, we can play with the norm within the
denominator of MU (·) and MD(·), and change it to be any L-p norm, since the denominator
term is eventually canceled out and since its actual role is to bound outputs of magnitude
functions. Similarly to what we observed in our experiments about the PSO-LDE (see
Sections 5.2 and 10), different norms (the α value in context of PSO-LDE) can have
smoother dynamics and produce a smaller approximation error. Alternatively, we can also
use MU (X,Y, θ) =
1−exp f(X;θ)Y
‖exp f(X;θ)‖p and MD(X,Y, θ) =
exp f(X;θ)Y
‖exp f(X;θ)‖p which for the above setting
will enforce each surface f(X; θ)Y to converge directly to logP(Y |X). Yet, such model will
be only approximately normalized, similarly to PSO-LDE. Moreover, we can infer logP(Y |X)
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via a single surface instead of set of C surfaces, by expanding this single surface’s support
(input of the model f(·; θ)) to be a joined variable Z , [X,Y ], and push it according to the
one of PSO instances in Table 7 (see also Section 8.1). There are many possibilities to infer
P(Y |X) when considering principles of PSO, and it would be interesting to explore these
directions to see if any of them can yield any advantage over the standard cross-entropy loss.
We shall leave it for future research.
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Appendix G: Proof of Unnormalized Model Family in (Pihlaja et al.,
2012) being subgroup of PSO
The family of estimators in (Pihlaja et al., 2012) is defined by the objective function:
L(θ, {XiU}, {XiD}) = −
1
NU
NU∑
i=1
g1
[exp(f(XiU ; θ))
PD(XiU )
]
+
1
ND
ND∑
i=1
g2
[exp(f(XiD; θ))
PD(XiD)
]
, (75)
where points XiU and X
i
D are sampled from approximated data density PU and auxiliary
distribution PD respectively. Further, the f(X; θ) is an estimated model parametrized by
weight vector θ. The g1[·] and g2[·] are nonlinear functions such that
g′2[q]
g′1[q]
= q. (76)
When the above condition holds, the model approximates target log density f(X; θ) =
logPU (X).
Next, in order to prove that above algorithm family is subgroup of PSO, we will find
canonical PSO form of the loss in Eq. (75). For this purpose, first we derive the gradient of
this loss:
∂L(θ, {XiU}, {XiD})
∂θ
= − 1
NU
NU∑
i=1
∂g1
[
exp(f(XiU ;θ))
PD(XiU )
]
∂
exp(f(XiU ;θ))
PD(XiU )
·
∂
exp(f(XiU ;θ))
PD(XiU )
∂θ
+
+
1
ND
ND∑
i=1
∂g2
[
exp(f(XiD;θ))
PD(XiD)
]
∂
exp(f(XiD;θ))
PD(XiD)
·
∂
exp(f(XiD;θ))
PD(XiD)
∂θ
=
= − 1
NU
NU∑
i=1
∂g1
[
r(XiU ; θ)
]
∂r(XiU ; θ)
· exp
(
f(XiU ; θ)
)
PD(XiU )
· ∂f(X
i
U ; θ)
∂θ
+
+
1
ND
ND∑
i=1
∂g2
[
r(XiD; θ)
]
∂r(XiD; θ)
· exp
(
f(XiD; θ)
)
PD(XiD)
· ∂f(X
i
D; θ)
∂θ
, (77)
where
r(X; θ) , exp(f(X; θ))
PD(X)
. (78)
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Next, we define the following magnitude functions:
MU (X; θ) =
∂g1
[
r(X; θ)
]
∂r(X; θ)
· exp(f(X; θ))
PD(X)
,
MD(X; θ) =
∂g2
[
r(X; θ)
]
∂r(X; θ)
· exp(f(X; θ))
PD(X)
,
and rewrite the gradient in Eq. (77) as
∂L(θ, {XiU}, {XiD})
∂θ
=
= − 1
NU
NU∑
i=1
MU (X
i
U ; θ) ·
∂f(XiU ; θ)
∂θ
+
1
ND
ND∑
i=1
MD(X
i
D; θ) ·
∂f(XiD; θ)
∂θ
.
Considering the above gradient, we can also rewrite the loss in Eq. (75) as
L(θ, {XiU}, {XiD}) = −
1
NU
NU∑
i=1
f(XiU ; θ)·
[
MU (X
i
U , θ)
]sg
+
1
ND
ND∑
i=1
f(XiD; θ)·
[
MD(X
i
D, θ)
]sg
,
(79)
which has PSO canonical form as in Eq. (3). Hence, the algorithm family from (Pihlaja
et al., 2012) is contained inside PSO family. The opposite relation, PSO being contained in
algorithm family (Pihlaja et al., 2012), does not hold since PSO instances are not limited to
estimate only logPU (X) (see Section 3).
Further, by applying the PSO principles to the loss in Eq. (79) we can see that its balance
state is achieved when:
PU (X)
PD(X)
=
MD(X, θ)
MU (X, θ)
=
∇rg2
[
r(X; θ)
]
∇rg1
[
r(X; θ)
] = r(X; θ) = exp(f(X; θ))
PD(X)
⇒ f(X; θ) = logPU (X),
where we used identities from Eq. (76) and Eq. (78). Thus, the balance state of PSO agrees
with conclusions made in (Pihlaja et al., 2012).

Appendix H: Proof of Bregman Divergence Framework in (Gutmann and
Hirayama, 2012) being subgroup of PSO
The family of estimators in (Gutmann and Hirayama, 2012) is defined by the objective
function:
L(θ) =
∫
S0[f(X; θ)]− S1[f(X; θ)] · h(X)dµ, (80)
where target function h(X) is approximated by model f(X; θ), and where inner functions
satisfy:
∇fS0[f(X; θ)]
∇fS1[f(X; θ)] = f(X; θ), ∇fS1[f(X; θ)] > 0. (81)
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The µ is the nondecreasing weighting function. In (Gutmann and Hirayama, 2012) it was
shown that minimization of Eq. (80) for a specific choice of S0(·) and S1(·) minimizes a
Bregman divergence between h(X) and f(X; θ).
Next, in order to prove that above framework is subgroup of PSO, we will find canonical
PSO form of the loss in Eq. (80). Assuming for simplicity that µ is a constant weighting
function, we can rewrite the above loss as:
L(θ) =
∫
S0[f(X; θ)]− S1[f(X; θ)] · h(X)dX =
=
∫
−P
U (X)
PU (X)
· S1[f(X; θ)] · h(X) + P
D(X)
PD(X)
· S0[f(X; θ)]dX gr=
gr
=
∫
−PU (X)·f(X; θ)·
[∇fS1[f(X; θ)] · h(X)
PU (X)
]sg
+PD(X)·f(X; θ)·
[∇fS0[f(X; θ)]
PD(X)
]sg
dX,
(82)
where
gr
= means that expressions from both its sides have identical gradients w.r.t. θ and
thus are equal in a context of the gradient-based optimization.
The above loss is identical to PSO loss in Eq. (8) for magnitude functions:
MU (X; θ) =
∇fS1[f(X; θ)] · h(X)
PU (X)
, (83)
MD(X; θ) =
∇fS0[f(X; θ)]
PD(X)
, (84)
where the opposite relation is:
∇fS0[f(X; θ)] = MD(X; θ) · PD(X), (85)
∇fS1[f(X; θ)] = MU (X; θ) · P
U (X)
h(X)
, (86)
Further, note that the above MU (·) contains PU (X) which is typically unknown a priori.
Yet, it is commonly canceled out by identical term inside the target function h(X).
Considering Eq. (82), the framework from (Gutmann and Hirayama, 2012) is contained
inside PSO family. The opposite relation, PSO being contained in the framework (Gutmann
and Hirayama, 2012), does not hold since PSO instances are not constrained to conditions
in Eq. (81). In particular, the second condition in Eq. (81) and Eq. (86) imply:
MU (X; θ) · PU (X)
h(X)
> 0, (87)
from which we can conclude that MU (X; θ) and h(X) must have the same sign. Yet, this is
not required by PSO. For example, loss of Log-density Ratio in Table 5 has MU (X; θ) = 1
and the target function is h(X) = log P
U (X)
PD(X) . Hence, while MU (X; θ)’s output is always
positive, h(X) can return both positive and negative values depending on whether PU (X) is
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bigger than PD(X) or not, for each point X ∈ Rn. Thus, for some points the condition in
Eq. (87) will not hold. Similar results can also be shown for other PSO instances.
Further, from Eq. (85) it follows that MD(X; θ) has to be integrable w.r.t. f(X; θ).
Yet, PSO does not require any such integrability condition over its magnitude functions.
Specifically, magnitudes of PSO-LDE in Section 5.2 do not have a known integral for the
general case of any α. Therefore, PSO is not a subset of the framework in (Gutmann and
Hirayama, 2012). Moreover, in general the PSO formulation is more flexible and much more
intuitive.
Additionally, by applying the PSO principles to the magnitude functions in Eq. (83) and
Eq. (84) we can see that its balance state is achieved when:
PU (X)
PD(X)
=
MD(X, θ)
MU (X, θ)
=
PU (X) · ∇fS0[f(X; θ)]
∇fS1[f(X; θ)] · h(X) · PD(X) =
PU (X) · f(X; θ)
PD(X) · h(X)
⇒ f(X; θ) = h(X),
where we used identity from Eq. (81). Thus, the balance state of PSO agrees with conclusions
made in (Gutmann and Hirayama, 2012).

Appendix I: Proof of f-Divergence Framework in (Nowozin et al., 2016)
being subgroup of PSO
The family of f-divergence estimators in (Nowozin et al., 2016) is defined by the loss:
L(θ,XU , XD) = −f(XU ; θ) + F ∗[f(XD; θ)], (88)
where we slightly changed the original syntax to support the format of this paper. At the
convergence, the value from Eq. (88) will approximate F-divergence:
DF (PU ||PD) =
∫
PD(X) · F
(
PU (X)
PD(X)
)
,
where F (·) is generator function that defines particular F-divergence variant. Further, the
F ∗(·) from Eq. (88) is convex conjugate of F (·), also known as Fenchel conjugate.
Next, the F-divergence loss in Eq. (88) can be rewritten as:
L(θ,XU , XD) = −f(XU ; θ) + f(XD; θ) ·
[
F ∗′[f(XD; θ)]
]sg
, (89)
where F ∗′[·] is first derivative of F ∗[·] w.r.t. f(·). Both losses in Eq. (88) and Eq. (89) have
an identical gradient w.r.t. θ and thus are equal in context of the optimization.
Moreover, we can see that Eq. (89) has PSO canonical form and therefore is PSO
instance, with Eq. (88) being its natural form. Furthermore, this PSO instance has following
magnitude functions:
MU (X; θ) = 1,
MD(X; θ) = F
∗′[f(X; θ)].
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Considering Eq. (89), the framework from (Nowozin et al., 2016) is contained inside PSO
family. The opposite relation, PSO being contained in the framework (Nowozin et al., 2016),
does not hold since PSO instances are not constrained to case where MU (X; θ) = 1.

Appendix J: Matrix A from definition of Transformed Columns
Distribution
Matrix A was randomly generated under constraint of having determinant 1, to keep the
volume of sampled points the same. Its generated entries are:
A =


0.190704135 -0.103706818 0.287080085 -0.224115607 -0.0296220322 -0.200017067 0.107420472 0.145939799 -0.21151047 0.290260037 -0.109926743 -0.138214861 0.0739138407 -0.173910764 -0.158279581 -0.138856972 -0.512741096 -0.0894244111 -0.465075432 0.138203328
0.254157669 0.00972120677 -0.425381258 -0.165311223 -0.0732519109 0.316785766 -0.0651314216 -0.153534853 -0.294111694 -0.29775682 -0.285308807 0.12228138 -0.11072477 -0.0955035066 0.00942833152 -0.252106498 -0.40791915 0.14810246 0.219848116 0.0170452831
0.213837698 0.435577026 -0.0250319656 0.297552176 0.14030724 0.17703815 0.179253182 -0.0710653564 0.0507340489 0.235684257 0.33391508 -0.40609493 -0.197930666 -0.322136609 -0.146204612 -0.164195869 -0.0672063429 0.138970011 0.121959537 -0.150499483
0.229971825 0.235126465 0.158420112 -0.0223857003 0.28726862 0.133325519 -0.352231148 0.403451114 -0.0161522847 -0.0193998935 0.0455239109 0.162348247 -0.108553457 -0.126312424 0.354695129 -0.18792775 0.101384726 -0.360466001 0.0797850581 0.338497968
0.168709235 0.0770914534 -0.178165495 -0.0661545928 0.323673824 -0.216202087 0.475022027 0.129138946 -0.0173273685 -0.305472906 -0.187205709 -0.0359566427 -0.216262061 -0.0428909211 -0.354871726 0.299579441 0.157803981 -0.190573488 0.0280581785 0.281767192
0.238265575 0.14326338 0.323225051 0.101182056 0.222068216 -0.42470829 -0.132128709 -0.203895612 -0.38640015 -0.193494524 0.15340899 0.0919709633 -0.150512414 0.257608882 0.182536036 0.223159059 -0.177186352 0.198776911 0.130192805 -0.201342323
0.279579926 -0.162797928 -0.0586375005 -0.211398563 -0.178520507 -0.0154862203 -0.371463145 0.187233788 -0.19506691 0.119455231 -0.202696444 -0.581504491 -0.160227753 0.135365515 -0.104123883 0.128700751 0.341221005 0.04776047 0.0956523695 -0.105994479
0.220148935 -0.2672238 0.259200965 -0.348342982 0.155930129 0.0194560055 0.136887538 -0.264686829 0.243602026 0.117285157 -0.002458813 0.241121126 -0.423370778 0.01867544 -0.0604651676 -0.397344315 0.273889032 0.122122216 0.00146222648 -0.125711392
0.274834233 0.105359473 0.135585987 -0.19681974 -0.0573374634 0.272574082 0.0741237415 0.0122961299 0.331281502 -0.33605766 0.271171768 -0.205618232 0.213806318 0.535961439 -0.103513592 -0.0402908492 -0.199964863 -0.203164108 -0.0657867077 -0.0601941311
0.191457811 -0.234983092 0.180777146 0.293340161 -0.0365900702 0.214595475 0.236285794 0.256954426 0.152660465 0.0502990912 -0.34518931 0.0711801608 -0.128073093 -0.0785011303 0.222291071 0.252921604 -0.174804068 -0.217786875 0.114727637 -0.492946359
0.223304218 -0.0257257131 -0.413566391 0.172073687 0.326658323 -0.251109479 -0.188027609 0.334468985 0.161164411 0.150742708 -0.0165671389 0.232902107 0.21926384 0.194760411 -0.235966926 -0.210659524 -0.00475631985 0.172782694 -0.148866241 -0.300869538
0.243388344 0.243683991 -0.121589184 -0.187437781 0.0578409285 -0.27767391 0.118032949 -0.346625601 0.292226942 0.243065097 -0.348108205 -0.141543891 0.37738745 -0.0330943339 0.390702777 0.02656679 0.0292203222 -0.0520266353 0.165078206 0.0596683021
0.230141811 0.0247039796 -0.160146528 0.276454478 -0.576178718 -0.329822403 0.25548108 0.14013065 -0.0103114951 -0.162178682 0.0992219866 0.012231234 -0.189306474 0.0930990418 0.282716476 -0.306277128 0.142988577 -0.00844652753 -0.179308874 0.106622196
0.232700446 -0.203358735 -0.0404096623 0.0651155788 -0.0876307509 -0.191362905 -0.350703084 -0.292134625 0.189041139 -0.344463408 0.182873652 0.00843615229 0.103973847 -0.52808934 -0.153969081 0.0920142117 0.0274541623 -0.30781733 -0.126023284 -0.157587751
0.199527977 0.204898606 -0.0450516851 -0.270830109 -0.122669508 0.203103159 0.237732868 0.012741777 -0.462819922 0.114896626 0.187819585 0.289174359 0.310962024 -0.0974490092 -0.00676534358 0.104883625 0.361388813 -0.151993161 -0.133748076 -0.307757495
0.175957009 0.114449497 0.0205901599 -0.309807805 -0.235656127 0.00557129199 -0.0424724202 0.307742364 0.323261613 -0.00822297356 0.171003077 0.20675015 -0.0593725006 -0.232062167 0.0481299972 0.415888833 -0.102561506 0.524594092 0.0346260903 0.106458345
0.223633992 -0.408554226 -0.309022911 0.131333656 0.253238692 0.245874156 0.0563174345 -0.203397977 -0.0592004594 0.179237363 0.275909961 -0.0735710289 -0.0681467794 0.0974804318 0.340180897 0.282145806 -0.0050587548 0.0683927742 -0.329991983 0.246896636
0.215583387 0.212554612 0.289443614 0.366636519 -0.034606719 0.274097732 -0.127438501 -0.179674304 0.0238811214 -0.126780371 -0.419167616 0.0954798128 0.126317847 0.0330201935 -0.166833728 0.039242297 0.231007699 0.29173484 -0.381428263 0.182896273
0.210225414 -0.42839288 0.239002756 0.174593297 0.0372987005 -0.000156767089 0.183766314 0.132302659 -0.124351715 -0.0656208547 0.126841957 -0.0486788409 0.471440044 -0.112599645 -0.0828678102 -0.173846575 0.0871950404 0.210646003 0.459392924 0.242375288
0.220671036 0.0270987729 -0.0325243953 0.176295746 -0.299408603 -0.00284534072 -0.133474574 -0.186385408 0.0205827025 0.45209226 0.0583508015 0.321753008 -0.120986377 0.217766867 -0.359227919 0.180578462 -0.115873733 -0.281505687 0.296303031 0.245563455
.
Appendix K: Weights Uncorrelation and Gradient Similarity Space
In this appendix we will empirically demonstrate the relation between gradient similarity
g(X,X ′, θ) and Euclidean distance d(X,X ′), and how this relation changes along the
optimization. Particularly, we show empirically that during first several thousand iterations
of typical optimization the trend is achieved where high values of g(X,X ′, θ) are correlated
with small values of d(X,X ′). Further, this trend is preserved during the rest part of the
optimization. This trend can be seen as an another argument for the expressiveness limit
assumption (10) made in this paper - the shape of g(X,X ′, θ) approximately resembles
the delta function.
Global Evaluation For this we apply PSO-LDE with α = 14 on a BD model for the
inference of Columns distribution defined in Eq. (56), where at different optimization
iterations we plot output pairs of g(X,X ′, θ) and d(X,X ′). The plots are constructed
similarly to Figure 10b. Specifically, we sample 500 points DU = {XiU} and 500 points
DD = {XiD} from PU and PD respectively. For each sample from D = DU∪DD we calculated
gradient ∂f(X;θ)∂θ . Further we calculated Euclidean distance and gradient similarity between
every two points within D, producing 1000·10012 pairs of distance and similarity values. These
values are plotted in Figure 42.
Further, we also compute a relative side-influence r(X,X ′, θ), defined in Eq. (37), for
each pair of points in D. In Figure 43 we construct a histogram of 106 obtained pairs of
{r(Xi, Xj , θ)} and {d(Xi, Xj)}.
From the above figures we can see that during the first 100 iterations, gradient similarity
obtains a form where its values are monotonically decreasing with bigger Euclidean distance
between the points. During the next optimization iterations the self similarity g(X,X, θ) is
growing by several orders of magnitudes. At the same time the side-similarity g(X ′, X, θ)
for X ′ 6= X is growing significantly slower and mostly stays centered around zero. In overall
values of g(X,X, θ) are much higher than values of g(X ′, X, θ) for X ′ 6= X, implying that
self-influence forces are extremely stronger than side-influence forces. Furthermore, since
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 42: Relation between values of gradient similarity g(X ′, X, θ) and values of Euclidean distance
d(X ′, X), along the optimization time t (iteration index). PSO-LDE with α = 14 is applied, where
NN architecture is block-diagonal with 6 layers, number of blocks NB = 50 and block size SB = 64
(see Section 6.1). Each plot is constructed similarly to Figure 10b, see main text for more details.
Outputs from both g(X ′, X, θ) and d(X ′, X) are demonstrated at different times; (a) t = 0, (b)
t = 100, (c) t = 3200, (d) t = 3400, (e) t = 6000, (f) t = 100000 and (g) t = 200000. (h) Zoom-in
of (g). As can be seen, self similarities g(X,X, θ), depicted at d(X ′, X) = 0, are high and increase
during the optimization. The side similarities g(X ′, X, θ) for X ′ 6= X, depicted at d(X ′, X) > 0, are
centered around zero at t = 200000 and are significantly lower than self similarities.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (l)
Figure 43: Histograms of the relative gradient similarity r(X ′, X, θ) and the Euclidean distance
d(X ′, X) at different optimization times t, for the experiment in Figure 42. At each time t we
calculate a relative side-influence r(Xi, Xj , θ) and a Euclidean distance d(Xi, Xj) for 10
6 point pairs
and depict a histogram of obtained {r(Xi, Xj , θ)} and {d(Xi, Xj)}. The optimization time is (a)
t = 0, (b) t = 100, (c) t = 3200, (d) t = 3400, (e) t = 4000, (f) t = 6000, (g) t = 10000, (h) t = 29000,
(i) t = 100000, (j) t = 150000, (k) t = 200000 and (l) t = 300000. As observed, after t = 10000 the
relative gradient similarity between far away regions is much smaller than 1, implying that there is a
insignificant side-influence over height f(X; θ) at point X from other points that are far away from
X.
side-similarity is centered around zero, theoretically side-influence forces may cancel each
other, thus further improving the optimization performance. Likewise, from Figure 43 it is
also clear that the self-influence of PSO is substantially stronger that the side-influence during
the most part of the optimization process (i.e. after 10000 iterations in this experiment).
Local Evaluation Additionally, we performed a local evaluation of the above relation
between gradient similarity and Euclidean distance. Particularly, after convergence we
consider a path within a 20D input space, that starts at S = [−1, . . . ,−1] and ends at
E = [1, . . . , 1]. We evenly discretized this path into 1000 middle points with which we form
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Figure 44: Local relation between values of gradient similarity g(X ′, X, θ) and values of Euclidean
distance d(X ′, X) within BD architecture. The applied PSO method and model architecture are
same as in Figure 42. After convergence, we calculate gradient ∂f(X;θ)∂θ along path within input space,
[−1, . . . ,−1] −→ [1, . . . , 1], which is uniformly discretized via 1000 middle points. Afterwards, (a) the
Gramian matrix G is constructed, with Gij = g(Xi, Xj , θ) where Xi and Xj are i-th and j-th points
along the path. Note that the index difference |i− j| also represents Euclidean distance between
points Xi and Xj . Further, i-th row of G contains similarities g(Xi, ·, θ) between point i and rest of
points. (a)-(c) 1-th, 100-th, . . . , 900-th and 1000-th rows of G are shown. Red line indicates i-th
entry of i-th row where self similarity g(Xi, Xi, θ) is plotted. See more details in the main text.
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an ordered point set D = {S, . . . , E}, with |D| = 1000. Afterwards, we calculate θ gradients
at each point in D and construct the Gramian matrix G, with Gij = g(Xi, Xj , θ). Note
that the index of each point expresses also its location within the chosen point path, and
the index difference |i− j| also represents Euclidean distance between points Xi and Xj . In
Figure 44a this matrix G is depicted, and here it can be observed that G’s diagonal is very
prominent. This again reasserts that self gradient similarity is significantly stronger than
the side one.
Moreover, each row ri inside G represents g(Xi, ·, θ) - side similarity between the point
Xi and the rest of the points in D (i.e. the chosen path). Note that the i-th entry of ri
represents self similarity g(Xi, Xi, θ), while other entries represent the side-similarity from
path points around Xi. Further, indexes of these other entries are related to the distance
between the points and Xi, via the index difference |i− j|. Hence, first i− 1 entries of ri
represent first i− 1 points within the chosen path D before the i-th point, whereas the last
1000− i entries of ri represent points at the end of the path. In Figures 44b-44d 11 different
rows of G are depicted, where each row demonstrates gradient similarity around some path
point Xi as a function of the second point index (and distance between two points). Here we
can see that g(Xi, Xj , θ) typically has a peak at Xj = Xi, and further smoothly decreases
as we walk away from point Xi in any of the two path directions (towards S or E). Thus,
here we see that gradient similarity has a kernel-like behavior, returning high similarity for
the same point and diminishing as the distance between the points grows. Yet, this kernel
resemblance is not perfect, with some rows (e.g. 400-th in Figure 44c) having peaks outside
of the i-th entry. Nevertheless, in context of PSO such local behavior allows us to conclude
that when any training point is pushed by PSO loss, the force impact on the NN surface is
local, centered around the pushed training point.
Further, in Figure 45 we also plot the normalized gradient similarity g¯(Xi, Xj , θ) ,
∇θf(Xi;θ)T ·∇θf(Xj ;θ)
‖∇θf(Xi;θ)‖·‖∇θf(Xj ;θ)‖ = cos [∠ [∇θf(Xi; θ),∇θf(Xj ; θ)]] for the same setting as in Figure
44. Here, we can see that g¯(Xi, Xj , θ), which is cosine of the angle between θ gradients at
points Xi and Xj , has a more symmetrical behavior w.r.t. g(Xi, Xj , θ). That is, g¯(Xi, ·, θ)
has a peak when the second argument is equal to Xi, and it is monotonically decreasing as
the distance between the second argument and Xi is increasing. Moreover, the asymmetry
that we observed in case of g(Xi, Xj , θ) (400-th and 600-th rows in Figure 44c) is caused
actually by the difference in a gradient norm at different points Xi and Xj . Specifically, we
can see that peak of 400-th row in Figure 44c is pushed towards the beginning of the path
D, where X400 has neighbors with higher norm ‖∇θf(Xj ; θ)‖. In g¯(Xi, Xj , θ) each gradient
is normalized to have a unit norm, which eliminates the above asymmetry as observed
in Figure 45c. Hence, nearby points with a large gradient norm may affect the gradient
similarity at a specific point and make it less symmetric/centered.
Note that in case the applied optimizer is GD, during the actual optimization the NN
surface is pushed according to the g(Xi, Xj , θ) and not g¯(Xi, Xj , θ). Therefore, various local
asymmetries inside g(Xi, Xj , θ) may affect the optimization optimality. However, Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014), used in our experiments, with its adaptive moment
estimation and normalization per each weight implicitly transforms the actual similarity
kernel of the PSO information flow. We speculate that the actual information kernel is more
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Figure 45: Normalized gradient results within BD architecture: same results from Figure 44, with
Gramian matrix being normalized to G¯ : G¯ij = g¯(Xi, Xj , θ) =
∇θf(Xi;θ)T ·∇θf(Xj ;θ)
‖∇θf(Xi;θ)‖·‖∇θf(Xj ;θ)‖ . As observed,
normalized gradient similarity g¯(Xi, Xj , θ) is more symmetrical along both directions of a chosen
path D than regular the gradient similarity g(Xi, Xj , θ) in Figure 44.
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similar to the normalized gradient similarity. We shall leave a detailed investigation of the
gradient similarity under Adam optimization update rule for future work.
Overall, our experiments show that NN weights undergo some uncorrelation process
during the first few thousands of iterations, after which the gradient similarity obtains
properties approximately similar to a local-support kernel function. Specifically, an
opposite relation is formed between gradient similarity and Euclidean distance, where higher
distance is associated with a smaller similarity. This uncorrelation can also be viewed
as gradients (w.r.t. θ) at different training points are becoming more and more linearly
independent along the optimization, which as a result increases angles between gradient
vectors. Hence, these gradients point to different directions inside the parameter space R|θ|,
decreasing the side-influence between the training points. Furthermore, this uncorrelation
process was observed almost in each experiment, yet the radius of local support for the
kernel g(X ′, X, θ) (that is, how fast gradient similarity is decreasing w.r.t. d(X,X ′)) is
changing depending on the applied NN architecture (e.g. FC vs BD) and on specific inferred
density PU .
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